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'Die VL4. Smaller. lighter. 
Faster. Brighter. 

Vari•Lite Inc. 's new VL4™ wash luminaire is Lhe latest addi
tion to the Series 200® system - with superior response 
and the latest in technological advances. 

Smaller. The compact size ol the Vl4 lumi
naire (14 3/8 inches X 20 3/8 inches) 
makes it ideal for versatile placement, 
particularfy in limited spaces. 
lighter. At a mere 38 
pounds, it is easy to 
handle and requires 
far less truss sup
port. 
Faster. TheVL4 lu• 
minaire can pan 
and tilt as last as 
240" persecond or 
as slow as .75° per 
second. With 
smooth continu• 
ous motion. 
Brighter. The HTI® 
400 watt source produces 
an extremely bright beam or 
2000 loot candles at 20 feet. 

The new high-speed shutter 
douser provides instantaneous 
blackouts, bumps, and strobe-like el• 
lects - in less than 0.1 seconds. 

The crossfadeable di• 
chroic color tuning system 
allows you to achieve the pre
cise color you desire. With 240 
pre-programmed col ors and in• 
dependent cyan, magenta and 
ambercolor panel control, you 
can create a custom palette. 
Color crosslades can be pro
grammed to last lor hours. Or 
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you can change a color in less than 0.3 seconds. 

The beam angle ol the Vl4 luminaire can be program
med to vary from spot (as narrow as 4') to flood. 

Textured glass panels intercept the beam to 
provide a continuous range of diffusion 

- up to a 28° field angle. 

The Vl4 luminaire is an ex
tremelyversatile instru• 

ment. And is ide. 
ally matched to 
Vari-Ute's VL28TM 
spot luminaire. 
Both instruments 
u.se a 400 watt arc 
lamp and can be 
color corrected to 
3200° tungsten. 

Vari•Lite is the leader in 
automated lighting 
technology. We will 
help you create the 
look you want -
with our new VL 4 
wash luminaire or 
any of our other 
wash and spot lu
minaire.s. Back you 
up with experienced 

operators. Reliable 
se,vice. And support 

that's unmatched 
throughout the world. 

VARl•UTE - the finest auto-
mated lighting system for concerts, 

television, film, video, theatre, industrial shows
1 

and confer
ences - a system that offers you total control of the lull 
specttum of lighting possibilities. 
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PROJECT FULL COLOR 
IMAGES WITH EXISTING LIGHTING 

FIXTURES AS EASILY AND INEXPENSIVELY 
AS PATTERNS 

lrvlAGE 
INCORPORATED 



Strand technology 
moves further ahead ... 

S trond's new Precision Automated Lighting 

System (PAlS) represents o mojor advance in 

lighting technology. 

With computer-controlled luminoires 

incorporating integral microprocessors ond 

motor/gearbox assemblies, PALS achieves high 

precision positioning too resolution of one in o 

thousand - quietly, smoothly ond effortlessly. So 

with PALS, the lighting designer con creole ond 

Filter, Pollux Arturo 
Spotli9h1, Softlight, 

Cantata 
Spotli9hh 

record complex lighting sequences, safe in the 

knowledge thot they con be occurotely repeated 

time ond time ogoin. This olso meons the designer 

needs fewer luminoires ond shorter set up times. 

And the entire system con be controlled by one 

operator. 

PAlS is the latest in o long line of Strond 

innovations. For more thon 75 yeors, Strand 

lighting hos mointoined o continually high level of 

Beomllte Micro-
dimmer 

To,kmcuter 
ControlO.-slc 

-Action 24 
Control Deale 



investment in reseorch ond development.. Every 

yeor, we introduce increosingly sophisticoted and 

relioble products - from follow spots for schools 

ond halls to dimmers ond controls for theotres, film 

and T.V. studios. 

This commitment to creative product 

development ensures that Strand will always leod 

the way in entertainment lighting. leaving others 

even further behind. 

Galaxy 
Control System, 

I O•O•O• 111111 
•O•C>•Oo , 

A<t6 
Dimmer Pack 

Lomp, 

If you'd like to find out more about Strand 

technology, fill in and return the coupon. It could 

be the best move you'll make all day. 

~Strand Lighting 
Strand lighting Limited 
Grant Woy, (Off Syon lone), lsleworth, 
M;ddlesex TW7 5QD, Un;1ed K;ngdom 
Telephone: 01-560 3171. Telex: 27976. Fox: 01-568 2103 

Redhead 
Floodlight, 

Stand, 
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If you tllink this looks good, 
wait until you hear it. 
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celco intod11ce rhe 

range 

Wi:: 

celco irw:oduce rhe 

ce/f!(!), e11ough srH11. 

eoico P<')llUcts 8(9 manufai;tUred anddlstriboted by 
Celc:o Ltd, 1/3 a.i11ngl1am Road, London ses 2PN, 

England 181: 081-698 1027 rlx:927624 (CELOO G) IDX, 
081-46\-2017 and Celco rnc, 200 Sea Lano, 

Famllngclalo, Now YOik 11735. USA to/: (Sf6) 249 
3662 laJ(i (516) 420 1663. 
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If you ore Involved wtth 
equipment used in 
discotheques, clubs, 
the01res, leisure 
complexes, opero houses, 
symphonic halls, 
presentation arenas or 
mm and T.V. studios then 
you can't afford to miss 
the light & Sound Show. 

No admission under 16. 
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Manufacturers Go Into Battle With 
Biggest Range of New Products Ever 
Seen at PLASA Ught & Sound Show 
As the economic situation tightens its An innovation this year, and an 
grip on the money supply, manu- attempt to help both visitor and 
lacturers are having to come up with exhibitor alike, is the Visi1or and 
more and better products 10 altract the Exhibitor Information stand which will 
buyer; and this year's PLASA Show will be located on the ground floor adjacent 
probably see a grea1er number o( new to the escalator. A computerised 
products launched than any other product index will enable you to ask for 
industry show this year. In fact, more a list of exhibitors by product and 
1han have been launched at several service groupings. A printed lisl will be 
shows added together. handed out together with a location 

The 1990 Light & Sound Show will plan. In addition, and for more specific 
consolidate on launches already made help, our equipment consultant Brian 
across Europe earlier this year, and Davies will be on hand to answer more 
combine them with a massive spread o( detailed questions and put you in touch 
totally new products from many o( the with the right exhibitors, making 
major manufacturer's stables. I gave up introductions i( necessary. For the 
counting 1he number of new products overseas visitor two multi-lingual staff 
announced in the Show Catalogue will also be assisting on the stand. 
included wilh this issue soon after I Including the Conference Centre on 
star1ed, and even if I had had the level 3, the 1990 Ligh1 & Sound Show 
patience to complete the task, it spans a total of live floors, so there~ 
wouldn't have rested there. No names, plenty lo see and do. But this year 
but some key players in the game have make sure you give yourself time 
kept a few surprises under wraps in an enough to get round it all. Smaller 
attempt to make a bigger impact. slands often have little gems hidden a1 

So 1he Show is certainly one not to 1he back, and there are no less than 64 
be missed, and for more reasons than new exhibitors this year - a show in 
just coming to see the latest equipment itself. 
and ideas. On 1he second Ooor, the PLASA 

The Seminar Programme has proved group of stands consists of the popular 
a big hit, with many sessions exceeding Book Bazaar, much bigger this year, the 
the hall-capacity stage three weeks up- PLASA s1and itself (where you can ge1 
front. With just 150 seats for each hold of information a bout the Associ-
seminar there aren't likely to be too ation itself and its work) and, o( course, 
many places left if you leave booking the Lighting and Sound International 
until you get to the Show. I( you decide sland where we look forward lo 
to take the chance, then go early to the meeting as many readers as possible. 
PLASA stand (S249) on the second floor Don't miss this onel 
to see i( you can get in. John Offord 

Discothegue 
CLUB CONTROLLER 

Image Pro At PLASA 
Image Pro Incorporated of Minneapolis, USA, 
will be exhibiting at the Ligh1 & Sound Show, 
Olympia 2, September 9-12, Stand No 835. 
On show at Olympia (or the first time outside 
1he USA will be their exciting new pmduc1 
the ' Image Pro•. 

1mage Pro is an optical accessory that 
convertS Slandard spotlights co powerful full
colour or standard~pattern projectors. 

The Image Pro features a light\veight, heat 
resistant, shauerproof, polycarbonate fresnel 
lens, computer designed to utilize standard 
lamp and fixture optics to provide maximum 
clarity and c((iciency. Image Pro Inc have 
appointed Optikinetics Limited of Luton as 
1heir exclusive distributor for Europe 
(telephone (0582) 411413). 

JBL Dance Music 
at PLASA 
Visitors 10 I.his year~ PlASA show will be 
presented with Harman UK\ new Con1rol 
Series Package, consisting of two Control 12s 
with two SB 15 bass bins, designed specifically 
for them, together with mou1\ting poles thal 
join the two cabinets in the familiar 'E.T.' 
configuration. 

Pickh,g up 0 1\ recent success in the clob 
markel, the JBL demo booth takes on a new 
identily as the Sound Power Clubl - fully 
equipped with Sound Power A Series 
products. 

1
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Two PLASA Show Specials 

Graffiti from Coemar (Stand G62). 

Cirque du Soleil 
Canada~ Ci1que du Soleil who justly cl.aim to have 
'refnvented the circus' have recentJy played to 
enthusiastic audiences in London's ~stival Cardens 
al 1he staf1 or their European Tour. The lighting f0t 
this theatrically-choreographed show was provided 
by Celco Ltd of London. 

"11,is is the frrit time Celco has provided a 
complete lighting package" Celco's markeling 
d irector Keith OaJe told L+SI, "and ii has worked 
incred1bly well, enabling us 10 ensure that all lhe 
componenl parts perform as lhey should." 

Amongs1 the vas1 array of equipmenl provided 
W.lS ii Celco 60 Major, lW'o customised Series 2 
MPPJ600C d immer radcs, all mains and low 
vollage mul1i<:ores and various lanterns, trussing 
and bars from Thomas, and profile spots from 
Rank Strand. 

Pictured above is the Big Top, and righl Claude 
Boissonneault (lef1) chief electrician for the circus 
wilh Celco's Ian Mailer. 

led to new possibilities in life 

4 X 2 = 1U (Citronic: 1988 A.O.) 

can do the same for you. 

SPXS-41 
lllEionary new Dual Four-way State Variabl~e fl 

from 

ITAO 



We'd rather you saw 
as little of our speakers 

as possible. 
No one wanes co look m speaker's che.y just wam ro 

hear great sound. As a rule, you don't 9e1 a 9reac sound 

wi<hour hu9e enclosures. The ule,iion SR S,ries of sound 

reinforcement S)'Stems is che exceprfon. Your cars 

jusc won't believe whac )'Out eyes are tclhng you. 

The wu9h, injection moulded cabinecs of 

rh, SR Compact, SR I and SR3 house a revolution 

in speaker desi9n. Unique, hemi-spherical 

hard dome tadia1ors have been combined with extra-longJ 

ed9ewound voice. coils, to produce cone assemblies so rigid 

1hey won't twist or flex, et'en at maximum output: 

/OOw (SR Compact) to 1000w (SR 2 Sub-bass). 

But we're nor jusr talkin9 about power. The SR 

series produces clean, confident hi-Ji sound 01 both high and 

low sound pressure levels, with a clean top end and 

solid bass. 

So from solo musician co major ni9hr club, 

operation of th, SR Series i., simple. A full ran9e of 

mounting options enables you to fix SR S ro walls, 

ceilin9s, Cl';pod.s or instrument stands. 

Being so small, your audience is unlikely to nocicc chem. 

But jusc wail unril chey hear them. 

For more decoils send for a free, full colour brochure or 

visit your local Celesfion dealer. 

CELESTIDn 
Ce lestion Internatio nal Ltd, Foxhall Ro ad, Ipswich, Suffolk lP3 8JP, ENGLAND. Tel: 04 73 723 131 

FRANCE Cclcs1ion France SA, 37 Boulevard Bourdon, 75004 P•ris. Tel: (1) 4l 77 76 8o 
GERMANY Celes,lon Lautsprcchcr Gmbf-1, Jacobsenweg 51-59, 1000 Berlin 27. West Germany. Tel: (30) 432 1o61/62 

USA Cclcsllon lndustrie.< Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way, Hollisron, MA 01746, USA. ' fcl: (508) 4l9 67o6 



LITEBEAM BUNNY 
This interesting device utilises 
a centrally mounted high 
power MSR400 lamp 
projecting through lenses on 
to eight x/y scanning mirrors. 
Each lens has a fixed dichroic 
colour filter, and the mirrors 
have eight pre-programmed 
patterns, each with 60 steps, 
to produce a clutch of 
coloured, swirting beams. 
These patterns can be speed 
controlled or stepped to 
music, via the dedicated 
controller, which allows direct 
access to each mirror 
scanning servo to enable 
further programming and 
pattern creation. A giant of 
an effect with beam power to 
match! 

METEOR XYLDN 
New to the UK, this untt uses 
two centrally mounted A 1/-
239 lamps and an arc of 
optically efficient lenses to 
pack qutte a punch. 
Exceptionally bright beams 
twist around and through 
each other. The Xylon has tts 
own dedicated controller, 
which provides sound 
activation or continuous 
movement and Individual 
switching and flashing of the 
lamps, which can also be 
remotely enabled. A 
multlplex link between 

LED DUET 
Two lenses and two lamps combine to 
create a veritable duet in light. Each lamp 
and lens produces a conical spray of 
coloured beams which are rotated in 
sound activated synchrony to pass 
through each other creating tunnels and 
wave like effects. 

controller and head makes 
Installation easy and further 
heads can be synchronised 
via 'daisy chained cable 
links. Colour filters are easily 
fitted. AVITEC Eleclronlcs (UK) Limited, 811'81 Walsworth Road, Hltchln, Hert 



SYSTEM FREESTYLE SPACELIGHTER 
Twin ENH 120v 250w lamps produce astonishing 
power, with a choice of five rich dichroic colours to 
create a wide angled wash of light, suitable for 
many applications. from stage to disco. The untt 
has a quick and easy lamp change faciltty, and is 
fan cooled - the fan circuit has a separate feed to 
allow continuous operation, giving extended lamp 
life. The fan cooling permits usage in applications 
where continuous illumination is required. Fitted 
with barn doors to control beam size. 

G4 9SX. Tel: Httcllin (0462) 458961. Fax: (0462) 431019. Tbc 825682 AVITEC G 

FAL ITALY - COLOURSTAR 
An extremely versatile and 
economic alternative to ful
ly intelligent lighting. Alt
hough not Individually add
ressable, the heads feature 
five pure dichroic colours 
plus whtte and tour gobos 
any of Which can be selec
ted manually, sequenced 
automatically or to music. 
A blackout shutter is also 
provided. The mirror is 
automatically sound activa
ted in both planes ensuring 
a wide coverage by the 
remarkably bright beams. 
Non-programmable so no 
programming headaches! 

FAL ITALY· 
COLOURED SCOJIPION 
Eight lenses, a powerful lamp 
and dichroic colour filters make 
this unit incredibly effective. 
Richly coloured spikes of light 
dart out from the lenses only to 
disappear and be replaced by 
other equally pure colours, all 
driven from internal sound 
activation circuitry for ease of 
installation. 
Also available - Static Scorpion, 
with white beams. 
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Masterpiece is Pulsar's brand new 108 channel 
memory control desk. (Sland G61) 

Modelbox computer a.ided design are launch• 
ing the long awaited Autolight - illumination 
with intelligence. A sophisticated AutoCAO 
based software produtl, designed for the 
modern lighting professional, Autolight 
includes symbol libraries, lantem editor, teport 
generator and beam command. Autolight has 
all the facilities required lo help design your 
rig, produce the plan$ and automatically 
generale all of the paperwork from a single 
drawing. 

CCT With The Kirov 
CCT Theatre Lighting, a leading British manu• 
facturer of stage lighting equipmen1, has 
recently supplied some £75,000 worilt or 
stage luminaires to probably the world's best 
known ballet company, the Kirov of Lening
rad, USSR. Over 70% of the Kirov~ lighting Is 
now byCCT. 

This adds co CCT's growing export 
successes which have recently included an 
order of 600 zoom Silhouette spoilights to be 
installed in a major iiew arts complex in 
Toky0. 

Purelight Update 
Laser Grafix Sales & Hire ltd, who installed 
the world's first Purelight, seven colour laser 
into The camden Palace in March 1.his year, 
were again upgrading the installation last 
month. The system was removed lor a few 
days, and upon its return registered a SO% 
improved powe, output. 

Starlight Rainbows 
In the biggest update of equipment since the 
show opened six years ago, 28 OMX Rain
bow Scrollers have been installed in the 
London production of Starligh1 Express. 

Drl\ren by an Atri Image desk, the Rainbow 
Scrollers, which were supplied by M & M 
Ligh1ing, were all installed over one night, 
eliminating the need to lose a show. Capable 
of scrolling th,ough 11 different colours in 
appr'Oximately one second, the Rainbow offer 
in.audible, dramatic lighting effects, and are 
ideal for a show such as Starlight Express. 

PAR 64 CANS 
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A NEW RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY 
LANTERNS AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES 

SfANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE: 
ANTI SUP SEGMENTED YC:>l<E LOCK WASHER 
TO HOLD LANTERN RIGID WHEN USED 
WRHCOLOURSCROLLERS 
kufl CUPS TOTAKESTAtiH>ARD 250mm(10 

SQUARE OR OCfAGONAL COLOUR FRAM£~ -------... 
EXTRA srONG NOSE CONE 

The Name Game 
A completely new lighting effect will be 
unveiled at the PI.ASA Light and Sound Show 
by Starlighl Design. The product is so new ii 
has no1 been named, and a competition will 
be held at 1he Show to name this 'stunning' 
effect. The winner will receive one of the 
effects that they name. All one has to do to 
en1er is visit the S1-arlight Stand no. 814, B15 
a,ld 833 in the basement Pictured above is 
the cross which is also to be released at 
the Show. 

A German Move 
For Cadac 
Oive Green & Company one of the leading 
manufacturer\ o( thea1re sound con.soles, has 
recently deliveted a 58-input 'E' type dcskfor 
the Hamburg production of 'Phantom of the 
Opera', now rated as one of the world's most 
svccessful musicals. 



RAINBOW 
The West End's choice! 

See us on 
STAND S261 

In just twelve months since its 
launch in this country M&M's 
Rainbow Colour Changer has 
already been involved with three 
major West End successes - M. 
Butterfly, Anything Goes and Miss 
Saigon. 

All these productions involved 
innovative lighting design with a 
wide range of effects. 

And they all relt that M&M's Rainbow met their 
demanding criteria more comprehensively than any other 
colour changer on the market. 

What makes the Rainbow so special is its speed and its 
quietness in use- raster and quieter than any rival product 
combined w ith a versatility or colour which gives lighting 
designers a limitless creative range. The Rainbow's robust 
yel lightweight construction and ease of maintenance also 
make it a must for concert and touring companies. 

For further information on the colour changer that is 
fast becoming the number one creative choice contact us 
now for a copy of our brochure. 

······ ··• · ..... . 
M&M Lighting Umiled, 87 Gloucester Avenue, London NWl 8LB 

Telephone: 01 -122 4147 Facsimile: 01-722 3940 

FOR TEN YEARS LASER CREATIONS 
WAS THE BEST CHOICE. 

FUNNY HOW THINGS DON'T CHANGE 
How many other companjes can make a bold claim like that, 

In facl, how many coms>3nies were even Lhought of then? 
Laser Creations, now for over 10 years, h11s been pushint the 

bounds of 1cchnology to it's limits. 
First there was the beam., we took this benm and shaped it. 

1'hcn U1cre was the static graphic which we animated. Now we 
have developed the Laser Video Projector, the complete'[ mage 
1fachine' which has the capabilities of projecting up to 90ft 
diagonaJ pictures omo uneven or curved surfaces. 

Ever dte nc,ed to improve and develop our cechr1ology we 

we h:wc intrOduced Omicron lato our rn11ge. This 12 bic 1>roccssir1g com
puter has the versatility and cop.ability to<.-ompletely bnadJe a show from 
couception to completion. 

Due to t.hiswe>l'e happy Ioanaounce that we are the sole British Agents 
for Omicron. 

To see all this equiJ)ment ~md more, call us for a free dcmonsc:rotion 
NOW on 081-741 5747. ~ 
!-~Sim CREA-nONS 1.To ~E c:A· 0 
:>S Merthyr Turrnce V"'\. 
13arnes :on_ 
l..ondon SWl J 9DL '"' - • • ---

LEADING THE l<'OllEFRONT OF LASER FX TECHNOLOGY 





Show of Force from 
Le Maitre 
Five Companies owned by Le Maitre 
Holdings pie will be exhibiting lhis year - Le 
Maitre Lighting & Effects, ICElectrics, L.S.D., 
L.S.D. (Contracts), and Jivelight (with Sapro). 

. . - - - - . 
- - ----------- - -- ~ . . 

lceleclric's Padcmasler 4. 

Le Majtre will be exhibiting their range of 
smoke machines and pyrotechnic effects. 
New products on show will include a new 2 
way and 6 way firing system, 

lcelectrics will be showing their range of 
OPA Mosfct amplifiers1 strobes and low 
voltage lighting controllers. New products 
include the SP 300 amplifier and Packmaster 
4 low voltage lighting conttoller. 

The Mega Starf1ash strobe from Ice. 

L.S.D. will be demonstrating the new Q12 
controller from Light Processor, and unveiling 
a new range of pro loud speakets called 
D.A.R.E. 

Spearheading the Jivelight display will be 
several new product.S from Sapro. The new 
colour scans (8 colour 8 gobo) budget priced 
intelligent light system - its control desk will 
run up to 16 heads with builHn S.T.l. and joy 
stick control. Also 1he new super tracker and 
control desk. Other new products include: 
the Proton multi mirror projector, Canon Ray 
searchlight projector, Scanligh1 and Ute Beam 
effects projectors, all utilising the new HLX 
250W 24v lamp. New from Coperluz is the 
ET flat beam e(fect with built in S.T.l., also 
Ravon 6 - a multi mirror e((ecc, and the 
Colour Rain multi colour beamed projector. 

Jivelight will also be showing their range of 
UK manufactured lighting effects which 
lndude the award winning CR16, CRS mobile 
harvesters, Jl70 super pinspot, 2.Sk manual 
dimmers, party light, ropelights and controller 
products for 1he mobile jocks. 

from Sapro, lhc Canon Ray. 

Eurolight at Work 
Eurolight has been extremely busy recently 
with a number of major installations. These 
have included the complete electrical and 
control installation at the Black Forest Chateau 
Theatre at Chessington World o( Adventures, 
installa1ions o( dimmer, patch panels and 
houselight controls at West Yorkshire 
Playhouse, a complete new lighting system 
(or Surbiton Assembly Rooms, a complete 
new llgh1ing $\'Stem for the Link Centre 
Swindon (carried out in conjunction with 
Lighting Technology Group)1 and new 
dimmer'S, conttol and electric-al lns.tallation at 
Campus West Welwyn Garden Cily. In 
addition to these! the company have supplied 
new Micron controls to TIS Hire, two 
Ovations to Austria, new Ovation, dimmers 
and installation for His Majesty's Theatre, 
Aberdeen and a new Applause control for 
Laban Centte for Movement and Dance as 
well as various overseas con1racts. 

On other fronts Eorolight is currently 
completing the siage lighting package for the 
new Glasgow Concert Hall. Projects also in 
hand include the working light system for the 
lyceum Theaue Sheffield_, communication 
and stage management systems for both the 
lyceum Theatre, Sheffield, and the Arts 
inCarshalton project, both supplied via 
Shuttlesound. Three new directors have been 
appoi,Hed to the board of Directors of 
Eurofight. Andrew Stone has been appointed 
sales director with particular responsibility for 
Euroli,ght products in the UK and some export 
markets. Ian Segal has been appointed 
financial director and Graham Bowen 
marketing and export director. They now 
have Units I, 3 and 8 at Maple Industrial 
Estate, with the new administration and sales 
office now based at Unit 3. 

The Accent Profile from Selecon 

Accent Profile 
(26-45°) 

Pattern Projectioo Framing 

Part ol an innovallve new range of low voltage and melal 
halide Luminalres for display and atchilectural lighting. 
The Aoolnt range has been developed to prO'lide the le.lures 
ot theatre l.1Jminaires (excellenl control lacilily including the 
ability lo shape the beam. project patterns. de) in a range of 
archileaural fillings lhal ofler long lamp Ille, low !'Eat outpol 
and eoergy conservation. 

A brochure of the 
full Accent Range is 
available FREE. 

For fur1hes inlormalion on the low vollage Aoolnl Profile. 
Spot, Demispot, Metal Halide Accent Fresnel, PC and 
Zoomspols and the comprehensive range ol Selecon's Stage 
l uminaires. contact: 

0,alar anqulrfes w1J/&ome: 

(I) SELECON I 
40 Drake St, Freemans Bay 
Auckland 1, New Zealand 
FAX: 64 9 770 116 PHONE: 64 9 792 583 
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Barbican technical manager Roger Fox (left) 
wilh Odeum's Peter Edwards. 

Barbican Go Teatro 
Odeum light & Sound, Tealro's Surrey-based 
disttibutor, have won an order to supply 28 
Teatro Aculo 9/lSG 2kW profiles to the 
8arbican. 

The acute lighting positions dictate total 
reliability, power and a clien1 preference for 
the G38 lamp base, and all 28 lanterns have 
been factory fitted wilh the G38 without any 
fuss or alteralion, according 10 Tca1ro. 

Odeum have also announced they are 
expanding their operation by moving into the 
consultancy and production management 
areas, in addition 10 their existing sales and 
hire operatjons. 

Project services offered will include design, 
co-ordination, hardware supply and lnsaal· 
lation. The production of confo~nces, theatre 
and trade shows, promotional roadshows etc. 
will be undertaken at all levels of the market 
They will be on stand S218. 
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LMC To Distribute EAW 
LMC. the London-based professional audio 
sales company, have been appointed as the 
official distributor for Eastern Acouslit Works' 
full range of lovdspealcer and electronics 
p1odue1s. 

The EAW line up includes product lhal is 
ideally suited to both the installation markets 
and large scale touring. In keeping with the 
high end nature of these products LMC will 
be setting up an approved installer network. 

The EAW 
KF300 
Nearfield 
Virtual Array 
System 

The company will also provide technical 
suppon and communication for the 
profession.al 1ouring companies in I.he form of 
the VA Users Club which is designed to assist 
users of the larger sale 'KF' series produt1,, 
lncorpora1ing EAW\ pa1ented vir1ual array 
technology, wilh technical information and 
communication between users. The EAW 
range will also be on show at PLASA on 
lMC's stand 5193. 

Metro Video's 
Jumbotron 
MetroVideo, the specialist video and audio 
company, recently announced the acquisition 
of the exclusive UK rights for the new Sony 
Jumbotron. The Jumbotron combines high 
picture quality with its large screen size, and 
measures 10' x 8'. 

MetroVideo claim that the unit is ideally 
suited (or both indoor and ouldoor use, and 
that almost any visual presentation medium 
can be shown on the Jumbotron. Valued al 
over half a million pounds, the Jumbotron is 
available for hire complete with service crew 
from Met,oVideo. 

E--< 
UJ 
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The Trilite Structural System is strong yet lightweight and easy 
to assemble. Available in any color, Trilite's simple modular 
construction allows it to be built into an incredible variety 

>
-i:: 
..:I 
p.. 
UJ 

of structures. 
Full customer design service available . 

F'or further de1a1ls contact 

OPTIKINETICS LTD 
38 Cromwell Road 
Lu1on LU3 ION England 
Tel (0$82) 411413, Tlx 825920 
Fax (0582) 400613 

USA 

ELEKTRALITE 
200Sea Lane 
Farmingdale NY 11735 
Tel (516) 249 3662 
Fax (516) 420 1863 
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THE HIGH END 

Lighting Design in the 90's? Keeping a sharp eye on budgets while specifying 

fixtures and effects that represent the very latest technology ... from the ground

breaking Colar Pro luminaire, with its unlimited palette of colors, to the brilliant 

and lightning quick lntellabeam, the High End Systems product line offers the 

perfect blend of versatility and reliability ... for Concert Touring, Studio, Night

club, and Theatrical applications. 



HIGH END SYSTEMS 
International 
Distributors: 

AUSTRALIA 
Greater Union Village 

Technology 
Tel" 61 7 3585022 
Fax: 61 7 3584969 

BElGIUM 
Ever Radio VIOiette 
Tel· 32 2 4283100 
Fax: 32 2 4282165 

DENMARK 
Kunelco 

Tel: 45 31 332728 
Fax: 45 31 862122 

ENGLAND 
Lightfactor Sales 

Tel: 44 81 5755566 
Fax: 44 81 5758678 

FINLAND 
MS Audiotron 

Tel. 358 56 64644 
Fax: 358 56 66582 
WEST GERMANY 
LMP Lichttechnik 
Tel: 54 5115211 
Fax: 54 51 17205 

GUAM 
King Enterprises, Inc. 

Tet· 671 649 3324 Harmon 
Tei: 671 472 6588 Anigua 

Fax; 671 472 6652 
HOLLAND 

Euro lighlvlsion 
Tel:3173413535 
Fax: 31 73 424365 

HONG KONG 
Prosperity lamps 
and Components, 
Tet 852 572 1611 
Fax: 852 572 3902 

JAPAN 
Ushio U-Tech 

Tel: 81 3 2955712 
Fax: 81 3 2950714 

SINGAPORE 
Hawko Trading Company 

Tel. 65 2870011 
Fax: 65 2885805 

SPAIN 
Kremesa 

Tel· 34 416 2100 
Fax:34 4132814 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
NMK Electronics 

Tel: 971 6 593887 
fax: 971 6 379613 

SWEDEN 
Bellal1te ljusdes1gn 
Tel: 46 470 14600 
~ ... 41; 470 47662 

LASERPOINT AT THE POINT 
Loe.lied M its hilltop site overlooking Strath· 
clyde Parl<, •Pproximatoly fn~ mtles from 
Glasgow, liam,Jton Potnt, O~ned on JulY, has 
iilre,.cfy establtshed a prime position for its.elf. 

The complex. OWned •nd Operated by local 
tnt-and self-mad., moffionaire Goodon 
8a\·i,rd, es one o/ the most impressive venues 
eve, to be -ned ,n Scotland. The ~ 
b)Oot ondudes a nostalgic fun pub caff<d 
'Memory Lane· which has been r.ued out to the 
highest 51.lndard and boasts 'The bigsest bar ., 
lhe VK'. The decc, ,s dominated by boasswo,k, 
m•f>os.>ny wood and hand painted lead glass 
pain~l18S 1,,arurong well 1cno,.,, Qtloon dia,ac. 
ters of ~a" 80/le by. 

In total contra.st lhe pub has had rove 3•2 
l..uerpo,nt Plxelde video...., •~ and • 
JBL sound system. 

S.tuared directly •bo>-e Memory Yne, lhe 
Gloss nightclub has • sound, hghbng •nd \',deo 
show second to none. rnstaUed on and around 
1he d•nce floor are nine 3,J use,point Pi<e~te 
VodeowaUs, lhe latest Maron lntell,genc ~ 
which includes ei.ghl Roboscans; three Giant 
Ktemesa Genes,s efieas fitted on elevatori, 
along w,lh an exten,,,,~ •~ of rno.,ng and 

rotating lighting e((ecu. 

The sound sy,tem 1> m lhe lam, of• 10k JBl 
sound pcwe, rig. The remainder o( 1he 
complex, robe comple1ed in November 1990, 
d c..,.;g ol two lic4'n>ed -urants, • 'll,..., 
mt1sfC/p,ano b.1r' and anocher lounge bar alter
native to Memory Lane. 

The sound, lighbng and ,,deo ~
iuppr,ed and installed by Teknique Systems or 
Glasgow, dealers lo, Martin, JBL and l.\se,po,nt 
Comml.DU!ions. 

Equipment Lisi: VideowaJls 

Glo>o "8Ndui>S,.,.,., 1: 5C.Jx2 
JQ • 2f' FST monrto,s 
UectronJa In one fld: 
Som.-_Sl,o(;o,._ 
PPC computer and mon,tor 
sound 10 effec:1 module 
'-•-• ..i.o~')R
S),stom 2: 4()x31 
l6 )( FST 28" mol\i1ors 

e.aro..c.--
Sohw,1~; ShoCo custom 
PPC COmpU1c.r iand monitor 
So...,j IOfflOCl a>Odule 
laserpo,nc •ocleo distnlk,oon ')Rem 
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Yamaha's PLASA Une-Up 
Yamaha-Kemble will field an impressive 
line-up at this years PLASA show. The 
spodight will be on the latest addition to the 
successful MS Series, which utilises the 
ST technology patented by Yamaha 
Corporation, allowing efficient tight, cfea.-'l 
bass reproduction from small cabinets. 

The MS family or monitors includes the 
MS60S, with built-in amplifier, which 
provides 60W output from a compact and 
robust 10kg cabinet. Three inputs -
balanced XLR mic/line level input and two 
unbalanced phono inputs - allow the 
connection of a variety o! sources, wilh 
Master volume conlrol. 

Its sister, the MS20S which stands less 
than 12 inches high, incorpomes a 20W 
amplifier driving a 12cm woofer and 3cm 
tweeter, which yields a powerful full-range 
reproduction usually associated with much 
larger units. As with the MS60S, the MS205 
incorporates magnetic shielding so they can 
be used with audio•vi.suaf systems. 

The new Yamaha DDL3 features multitap 
digital delay combined with a Oexible digital 
crossover/equaliser. The PM 1200 four bus 
console is aimed primarily a1 live sound 
applic.tions although its Oexibility and high 
sonic quality make it equally suitable for 
recording and broadcast work. 

The PC4002 is a power amp capable of 
delivering high output power while still 
maintaining sonic integrity. Offering 4)0W 
into 8 ohms and 700W into 4 ohms stereo, 
a single back panel switch configures the 
amp for bridged mono operation letting 
loose 1400W into 8 ohms. 

Both the PC4002 and ils twin peak level 

metered version, the PC4002M, have 
frequency respollses of 10Hz-50kHz wilhin 
1d8 and THD figures less than 0.005% over 
20Hz•20kHz at 215W stereo into 8 ohms. 

The new PC2700 delivers stereo 350W 
into 8 ohms and SOOW into 4 ohms, while 
in stereo the P2350 oulpulS 175W and 
2SOW into the same impedances. Both 
these units can be bridgesd for mono, 
offering IOOOW and SOOW into Sohms 
respectively. The Yamaha display will also 
include many other products. 

Electrosonic Move 
Driver.; on the M25 enjoying an involu1ary 
few minutes delay wailing to gel onto the 
A2 or into the Dartford Tunnel will have 
noticed that, over the last 12 months, a 
distinctive new building has arisen next 10 

the A2/M2S junction. Similarly, people on 
the A22S Hawley Road will have noticed 
some road \videlling, a new wall, evidence 
of new landscaping and a noticeboard • 
'Hawley Mill' - The New International 
Headquarters of Electrosonic. 

Since its formation in 1964, Electrosonic 
has consisten1fy increased sales and built 
upon its international reputation as a 
specialist manufacturer in 1he markets of 
business communications, leisure and 
enlertainment, architectural lighling control 
and display systems. 

The 55,000 sq ft headquarters building 
consists of cenlral administration, sales, 
produc1 development, project engineering 
and special systems building. 

The five ac,e development is 
convenientJy situated for the airports and 
motorway network; and Elecuosonic hope 

to be in by the 20th August. The company's 
new headquar1ers can be located at Hawley 
Mill, Hawley Road, Danford, Kent DA2 7SY. 

More from Muttifonn 
Con,plementing the Quattro four zone dub 
conlroller, Multiform will he unveiling a 
brand new 16 channel programmable touch 
controller code named 158441, featuring 8 
programmable scene pads with add/swap 
and flash/latch selectable as required. The 
scenes can be selected manualfy or se1 to 
scan automatically al any rate from 6 
seconds to 10 minutes. In addition the 
controller has cighl programmable chase 
patterns or 64 steps which can be single 
stepped, run automa1ically or sound 
triggered. The name and price of this 
exciting new con1roller will not be revealed 
until 1he show. Don'! miss ii. 

To assist in the installation of Muhiform's 
low votage discotheque controllers an 
interface unit (CIU442) will also be 
released, designed to simplify the inter
connection or Quattro or Light Mix: 
controllers with touch panels and the 
associated slave packs. 

Also on show for lhe first time in 1he UK 
are the Aquarius 18 channel, two preset, 
manual control desk and the Rakpac 605 
portable dimmer packs. Both or these 
products have been designed for portable 
stage lighting systems and offer an 
exceplional specification ror a modes! price. 

Multiform will also be displaying their full 
range of Multiphase integrated controllers, 
the Scorpio programmable rock desk plus 
their large range or swi1ching and dimming 
packs. 

ARRI$ • LAMPS 

NOW YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE 
THE SCAISCAII 100 C 
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LIGHTING 
SALES COUNTER 
Arri Lighting's new Soles 

Counter provides immediate 
' toke•owoy" soles lo,- a wide 

range of consumables, 
accessories, spores and 

equipment. The new focility, 
based just off the M4, gives 
rapid cover ogoinst all kinds 

of emergencies and late 
decisions. 

l'l,one or drop in and visit 
Graham Kerr who will do his 

best to assist you. 

• FILTERS 
• FLICKER FREE HMI 
• TUNGSTEN 

SPOTLIGHTS 

• SOFTLIGHTS 
• PORTABLE 

LIGHTING 

• CONTROLS & 
DIMMERS 

• SUSPENSION 
SYSTEMS 

• LIGHTING GRIP 

• LIGHTING 
SHOWROOM 

ARRI (GB) LIMITED 
1 ·3 AJRUNKS, SPITFIRE WAY, HESTON TW5 9NR. ENGLAND 

FAX: 031 ·5611 312 ID(: 916075ARRl (G8) TEL: 081 •8A8 8881 

A BIG EFFECT AT A VERY LOW PRICE 
SEE US AT 
PLASA90 
STAND 256 

£149.00+YAT 
European Distributors 

Wanted 
FOR CLUB 

AND MOBILE 
~ 

FOR THE CLUB 

DESIGN TO LIGHT 
TEL: (0533) 825520 
FAX: {0533) 823179 

Also available with Sound 
Acti vated, White or M ulti

Coloured Oichro/c Reflectors 
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AVOLITES 

Avolites Production Co. Ltd., lovites applications for 
the p<>sitioo of Sales Executive within its expanding 

Sales and Marketing department. 

Candidates should have experience of selling prestige 
producrs in the International market, 

and a foreign language wouJd be useful 

Knowledge of -lighting control products and t11e 
t0uriog industry usefu l, but not essential. 

Essential attributes are commitment, integrity and the 
ability t0 close a sale. 

Applications should be in w riting including full c.v. 10 
the address below, and should include details of 

current remuneration package and nocice period 10 
be sc.rved. All applications will be treated in che 

strictest confidence. 

AVOLITES PRODUCTION COMPANY LTD. 
184 Park Avenue 

London NWI0 7XL 

r-or tbe a1tenlfori of 
Oerek Halliday 

Managing Director 

MAM Scores at Newport 
lv\AM Communication Systems of Readrng have completed another Megabowl 
audt<> and video install.ition fo, Allied Leisure. This latest site is a.I Newpon, 
Cwe.nt. As one of the liHSesl 10 pin bowling sites currently operating in Europe, 
MAM have designed and installed a comptehensive 83 loudspeaker audio 
system ranging from high quality ceiling units for lhe main concourse and 
associated areas to a combin.alion or Bose 101 and 301 units for the adjacent 
bar area. A pre~se!ect zoned PA paging is availablt' and music sources are 
derived from compact discs and hi·O su.•,eo VHS videotapes. 

A$ with the audio system, the video syscem is operated as two independent 
systems - the main bowliog area and the bar. 16 High Quality 18* monitors are 
stategically sited across the main public area.s and a miaoprocessor•controlled 
l'Nin VC~ sys1em for continuous and una.nended video operation. The 
videotape output i.s .ilso Interfaced with the 40 AMf scoring moni1ors over the 
bowling lanes so that any o( these can also display videos when 1hat particular 
lane is nol in use. 

In the Me~1bowl Bar, MAM Communications have achieved a UK first by 
supplying •nd iMalling 1he brand new Mrmotedl Yideowall Ribbon. This fim 
site fealures a lS l< 1 format and is run by second generation videowill 
software. It repte$enlS an exciting departure from the more usuaJ multiple unit 
line of monitor$ behind a b:11 server. It Is videowa.11 technology and videow'tlll 
high impad visual effects - but in a straight line and around comers! 



A step above wit~ the Tenor 
Sophistication with the simplicity of a manual desk. 

No need for a lot of training, you have immediate 
responses to all modifications made during a show. 

Use your desk the way you like thanks to 
the incredible possibilities its soft keys offer. 

The absolutely many-faceted desk. 

120 or 240 channels (soft patch up to 512 dlmmers) • 24 submasters and 2 crossfade 
submasters • 255 memories. storage on cue cord • 12 flashlines, 24 programmable chasers, 

20 special effects, 3 mode for programming colour changers • 9 dimmer law curves
Programmable keys and command memories. - USITI OMX 512 -Available in English. French, 

Dutch, German. Spanish. Italian, Hungarian .... 



M A K 

PLEASE CONTACT 
STEVE WARREN 

OF AVOLITES 
SALES DEPT. 
TO ARRANGE 

YOUR PERSONAL 
DEMONSTRATION 

N C L G H T 

• 
• 

• 

Avolites OM 500-TD. the theatre board with an 
impeccable pedigree. 

Developed from the original "OM" the benchmark 
for touring boards. combining state of the art 
technology with craftsman construction. 
Techno logy you can trust from the winner of the 

"Performance Award for Li~hting Equipment Man
ufacturer of the Year. 1988 •. 
Avolites OM 500-TD "the" theatre board. 

w 

AVOUTES USA, INC. 

0 R K 

AVOLITES PRODUCTION COMPANY LTD. 
18<1 Palk Avenue. lOnd<l<l NWI O 7XL 
Telep/lone: 01 ·965 8522. Telex: 24652 S/'OTON O 
Fax: 01 • 965 0290 

ZA~4\ 
AVOLITES 

9700 Owensmouth Avenue. Unil 8, Chatsworth CA 91311 
Telephone: (818) 709 1116. 
Fax: (818) 709 0153. 

Dk1rtbutor.: AUSTRIAMTEC Tel. •3 72'4200860 • OENMAFII< Betlce,y TecMiC:alTet 45110 $211 • FRANCE RcQ,sceria Tel. 331 •396 50 SO GERMANY cameo Tet .t9 27 32 3080 
t-lOU.ANOJan&ef'I& Ja~ let 31'29076'955 • HONG KONG £nonee,ngt~ let 8$23 715 ,4203 • ISAAEL Mote Pt~ Tel 972 3"54 003 • llALY ~ nk Tet39~1 698 723 

JAPAN MTCJ.10i1n r.-813295•7'31 SPAIN CYP IN«NIOO'llt Tel J4 I '464 1148 USA A'll()b)es USA '"" let 1318 7()9111$ 



Panorama at PLASA 

In recogni1lon ol the Light and Sound Show~ 
growing importance as one of the major 
exhibitions of lighting and sound equipmen1,. 
Cclco will use 1his year's show to launch their 
larges1•ever range or new control consoles, 
dimming systems and associated hardware. 

The Panorama Range of control consoles 
receive !heir UK debut (allowing their inter· 
national launch at the Frankfurt Music Fair 
earlier this year. Developed to offer designe,s 
and operators the ability to synchronise ;)nd 
automate the control of fight intensity, 
movement, position and colour these 
consoles provide a unique approach to 
lighting design. To demonstrate the many 
advantages o( this system various moving 
lights and colour changers will be connected 
to a Panorama 90. 

Oruigners and programmers working within 
the audio visual field will find Celco's new 
Digital Real Time application a great boon in 
programming and synchronising ligh1ing cues 
to MIDI and SMPTE lime codes. The product 
enables the entire show sequence to be 
recorded onlo the computer's hard disk, or 
floppy; lor subsequent playback. The system 
is available complete whh The Box - its own 
dedicated rack mounl replay interface. 

The new Dimmer Systems will be launched 
at 1his show; the Compact Range of 
professional touring racks, represented by the 
Compact 4824 and Compact 2412, are 
designed for high density touring applications 
and feature modular dimmer packs, 
electronic trimming, magnetic circuit 
breakers, surf-ace moun1ed ho1 patch. digital 
interface and single plane input/outputs. 

The £-System Range will be depicted in 36 
channel guise, and the Flexi·Pak is a free 
standing portable dimmer pack that includes 
provision for truss mounting. 

In addition to these producrs Celco will 
introduce the 60 Major Special Edition 10 

their 88 Range. This will be shown alongside 
their famous Gold console. Now, for the first 
time, both models feature DMX512 Out.put in 
addition 10 Analog1.1e. 

Book Signings 
This year's PlASA Show will feature something 
a little bit different. 

Between 1he hours of 3 and 4pm on 
Monday 10th September, on the Book Bazaar 
stand (S248-250) Graham Walne will be 
signing Sound for the Theatre. and Francis 
Reid will be signing the Staging Handbook. 

Lite Atternative 
Paul Nonnandale, (orme,fy director and 
shareholder of Concert Light Systems Ltd and 
C.L.S. Sales ol Bolton, left 1he company in 
April to start his own company 'Ute 
Alternative·. 

Ute Alternative Ltd is a lighting company 
specialising In so called J\lternative' bands 
such as the Sugarcubes, Pixies and Coc1cau 
Twins, from design to equipmen1 supply. The 
company can be cont1cted on (0706) 
627066. 

r 

SC Plus 

PA/Theatre Systems 
16, 24 and 32 inpUl versions with 
lour subgroups, stereo and mono 

oUlputs. The oplional Matrix, previously 
not available in this price range, 

provides an addilional 4 oulj)uls. 
Recording Systems 
16, 24 and 32 input versions with 

4 subgroups, slereo and mono oUlputs 
for 4 and 8·track cecording 

All SC Plus consoles feature: 
• Modular construction 
• 6 bus routing 
• 4 auxiliary sends 

• Choice of 3 Input Modules : 
Fixed frequency EO mic/line inpul 

Sweep frequency EO mic/line lnpul 
Stereo Input with remote conirol 

• Excellenl audio perlormance 
• High quallly appearance and finish 
• High reliability and technical suppo~ 

SR Plus, SC Plus, Scepte,; 
SRM a11d Saber- the live 

s01111d co11soles from ... 

SC P1us Matrix controls, 
•the key to advanced liva 
sound mixing. 

... t/,e total sou11d spectrum. 

Allen & Heath 
UK 69 Ship Slceet. 8righ1on, SN 1 lAE. England. 

Tel: (0273) 23346 Fax: (0273) 821767 
USA 5 Connair Road, 01ange, Connedicut 06477. USA 

Tel; (203) 795 3594 fax; (203) 795 6814 



We've been letting 
things 
get on 

top of us 
for years 
Lamtrns. speakers, PAR 6-1 fr.imt$, 

barrels, we·ve bttn puc upon by jun abotu 

c-,·c-rythins hoisnble for )·tars. 

Buc wuh what is probabl)• Europ(''.s mMt 

versatile rnnse o( equipmt-nt stands and 

fittings that's nor reall)' surprising. PltaSe 

comae, us for che mime of your l()C1tl dealer 

and for full dcc11il.s of rhc Powcrdrivc 

! The sky's the limit with 
Europe's leading professional 

powER 
ENGLAND DRIVE 
fi.q~ip_ment Stands 

Ccl"(lb.-um Lighting Ltd .. 
Units 4 6 5,Shonncn Commti,r-c,el Centre. 

Beverley Way, ~ Mald&n, ~ 
Si.rrey Ki3 4PT, E.nglel'M:t. II 

Tel: 081•94.9 3171 Fex: 081-949 3649 

Samuelson form International Alliance 
Samuelson Concert P(oductions is forming a new international allrance 
with Vanco Stage Lighting Inc of New York and Florida who will take 
over the role of the company's present US operation in Dallas. The 
deal., which was signed in New York on Monday, forms part of a general 
restructuring of Samuelson's lighting interes1s which include Vari-lite 
Europe Lid and Thealre Projec1s Services Ltd. 

Vanco, currently one of the largest trade show and theatrical lighting 
companies in America, is purchasing the entire stock of SCP's Dallas 
equipment - maintaining stock compa1lbill1y with SCP London and 
becoming its US concert touring arm, 

The lighting and Sound Division of Samuelson Group PLC -
Samuelson Concert P,oductionsl Theaue Projects Service,s and Vari-Lite 
Europe - is relocating 10 new premises in Greenford. 

The Greenford base will provide extensive new facilities, Including 
showroom and training studio for both staff and customers. 

The companies' new address is 20-22 fairway Drive, Greenford, 
Middlesex U86 8PW. Telephone 081-575 0212. 

Sound and Vision 
Soundivision, a new sound and lighting company venture has been 
established in North London by David Graham. Soundivision has 
targe1ed small and medium sized leisure operators for full design, 
installation and back•-up projects. The company will also have a retail 
operation and will be able to provide a quick and efficien1 sc-rvice 
supplying a wide range of sound, lighting and pro-audio products to the 
professional c-nd·user market The company benefits from ils 
association with £.M.C. lntec Ltd., headed by Allstet Hodge, who spent 
7 years as a technical director within a well known company in 1he 
electronics industry. For further information contact the company on 
071-281 8121. 

Ole Turbosound 
As part of a general audio system upgrade of equipment in the 
prestigious Grand Ole Opry house, Nashville, the facility has chosen 10 
update its existing cluster oi Turbosound endosu,es. 

The Turbosound installation includes four TSE·215 bass enclosures, 
seven TSE-2 11 and 12 mid/high enclosures. The new Turbosound 
equipment Is being used in the daily 01)etati01l o( the venue for all the 
acts appearing on the Grand Ole Opry stage, 

Southend Wonderland 
For the first time ever a club one nighter was used 10 officially faunch a 
brand new speaker system. A massive \vall of sovnd' was erected i'll 
Southend's Mr B's Nightclub on August 20 for the launch of 
Wonderland. 

Speaker specialists Toa officially unveilled their SR Processor 5)-Slem, 
.a large sum was spent on transforming Mr B's interior into a setting 
straight from Alice In Wondefland. Playing cards and chess pieces liner 
1he dancefloor, backdrops feature characters like the White Rabbll, Mad 
Hauer, Ooormouse, Mad March Hare and the Queen of Hearts. A laser 
lit water fountain is a further attraction. 

Rocky Horror Engages Autograph 
Autograph Sound Recording, the specialist 1hea1re sound company, has 
recently announced the successful completion of its contract to suppfy 
sound design and equipmen1 !or the new produc1ion of cult classic 
'The Rocky Horror Show'. The show opened a1 1he 1300 seai Piccadilly 
Theatre on July 16th and was last seen in London's West End 17 years 
ago, whe,, 1he quality of 1hea1re sound was significantly differenl from 
1hat of today. 

Designed by Autograph~ Terry Jardine, 1he sound sysiem for 'Rocky 
Horror incorporates 16 radio microphones, both hand·held and 
lavalier, 1oge1her wi1h a sophis1ica1ed installalion Involving three 
separate loudspeaker systems. 

The dialogue sections are reinforced using the lavalier microphones, 
whilst hand-helds are brought in10 action (or the rock numbers - the 
balance being arranged so that large jumps in level between speech 
and music are minimised. 

Midland Theatre Services Move 
Midland Theatre Seivices have recently moved into 1heir 7,500 square 
feet premises at Junctjon 1 Industrial Estate in Smethwick. The new 
building enables them 10 increase thei, already successful hire business1 

as well as expanding the sales and installation 01>erations. 
New additions to MTS's staff include Mike Jaivis as the new hire 

manager, with Mike Savage as operations manage,. 



At last a lighting desk 
that beats the rest .. . 

The Q12from 
LIGHT PROCESSOR 
The many advanced features incorporated in the 0 12 
break all records on performance, quality and price. 
Using micro processor technology the Q 12 provides a 
comprehensive range of facilities to satisfy the demands 
of the professional lighting engineer for many 
applications. 

Features ► 12 Level Chase Memories 
► 12 Channels ► Multiple Scene Mix 
► 2 Sub Masters 
► Analogue & DMX Outputs 
► 120 Scene Memories 

► Multiple Chase Run 
► Blind Programming 
► Desk Blackout D.B.O. 

► Dipless Crossfade ► Internal Audio Mic 

_ L/GH[_ 
PROCESSOR 

Distributed in the U.K. by 
LIGHT AND SOUND DISTRIBUTION LTD 
354/356 Purley Way, Croydon, 
Surrey, CR0 4NJ 

'l'elephone: 081 681 3622/3266 
Fax: 081667 9117 

,------------- - ---------
1 Please arrange for me to have a demonstration of the Q 12 

I Name 

: Company 

I Address 

I 

1-- -------------
1- - ------- ------ -
1 Tolephone 

L I.5D, 354/356 Purley Way, Croydo~ Surr...:y CRO 4NJ. __ _ 



• Threaded barrel with cable sock fitted -
protects cable and soldered temrinals. 

• Sold as separate items or made up cables. 

OLQ · MOD Facilities Panels 
A new modular 
and colour coded 
system for 
Facilities Panels 

• Easier for installation and operation 
• Easily identified services 
• Cheaper, easier panel modifications 

I orthe1rn 
li'ght 
39/41 Assembly Street • 79 l..oanbank Quadrant 
Leith, Edinburgh EH6 7RG Glasgow GS! 3HZ 
Thi: 031-553 2383 Tu!: 041-440 1771 
Fax: 031-553 3296 Fax: 041-445 4406 



Optikinetics Expand 
Optikine1ics UK, manufacturer of Trilite and 
special effects lighting, have recently moved 
their R & D depanmcnt to a new 2,000 sq ft 
facility. 

The new premises are next to theit 
headquar1crs in Luton, and the move comes 
at al\ opportune moment for David Thomas, 
Optikinetics senior development engineer. He 
has just recruited two new development 
engineers to join the department 

The two new stalf members are Martin 
Hird (23), a graduate of loughborough 
University and Mike Bond (25), a graduate or 
York University. 

With the new facility and additional staff 
members David Thomas prediclS an exciting 
future for the team. Armed with plenty of 
ideas for the R & D department to wor'lc on 
he sees his major priority as the development 
of new products for both Optikinetics and 
Trilite. 

New Look for ABTT 
Show? 
It has been announced in a press realse that 
1he ABTT Trade Show will relocate in 1991. 
"We've been looking to move from Riverside 
(or some time, ·commented organiser Roger 
Fox, "and its non-availability next year has 
simply reinforced a decision we were going to 
take anyway."' 

Although a new venue has yet 10 be 
finalised, the date will revert 10 March 
following this year's experiment with June. 

Commenting on the absence of certain 
exibitors this year, ABTT vice-chairman Bill 
Graham stated: "We. believe some of them 
were reacting to Slories tha1 ABTT and PLASA 

were abou1 10 merge their shO\\•s and that 
PlASA had made some sort of offer to buy 
out the ABTT show. Both of chese nimours 
are absolute bunkum, There have been no 
discussions bet,veen ABTT and PlASA on 
rtade shows for some years, no offers have 
been made and there is no plan to merge. 

"The people who heard and reacted to 
1hese stories need IO think very carefully 
about the motivation of the people spreading 
them. We hope they will exhibit ne)(t year 
rather than attending disguised J.S visitors. 
Their competitors who stayed with us, like 
rnost exhibitors, all repor1ed good business. 

"The ABTT is a user-led show covering the 
broad specuum of thea1re crahs which 
support the performing arts, PLASA i.s a 
manufacturer-led show with a narrower and 
par1ly mass-market appeal. Each show has its 
own market and its own visitor base, although 
some people will always want to attend 
both: 

The ABTT is also planni,,g a significant 
marketing drive for 1991 and will be investing 
for the future, according to the release. 

International 
Lightshow 1991 
Lightshow '91 the UK's sole specialist 
exhibition for sourcing co1,1rac1 and 
decora1ive ligh1ing, runs a1 the national hall, 
Olympia, London from Sunday 6th January to 
Thursday 10th Janua,y 1991. 

The exhibition draws thousands o( visitors 
from sectors as diverse as re1ail lighting, In• 
terior design, architecture, and electrical 
contracting. For further details, please apply 
10 1he Decorative l ighting Association 
Limited, Bryn, Bishops Castle, Shropshire SY9 
5LE. Telephone (05884) 658. 

MSL at PLASA 
The all·new MSL stand at the coming PlASA 
Show will (eatu,e selected items from the 
ranges o( amongst others, market leaders 
Citronic, Pulsar, JBL and Optikinelics. VisilOrS 
will be able 10 discuss all aspects or the MSl 
service, including crade and expon sales, 
professional equipment hire, installa1ion and 
con1rae1 leasing. 

UK and overseas guests will be urged 10 
1ake adva,uage or introductory pack.ages of all 
brands handled. Also taking place during the 
exhibition, prizes will be presented to 
successfol entrants from recent MSL UK 
promotions. 

Finally, M5L have recently initiated a 
programme to franchise their successful 
business format, and are inviting applica1ions 
to all the eight remaining 'open' UK 
territories. Visitors to the MSL stand will be 
introduced to exisiing franchises and can 
collect detailed information fom, MSL on 
stlnd F140. 

Taking the Weight 
lirfor Limited, the UK subsidiary or the 
lnternatio,,al Trae1el Croup of companies, will 
be p,esent at this year's Light and Sound 
Show, Designers and manufacturers of a wide 
range of li(1i11g, pulling and access equipment, 
their stand will feature the Tirak Mobile 
Winch, housed in its own frame and 
complete with a rope storage reeler. 

Also on the stand will be the Minifor 
portable power hoist, a selection of world 
,amous Tirfor manual lifting and pulling 
machines, together with a dis-play from the 
range o( Dynafor load indicating devices. 
Tirfor can be found on Stand S270. 

Planning a Sound or Lighting Installation, is easy, 
when you know how. 

N o matter what the size of your budget, 
for the complete package - professional 
design, supply and installation of sound lighting and video ... 
Contact: Paul Adams, for our new 

full colour brochure on: (0S54) 752490. 
P.A. Installations, 26-28 lnkerman Street, Llanelli, Dyfed. SA 15 I SA 
Telephone: (0554) 7 52490. Fax: (0554) 777848, 
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I JACKET AND TIE NOT REQUIRED 
Graham Walne visits 

Birmingham's latest Nightclub 

Behind the unlikely facade or a Methodist 
Institute in Oigb-eth High Street is a £4million 
venture which promises to be worth 
watching. Not only does ii break many of the 
accepted rules of nightclub management but 
it also houses both the first UK permanent 
installation ot Pan Command, and additionally 
a unique conbol network. 

The Institute is not one nightclub, but two. 
Each quite different in style and likely 10 
appeal 10 very different tastes. Downstairs the 
'Dance Factory' purposelully echoes the 
materials or the factory, tough; durable and 
no frills. This area, which ls licensed for 400, 
has few seats and no luxury. The bar serves 
only cans, even milk. Upstairs in the 1Forum', 
licensed for 7S0, the elegance or the old 
meeting hall can still be dearly seen, and 
even the old 40' pipe organ has been 
preserved at the back of the new extended 
stage. As a con1rast to the Dance Factory, the 
Fomm is designed 10 appeal to mainstream 
tastes - 'more top 40', and live bands and 
Comedy Nights (when the dance Ooor is 
covc1ed with tables} can be presented on 
stage. On 1hese occas.ions five dressing rooms 
are provided for artists' accommodation. 

There are four catering areas. The Take Ave 
which serves vegetarian food with live 'laid 
back' ;azz (ii also bans smoking), a Russian 
diner adjacent to the Dance Factory, a 
Rooftop Conservatory-Bistro which looks out 
over the Birmi"gham skyline. and fi1lally a 
Gourmet restaurant which occupies an old 
balcony in the Forum. Diners can watch the 
action through vast, thick, windows. There is 
afso the Celebration, a private ho1el•$tyle 
function suite, with its own systems and bar 
and this can operate totally independently or 
the main areas, or the action can be 
projected on video. In fact, high resolution 
video is piped throughout the venue from 
remote pan/ tilt/zoom cameras so 1hat 1he 
events can be seen wherever you happen to 
be. There is also a 16 channel infra-red 
security 1V system which records the inputs, 
and security is linked to all sta(( via a 64• 
channel bleeper system which is in tum linked 
to the fire-alarm. 

One admission price permits ,he patron 
entrance to all the areas and there is no dress 
code. Owner Chris Deith tells me: "There's 
nothing wrong with ripped jeans, as long as 
they're worn as a fashion statement and not 
an apology" - even the $taff wear trade.suits. It 
was equally startling 10 be told 1ha1 in many of 
the catering areas the music level is designed 
to permit conversation; and for when the 
evening is over, the local taxi service has 
provided a receplio,, desk in the foyer itself. 

The whole project was completed in ;usl 16 
weeks, causjng Jasco the effec1 lighling 
installer to comment "II was a night.mare but 
now it really has turned into a dream," Part of 
the nightmare was probably attributed more 
to the new control network rather than to the 
Pan Commands (which were lmpor'ted 
directly by Chris Deith himself). In fact, on the 
day of my visit, recuNent problems with this 

rneant that I wa.s unable to view the Pan 
Commands in ac1ion. 

To learn more I called Pan Command in 
California and spoke directly to Charlie 
MaJing. ' 'There are 48 ColorFader units in the 
Installation, mounted on par 64's, each unit 
houses three scrolls in red, blue and yellow 
but each scroll is perforated (/,om pin holes 
up to about i inch in diameter) so we can 

achieve subtractive mixing. Effectively Colar
Fader can give an unlimited range and signifi· 
cantly, unlike other scrolling systems, we can 
fade directly to any colour we want, or we 
can bump," he told me. The Forum also 
houses eight Pan Command PC Beams which 
Maling described as "superior soft-edged 
wash lights." The PC provides a round beam 
variable from ACL to wide flood, colour 
change, 360 degree pan and 245 degree tilt. 
Pan Command tell me that !heir units are 
more cost--effective than other intelligent 
lighlS so we look forward to an agency being 
established here soon - you read it here first 
folks. (Meanwhile readers who want 10 learn 
more about Pan Command should refer to an 
articl~ about their use in the lighting of the 
Grammys in L+SI March '89). 

Pan Command isn't the whole lighting story 
however, the Forum also uses 24 lntellabeams 
and the whole rig is mounted on motorised 
trusses which are programmed to move as 
part of the shoWS and which can come right 
in to noor level for easier maintenance. The 
inevitible laser (from I-Laser, an 8W argon/ 

1.SW krypton providing 264 colours - another 
first) has been given new life by conuolling it 
through a CAO/IBM program which provides 
a muhi1ude of spatial effects and high quality 
graphics, all or which can be projected on10 a 
4 meue screen if required. 

So to this unique control system, 1he centre 
o( which is a MIDI palchbay system designed 
by Chris Wes,. a MIDI specialist consultant. 

The patchbay can take MIDI signals from 
master keyboards on the stage, via an optical 
link, or from an Apple Macintosh SE30 
computer. The MIOI signafs are then relayed 
to the Enigma lighting controller and I-laser 
laser controller, to allow literally everything -
environmen1al lighting, Pan Command fittings, 
lntallabeam fillings, s1age lighting, truss 
motors and laser - to be con1rolled from two 
small keyboards. For 'pre-recorded' feature 
ligh1shows, the Apple MAC takes control or 
the Enigma and !•Laser. The MAC is filled 
with a 100megaby1e hard disc and the 'Studio 
Oesignef sampling hardware/ software 
package. This allows up to ten minutes or 
stereo music 10 be recorded onto disc and 
then edited and remixed digitally until just 
right for the intended show. The computer 
also runs the 'Vision· MIDI sequencer 
software concurrently, and in sync with the 
sampling software, and it is this that is 
programmed to operate the lighting. The 
major advantage of this sytem over a tradi• 
tional 1ime·code based se1-up is that the 
lighting cues can be split into different 
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The Forum - designed to appeal to mainsl.ream tastes. In the foreground coiln be seen the Enigma a.nd I-Laser controllers. 

MIDI tracks and edited to millisecond accu
racy. For example, a basic stage parcan 
sequence can be recorded with the music, in 
real time off a keyboard, and then edited on 
lhe computer until beat-perfect. A Pan 
Command track can then be added, then an 
lnteU.abeam trade, then a laser track, and so 
on until a complex synchronised beat-perfect 
light show has been created. Of course, if the 
sampled sound track isn't right it can also 

be edited at any time. All the Information can 
be archived in digl1al form to a DAT recorder, 
building a library of pre-recorded light shows, 

Chris 0eilh says "I wasn, looking for auto
mated control, but a computer control which 
could respond 10 the needs of the operator • 
1he ligh1show must cor,espond to the music, 
and automation can't do this as well as a 
good operator can," The lnstilvte·s operator 
is Kay Bottomley whose skill has been 

suppor1ed by he, employers sending her on 
as many courses as they can find (focusing 
particularly on those covering the Apple Mac 
and MIDI equipment). Chris Deith seems to 
think It wa.s money well spent - "Pt?;rhaps 
there arc only six like her in the country." 

It was only the second open day when I 
visited and Ms Bottomley was ralher occu· 
pied wilh a few teething trovbles, and in 
addition to missing the light.show, ii was diffi-

Seen from I.he DJ's booth I-Laser Krypton and argon lasers. The lnslitute's very own Comedy Club. 
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cult for a sound demo to be arranged for me. 
Instead, I relied on Tony Kingsley from Avitec 
for a description. The Fofum system uses four 
Martin S2 bass cabinets built into the stage 
front. These were specially chosen to avoid 
100 much resonance 111 a lirst Roor venue 
with a large area suspended noor. The mid/hi 
is provided by four Oynacord Cl81S units • 
one pair dedic.ated to the dance noor, and 
one to the balcony, allowing control or sound 
levels in individual areas. The 81Ss were 
chosen for their wide mid coverage or 160 
degrees, afforded by the columnar mid array, 
which allOVved coverage and intelligibility 
under 1he deep balcony areas, lhus negaling 
!he need for fill speakers in 1hese areas. The 
system is actfve 3-way and Is fully limited, 
with an extra dedicated bass compressor/ 
limiter, giving control over the heavier bass 
content house style records. 

Downstairs in the Dance Factory the 
Cerwin Vega speakered main system looked 
potent. Tony Kingsley informed me that the 
client request here had been for high sound 
pressure levels; the system had no problem 
with this, and the hardness of lhe room envi• 
ronment made the system even louder. I was 
!old thal Avilec had reluclantly allowed !he 
sys1em to reach a diSluri>ing 112d8a on the 
dance floor befo,e limiting; no doubt they 
will achieve their wish to apply a mo,e 
sensilble limit once the new Noise at 1/1/ork 
regulations are enforced. To discourage the 
DJs from going to this level, a pair or Ramsa 
200s are mounted dose to the DJ booth as 
monitors, and apparently achieve an even 
higher level at the DJS ears! Another pair or 
the same cabinets is utilised for rear fill 

The Take Five Jazz Bar. 

behind the mid/high speakers, which are clus• 
tered pairs of 1he Cerwin Vega O32C horn 
loaded trapezoidal units; mounted unde, 
1hese are JBL 2404 wide dispersion 'baby~ 
bum' tweetel'S, lirtlng the top e1,d under 1he 
calwalk. The bass end is handled by a poin1 
source array of no less than eight ce,win 
Vega 8119 10· direct radiator cabinets, with 
four more empty cabinets as requested by the 
client • making the visual aspect even more 
impressive. Harrison SP2000 modular mixers 
we,e used in bolh venues, with their multiple 
zoning facilities being especially useful for 
linking wilh the other sound systems. Avitec 
Beta Seven Series amplifiers were used 
throughout, with the amplifier racks remotely 
sited in a distant, but centrally located area. 

Elsewhere in the Institute, lhe systems are 
based on Ramsa loudspeakers, excepting for 
Mission units in the Gourme, restaurant, and 
these provide the right level and coverage 
withoul dominaling the rooms. 

Even excusing the hype of the project it 
does seem 10 me 1ha1 Chris Dei1h h•s 
genuinely tded to widen the age-range or his 
cus.tomers and give them more than just a 
loud disco, I wish him well. Meanwhile the 
theatre industry should not tum its nose up at 
such 'discos'. I was pleasamly surprised a11he 
l nstitute's professionalism and at i t.s a1ti1ude to 
training its starr and providing them with lhe 
veiy latest {especially in fibre-optic and MIDI 
1echnology). We mighl juSI learn some1hing 
from them. 

Above the dancefloor of the Forum, P,1.n Commands and lnteUa.beams provide the lighting atmospherics, togelher with a,n 8W argon laser. 
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The illustration oppos ite 

is taken from part or a 

CAD analysis of Coventry 

Cathedral, where Bose have 

just supplied an c,uirely new speaker 

sys1em. 

The CAO Modeler pl'ogramme is 

a propriernry Bose programme that 

enables Computer Aided Design of 

purpose-built sound installations and 

audio systems. 

Tbis umquc programme means 

that Bose can offer a unique 5crvicc; 

an accurate analysis of the acoustic 

properties of any building. (whether 

existing or as yet, un·buill) before a 

sound system is specified. 

And a Bose Approved Contractor 

will carry out a CAD analysis for 

you for free. 

How does CAD help? 

The advantages of a CA O audio 

programme arc obvious. 

for a SH1.r1 it ntcil r'I.S that exactly 

,he r igh, speaker for 1he job can be 

installed in any g·ivcn location io the 

opLimum operating posi1ioi\. 

It means that witing and ainpli· 

fication can be bidden away on a 

permanent basis (vital in a building 

like Coventry Cathedral, or iil a new 

design where the visual appearan.ce 

of an audio system is every bit 

.,, 

as im portant as the sound qua lity). 

And it means that the whole 

process of upgrading or in stalliog 

audio equi pment is made as cost 

effective as possible. 

Speak to a speaker exp ert. 

Write to us at the address below 

and we'll give you the name of your 

BOSE 
Better sound through research. 

., 
J !, 

nearest Bose Approved Contractor. 

As well as offering CAO he will 

prove LO be a mine of information 

and practical knowledge when it 

co mes to getting the most out o f 

any audio inscallation. He'll probably 

also try ,o sell you some 

Bose loudspeakcrs 1 but as 

an aud io cxpen, he would 

wouldn' t he? 

aose CU K l l.1MIT£O. TRlN IT \' TRADING ESTATE, s 1, ··r1NC8OURNE . R&NT MEI0 2 1)0 . TELEPHONE ( (179$ } 475341 , 



LEMAITRE ON TOUR 
Touring and Fireworks don't mix easily. 

David Neale explains how it's done 
During the build up to Pink Floyd's 'The 
Wall' in Berlin, the city which has hardly 
been off our 1V screens since the events of 
last year has managed to write up yet 
another first. This time it's the re-writing of 
Joseph Helle(s 'Catch 22'. 

Picture the scene. You have one of the 
largest stages ever crossing the old 6erlin 
Wall (which as we know is no longer there) 
and our hero has to move pyrotechnics 
from one side of the stage to the other. 
Then up pops an East German official. 
" You can't bring that into East Germany 
without authorised permission." "OK 
where do I get that from/" 

''You can't,'* comes back the reply, 
" they've closed that office since the re-uni· 
ting of the City." 

irs all par for the course for Croydon• 
based le Maitre Fireworks who this year 
have undertaken two o( Europe's major 
rock'n'roll tour.;, The Rolling Stones and 
Tina Turner, as well as McCartney in Liver
pool, Knebwonh and, of course, Berlin. 

I tracked down Le Maitre Fireworks MD, 
Will Scott, between Berlin and Gothen• 
burg, at his local in Camden, Nonh Lon
don. Le Maitre have been involved with 
both tour.; since early April when planning 
firs1 commenced. 

Of the two tour.; Wilf Scott feels that 
Tina Turne(s was the more difficult (60 
showsl). " It involved so many different 
sized venues. One day you'd be working 
on a big stage with everything laid ou~ and 
the next night you'd be at a small venue 
like Camden Palace - it varies so much 
you have to create as you go," he 
explained. 

Le Maitre's man on the Tina Tumer show 
was Andy Frame who claims to have had 
only two days off since the tour staned -
but that's life on the road! 

In planning for the tour the company 
had lo produce a new effect for the show. 
To do this for the entire tour they needed 
I'/, tonnes or flame powder. Will Scott 
takes up the story: "We sent a truck to the 
depot to pick it up and the immediate 
reaction was to call the factory and ask 
why these chaps wanted a tonne and a 

250,000 packed lhe Polsdamer Platz in Berlin. 

The Wall goes up. 

half when they usually had only six cases." 
All the preparatory work for events such 

as these i.s carried out al Le Maitre's factory 
in Peterborough. New effects are created to 
work alongside their already extensive 
range. In Tina Turner's case the stage was 
silver so Le Maitre came up with a match
ing effecl, developed for the song 'Hero'. 
The resuh had echoes of the 'Mad Max' 
film, with a small mushroom cloud produc• 
ing a smoke effect, a white flame and a 
crackling noise. Throughout all the shows 
Le Maitre has worked closely with 
designers Fisher Park 

With such enormous tours and so many 
divergent factors to bring together, close 
co-operation is vital. Wil( Scott again: 
" Ideally you've got a situation where the 
LD (in both cases it was Patrick Woodroffe) 
lays out what he wants prior to discussions 
with the designer.; and they tell us what 
they want to happen. Then you start to put 
the pyrotechnical effects on st.age and you 
find 1hat 1he P.A. is exposed, so that has to 
be covered in polythene. This means you 

can't ftre where you'd planned because you 
might get rubbish on the polythene." 

As a tour progresses it adapts, but what
ever the problems, be it high winds or driv• 
ing rain a show has to be produced. "One 
benefit of a long tour is that the crew get to 
know how you work - ideas can be 
developed and incorporated inlo the show. 

''The management will also have their 
own Ideas of how 1he stage presentation 
should be. Tina Turne(s manager, Roger 
Davis, made changes to the original con• 
cepl - he has very definite ideas on pyro
technical effects. He likes them loud! 

" For Tina Turner the recent tour meant 
the first experience or working with pyro
technics so her confidence had to be won 
over and in special effects you have to be 
right first time, every time." 

Both tours staned on the co,,tinent, and 
once Roger Davis had made the final 
decision on what he wanted, it left Le 
Maitre only a short time to organise the 
pyrotechnical hardware to 1he various 
depots around Europe. It's not possible just 

Olinlcer bombs lined up in five waves for the finale. 
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Spectacular pyrotechnical effects are lhe keynote 10 le MaHre's success. 

Designed by Gerald Scarfe, various inflatables made their appearance. Close·up on one of the flame projectors. 
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P;rni projectors combined with F'isher Park graphics to create a slur\1ting visual display. 

Le Maitre's Mick McManu.s (leh) and Rick Wilson pause for a breather, while the fruits of their labour lake ccnlre stage (right). 

to drive it to the venue - moving explosives boxes of flame powder in was in a 40ft I asked Will Scott about 'The Wall'. " Berlin 
around Europe is a specialised job. The container,and theyclosedtheponforhalfan was a very extraordinary experience - the 
perso11 who co-ordinates this at Le Maitre's hour." biggeststage I've ever seen. The project used 
end is Rodney Clark. Le Maitre's Alan Grey. one of the country's 3,000 metres of cable. We got in on the 

"Every country has a number or stores top pyrotechnicians, co-ordinated the Monday but the East Germans wouldn't lei 
which must be licensed. This is where you Rolling Stones tour, which was nol wi1hout its us over the fence (the border). We were 
place all you need for both tours. You then problems. On one occasion the pyro- i11volvcd with the East and West Germans, 
move it to tl1e venue on the day. In the case of technics forthe Stones turned up at six pm for the police, the fire brigade, and then the 
East Germany you have to carry it in every that evening's show. The whole lot had been allies stepped in. They told us that we 
day as they won;t allow you to store it there," hefd up by l!alian customs, despite all the couldn't do it because a role exists, 
Clark told me. paperwork being in order. Wilf Scon finds ii a est.1blished since the war, that prohibits the 

Transport problems can be a nightmare. stale of 'constant brinkmanship'. shooting of shells higher than 80 me1res." 
On the Sto11es tour everything was in Part of his job involves him 0ying 10 each Le Maitre finally got past the East and West 
Antwerp apart from the flame powder, then country and introducing the management lo Germans, the Green Party W1ey own the 
the fun started. Will Scott again: " Because the aerial technicians Le Maitre have worked site), the police and the fire cle1,artmen1 . The 
we're working with an updated U.N. with throughout Europe. It~ only through this latter insisted on a fire engine being present 
explosive book and the port authorities had close co-operation that such mind-numbing but not having one 10 spare, refused to let an 
an old one, the only way we could get the six logistics can be overcome. Eas1 German one in. "Complete insanity" is 

how Will Scott described it. 
Sanity in the shape of the head of the 

bomb squad iii Berlin eventually came to the 
rescue. He had 10 pass each individual effect 
and then the same process had to be gone 
through with someone from the East. 

By now the set designers were going ape! 
Fisher Park hacl 10 have some idea of what 
they could expect in the way of pyrotech
nical and aerie! displays, and have the option 
10 pull it if they were unhappy with it. They 
eventually got in on the Thursday with the 
show taking place on the Saturday. 

The final irony of the whole episode was 
an unrortunate incidenl during the finale. 
Lying down in the bowels of the stage 
awaiting his instructions was Le Mai1re's Jim 
Cairncross. A 1,assing security guard saw his 
movements and thinking he was a fire(!) 
blasted the unlucky Cairncross with dry 
powder extinguisher knocking off his 

Toul'ing is not for the fajnt-hearted. headphones and knocking out the C30 firing 
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uni!. Wil( Scott takes up the story: " I was 
on the other sicfe of the stage without my 
cans. The production crew finally got hold 
or a Swedish technician perched on the 
top of 1he P.A who shouts to see whelher 
1he effect is ready. The reply comes back 
'No!' bul to the Swede lhis sounds like 
'Col'. He phones the Gem1an operalors 
working outside, and Bang! the res1 is 
history." 

Will Scon sums up touring like !his: "ll's 
50% being very good al your job and 
50% being able to handle touring. It~ a 
young man's job; by the lime you gel 10 40 
you've had iL You have 10 be able lo think 
fast, be diploma1ic, anlf have the complete 
trust of the people around you." 

Pass me a match, Will. " Cylindrical name projeclors line-up. The scale of the operatio1\ was immense. 

Wilf Scotl (righ1) and Jim Cairnc;ross wilh four hours to showtime, 
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introiuce tfie new 
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RIGHT ON KEW 
Ruth Rossington experiences Audio Visual Trickery 

at Kew Gardens' Thread of Life exhibition 

The Thread of Life exhlbi1ion housed in the 
Sir Joseph Banks building al Kew Gardens tells 
the story of mankind~ use of plants over the 
years until the present day. The exhibilion i.s 
designed for a group o( up to 50 visitors:, 
and the show areas are arranged so as to 
e11courage the visitors to move freely around. 
The exhibition is something of a radical 
departure for Kew, well-known for its 
botanic.al gardens, and a completely new 
approach to 1he use of audio-visual tech· 
niques for any similar establishment. 

A group of up to SO visitors are led into the 
first area, in which 1here are eight la<ge front· 
projected screens, 2.9 metres wide, spaced 
down each side. Music accompanies a slow 
dissolve or images, until the main show, with 
a gradual change of scene, is set in motion. 

The story Is told with the use of 16 Simda 
3250 slide projectors - a pair for each 
screen. To accompany the slides and the large 
dramatic images, there are 28* Han1arex 
video monitors mounted above the screens 
that can pictorially explain the more complex 
processes o( plant evolution wilh moving 
foorage. 

Electrosonic have completed the inst:al
la1ion of the multi-media show system. They 
worked as audio-visual systems consultants to 
Event Communications who were responsible 
for 1he complel'e project design and imple• 
mentation. Hi-Profile Concepts were drafted 
In to work alongside EJecuosonic and OHA 
lighting for the electrical system's design and 
installation at the site. 

The story unfolds with conttolled lighting 
effects, all designed and supplied by London-

Remoted Birdies, Profiles with gobos_, and 
modified Pars provide a varied paletle. 

based OHA, and controlled through an Elec
trosonic 7000 series Digir-ak. Thmughout the 
presentation, the lightins plays on the audi
ence and also highlights four model figures, 
that rise out of a central stn.Jcture, during the 
show; all synchronised to 1he show content. 
There are also two llgh1ing reveals behind 
painled gauzes, near 1he exit to the fil'St show 
from which spacemen suspended In space 
emerge. 

The sound for 1he show Is replayed from 
two Sony videodisc players, with two main 
audio channels replayed from one player,. and 
two channels of specific effects from the 
second. Eight Tannoy NFM•6 monitor loud· 
speakers are placed around the walls, each 
with a scpar.1tc line of amplification and 

The impressive entrance to lhe Joseph Banks building. 

equalisation, and the sound effects are 
dynamically mixed with the main sound. The 
show was programmed, with the position and 
intensity of the effects under full control,. via 
an Ele<:trosonic modular mixer system. An 
ElectroVoicc l8" sub bass is used in the 
central display to provide an effective and 
dramatic bass response, to a sound system 
that moves the effects Mound the show to 
prompt the visitors attention. 

The lighting equipment used in I.he first 
area Is huns and distributed rather like a mini
ature theatre rig. Remote 12v Birdies, 7SW, 
12v profiles with gobos, modified Par 36 
housings and assorted adjustable low vohage 
downlighters are used to provide a varied 
palette, giving a range of colours and 
textures. This is then augment·ed with effects 
which include tiny Xenon strobes, animation 
discs for some of the profiles, a range of 
dichroic filters from Bausch & Lomb, and the 
"odd fibre optic or two," according to DHA's 
lighting designer Adam Grater. 

At the dose of the first show, p1,eumatic 
doors au1omatlcally open to the sound of 
chain saws, and the visitors move into the 
second show area. The me-ssage here is the 
future of the forest, and large pictures portray 
1he forest, with endless reflections around the 
walls in an infinity mirror effect. 

In 1he second show area, the story 
conllnucs with the doors finally closing on the 
first show:, leaving h to automatically reset 
ready for the next group of visitors. The 
second story is told by three video monitors 
mounted off the ceiling, \Vith dramatic lighting 
effects ,,laying on the audience. At various 
points in the show, the images change as the 
three-faceted mechanical panels 1hey are 
mounted on slowly revolve. 

Cobos are again used in exhibition 1wo, 
with another type of profile spot, to provide 
the preset image of deforestation that meets 
the audience as the doors are opened. Adam 
Grater again: "The Miniatura fittins was a 

real find. It's a 12v profile, about the size of 
a smarty tube,. and al 20W il"'s an extremely 
efficient luminaire. Experimen1ins with the 
artwork, we eventually came up with an 
effective gobo by lihing imagery from one of 
the show photographs. Probably the mo$l 
Important factor from our poinl of view was 
tha1 lhe lighting had 10 follow the story, with 
all its. attendant elements such as the storm 
sequtrnce and the highlighting of the various 
mannequins, without it being the dominant 
feature. 

The audio is again replayed from videodisc, 
with just one player and two audio channels, 
combining four Tannoy NFM·8 loudspeakers, 
and a further ElecuoVoice sub bass. The 
Tannoy loudspeakers are angled into the 
ceiling and, un(onuna1ely, the sound disper~ 
sion is not as clear as in the first area whe(e 
1he speakers are placed on the side walls and 
directed across the room. 

The fulure of the forest. 
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Equipment list: 

ES7000 series Digidim dimmers 
ES7932 a11alogue control units 
£S4044/16 auxiliary eHects control u1lits 
£S4424 BSC show computers 
ES-5003 Videodisc control units 
ES4003 dissolve units 
ES1370 modular mixers 
Sony videodisc players 
Hanlarex 2a- chassis monitors 
Simda 3250 automatic slide projectors 
Ta.nnoy Monitor loudspeakers: 
Elect.r0Voice sub bass loudspeakers 
Quad 405 power amplifiers 
Allee Lansing 9444A power amplifiers 
Ti met Square pNlfiles 
Miniatura CS11 profiles 
Guzzini laser downlighters 
Thomas Birdies with ba.rndoors 
Lighl Projecls M16 recessed integral 
Light Projects M16 adjustable downlighters 
OHA Animation discs 
Microlights custom low voltage battens 
Delta Design Xenon strobes 

Part 1 of the story: A complete mix of audio•·visual and still life displays relate the evolution 
of plants. 
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A11 Electrosonic BSC multi•rnedia con1rol 
programme is used to con1rol the two shows 
with one rack mounting PC for each show as 
the shows can overlap and run concurrendy, 
The programming., carried out by Keith Spille1, 
incorporates the requirements of the sound 
producer, irna,g<? produce!', lighting designer 
and overall project manager into a comple1e 
muhi·mcdia experience, run from a single 
main control element for each show . 

Al the end of the show, the visitors are led 
throu·gh a static display gallery detailing the 
val'ious elements of plant development and its 
role in textiles, to complete 1heir visit 10 the 
Thread of life exhibition. 

LIGHTING SALES 
• Comprehensive 128p Catalogue 
• Open 8.30am- 8.00pm Mon- Fri 
• Open 10.00om- 5.00pm Sol 
e ·Tel: 071-703 0011 
• Fox: 071-703 8123 
Midnight Sales lid 
The Arches 
Grosvenor Terrace 
London SES ONP 

POWER MIST 
T U R B 0 

REMOTELY CONTROLLED FLUID S MOKE MACHINE 
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PROMENADING 
Avolites and Meteorlites: Mike Leth by discovers 

a Technical Duet at the Albert Hall Proms 

The annual season or BBC Promenade 
concertS, The Proms, is an instilution that 
seems as quintessentially and timelessly 
British as aeam teas or crickeL 

Staged by equally unwavering tradition, al 
London's venerable Royal Albert I-fall, it runs 
through the summer with concerts everyday 
of the week, each broadcast on ,V, BBC radio 
or both. The season ends as usual in 
September with the ritual Pomp and Circum· 
stance last night in which the audience 
demonstrates a rather un•British fondness for 
live classical music by squatting on the floor 
and roaring and waving along with the 
orchestra"s greatest patriotic hits. 

This year's model marked a step away from 
the BBC~ normal pattern of using in-house 
facilities. Meteorli1es of Boreham Wood were 
contracted to supply and engineer their own 
truss, lighlS and desks, and the centrepiece of 
their system was a brand new digital dimming 
system from Avolites, the lV 48·25 OMX. 

For Meteorlites (whose seH1p remains on 
site throughout the season even when there is 
no 1V production) it was a prestigious 
contract with all the kudos of a major 
rock'n'roll client For Avolites, it was a tailor• 
made showcase for a system which the 
company hopes will find enthusiastic buyers 
in the upper reaches of the commercial 
lighting hire market. 

The Proms, as a season of classical music 
concerts, involves no sound reinforcement 
except when, on rare occasions, electronic 
instruments or electric guitars or basses are 
employed. 

But the lighting, though static, is a decep· 
tively tough assignment. The c,ew comprised 
board operator and crew chief, Paul Devine; 
electricians Pete Delemos and Tony Leighton; 
technicians and Derek Goddard and Roger 
Grybowic:z - all from Meteorlites. 

I spoke 10 Paul Devine, John Livingstone 
(the BBC~ managing engineer on the project), 
Meteorlites' Tony Panico, a,,d Derek Halliday 
of Avolites about how it all came together. 

Making II Happen 

Paul Devine: " John l ivingstone's initial brief 
was quite basic. He wanted cenain lamps in 
certain areas to get the right key lights and 
general lighting. So we wiote a proposal 
covering trussing and how we could get the 
lights into the positions he wanted. Once 
we'd agreed on that we checked with the 
Albert Hall that we could Hy that amount 
from those positions. And after a little red 
tape, it was 'all systems go!' Basically1 all the 
lighting is designed purely ror lV. They are 
paying the money and 1hey get their pictures. 
It's too bright and too hot for the audience, 
but the 1V piftures look fantastic! With this 
weather we've been having, itS started off at 
80' inside. Then we put up 400k or lamps, 
and it bakes them a little - it's been very hot 
in here. We've got a wind machine set \JP 
next to the desks to keep the temperature 
down a bit." 

John Livingstone:"! wouldn, say this show 
is technically difficult; it's simply good quality 

illumination. But 1he art lies Jn getting the 
levels right wi1h a bit of rim light and colour 
here and there so it doesn't look Oat With 
the TV cameras• zoom lenses, it can all get 
visually compressed.0 

What makes it tricky is the dichotomy 
between not dazzling 1he audience and 
orcehstr.i, ye! satisfying the lV producer. 

Devine: " There are normally about eight 
cameras, so the lighting"$ got to look right 
from all angles. You need a system like ours 
to be able to react quickJy. A computer 'dial· 
in' system wouldn't be right." 

The Albert Hall itself imposes restrictions: 
'

1The canopies have to be set at a certain 
height to gel the sound reflee1ions correct fo, 
the orchestra, because of the way the 
orchestra is stacked up the steps at the back 
it's quite difficult. The lights have to be posi· 
tioned so they're not shining into the musi· 
cian~ eyes when they're looking at the 
conductor. And the amount of mics needed 
to get good sound for the Nicam stereo 
broadcast> causes problems with key lights 

The Royal Albert Hall - home of The Proms. 

and shadows. We have to move lights around 
a lot, and there's lots of give and take 
between us, the TV and radio. But we've got 
enough up on the truss to cope with it." 

John Livingstone, as the BBC's managing 
engineer, w-as in charge of the cechnical 
production with an emphasis on the lighting 
side. 

living.stone: ·•from my point of view, when 
we first devised the system, it was a question 
of how we'd mount the lights. Previously, 
we'd used scaffolding, and moving any lights 
invotved five people on tallescopes and 
another five balancing on an A·Frame1 

building up risers at the back. So to re-set a 
lamp was a major operation. 

"I didn, like that system because the height 
of the tallescope determined the height or the 
lamp, so the lamps were 100 low from the 
orchestra's point of view. I wanted a 
compromise system which allowed me to put 
the lights at the height I wanted, and which 
the orchestra would be comfor1.Jble with. By 
using trussing we gained an extra four feet In 
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A mixture of standard TV lamps and Strand's Uldenzas and Cantatas comprise the lighting rig. 

Rehear5als in progress. 

John Livingstone, the BBCs managing engineer, at lhe main console. 

height. It may not seem much, but it's 12% 
higher which made a significant difference. 1t 
also meanI that we could reach any light and 
re~set It Jn 10 minutes instead of 40 as before. 
So we can adjust lamps that previousfy we'd 
have ignored. The trussing is reliable and it 
looks better from the audience~ point of 
view. I'm very pleased with it. It's also 
allowed me to put up more lights, with spare 
ligh1s 1ha1 might only be used on allernaIe 
concerts.'' 

Devine: "John has changed it from the 
way it t.ised to be • always pars and no trus· 
sing, which meant you always had to use a 

Iallescope 10 change anything, which is why 
we went to truss. I don'l think any of the 
companies the BBC were using at the lime 
dealt in truss.'' 

He explained thal Ihe BBC expecIed a 
conservative presc,,Iation where colour was 
concerned. 

Devine: "There~ no colour except on the 
organ. Under white light it comes up a 
horrible yellow colour, so we use a 176 
Amber which looks really good, a S1eel Blue 
117 on the pipes to give them a cold meIal 
look, and a few colours around the arches to 
pick them oul. Othel"\vlse, all Ihe lighting is 
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Conlrol is courlesy o( two Celco's running 
lhrough the Q-Patch system, 

straight white (or the 1V. 
"And nothing changes during the show in 

case It dis1racts the orchestra when they 
should be watching the conductor. You set 
the scene and watch the monitor - and just 
tweak things a little if someone's glaring too 
much If they're starting 10 sweat. But what· 
ever's done at the desk has to be done very 
gently because I'd get a 101 of complaints if 
the show was tampered with too much. They 
don't allow such rock'n'roll things as bumps 
and fades, and no strobes, or pyros either! 

"What we've got is a 70x45 feet box truss 
with a front b'uss 12 feet forward of that. 
There~ four 10ks, 16 Sks and 36 2k standard 
TV lamps. Plus some Rank Strand Cadenzas 
(on the soloists and 1he conductor), Cantatas 
and Sks and 10ks for the general wash, with 
pars on the orchestra and some blondes on 
the organ. 

"Audience lighting is shared belween Sks 
and 2ks on the fron1 truss and some pars 
around tJH~ gallery and the Grand Tier. Again, 
i1's a matter of not putting lights in people's 
eyes, All in all, the contract was for 434kW 
and on the last nighl, it goes up to half a 
megawa1t.u 

Dimmers: New from Avolile.s 
Avolites' new TV 48•2S OMX digital dimming 
system was designed specifically for this kind 
of heavy duty, long run application and as 
Derek Halliday explained, the requirements 
o( companies such as Meteorlites were 
uppermost in ilS creators' minds. 

Halliday: "Each rack is a 48-channel, 25A 
per channel system, so it'll run a true Sk load 
on every channel. Meteorlites have it set up 
with a mixture o! Sks and conventional pars, 
so some racks have what we call a 'hot patch' 
which allows you to put a number of I k par 
lamps onto any given channel and some 
dedicated Sk circuits. We modified it (or 
Meteorlites to run 10k lamps by pairing 
channels up. To run all day, and especially 
in these temperatures, they have built-in 
thermostatically-controlled variable speed 
fans." 

Both the inputs and the dimmer control 
cir(uits which •fire' the thyristors are totally 
digital, running on OMXS12 digital protocol. 

Derek Halliday: " I think ifs fair to say that 
apart from true Sk loads last year, Meteorlites 
did use other Avolites dimmers to do the 
same job, but they needed more or them. 
They also had to fabricate their own ELCB 
distribution units to protect the system, 
where.as this has it all bullt in. 

Heavy Duty 
Derek Halliday: ''l\dam Bennette, one of 
Avolites' design engineers was responsible for 
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the design. We listened to what users wete 
saying about the existing products, where 
1hey were being used, and how we could 
improve 1hem. He was given that information 
and came up with the design. 

" In terms of its engineering and packaging 
it's very similar to our other products. It's the 
electronics that are diffe.rent - the crucial guts 
of the dimmer. The engineering 1h1Ws gone 
into ii is of a very high standard* because it's 
meant for very high level applications. There
fore, it al.so costs a 101 more money, 

" The main reason w-c designed them was 
because over the last four or five years, a lot 
of rental companies like Meteorlites have 
seen their customer's core businesses moving 
into TY, produ(t launches and other applica
tions where the demands of the dimmers are 
very di((eren1 from the ,ock'n'i'oll shows they'd 
atways done previously. 

" But rock'n'roll means dynamic shows 
where the dimmers are on-of( very quickly 
and they're not running for any length of time 
at a demanding load. For TY, product laun
ches and industrial present,tions dimmers run 
for hours on end, day in, day out. 

"The systems Mcteorlites used previously 
- the 72 ways - would do certain parts but 
they couldn't do all of a sh0\\1 like tJlis. So we 
designed a dimmer that had three particular 
criteria. One was duty cyde, which had to be 
100% able to run every channel al full power 
every day. The second was noise suppression; 
espe-dally important at a show like this with 
TV and radio mi(rophones everywhere, And 
thirdly, for safety reasons, built-In earth 
leakage circuit breakers (ELCBS) so that i( any 
fault arises, anywhere in the lighting rig, the 
system will shut down," 

Asked about other potential applications, 
Tony Panico o( Meteorlite:s (Avolites' first 
customer for the new dimmers) hopes (or 
" probably one or two shows a month for the 
BBC. We want to see lhem on all our future 
work for the BBC." 

Paul Devine adds: " They rushed them out 
for us and although we've had a couple of 
teething problems, there's nothing to cause us 
any con(ern for the shows." 

Devine says the system* which is pushing 
through around 600A, is a much mote 
compact solution than last year's technologv. 
and has eliminated former problems of noise 
breakthrough to everyone's satisfaction. 

In Control 
Paul Oevine's control is a 90-channel Celco 
linked to a second 60 channel Celco both 
running through the Q•Patch system. 

Devine: " Johni fn chatge. He's the one 
who says fade that up or fade that down. 

\\le're using the QvPatch to access individual 
channels. When I'm watching the screen and 
something's too bright, we use the desks and 
we use the Q•Patch for selling all or a certain 
bank at exact levels because with 1he desk 
faders it's 'is it close enough', whereas once 
it's set for one we can set all the lamps as a 
percentage read-out on the Q·Patch. 

Oevine's credits include lighting I.he near 
legendary 1988 M0n$1ers of Rock fe$1ival at 
Donington (or Iron Maiden. I asked him how 
he found the di((erence in routine from 
working with rock'n'roll? " It is quite different, 
but it can be qufte interesting too. It depends 
on the piece. You can have a dynamic piece 
one night or a fairly boring piece, lighting
wise, the next, where there's virtually nothing 
for us to do at all." 

I asked John Livingstone whether the 
atttention paid to lighting this year's Proms 
season reflects a wider trend 10 more 
complex 1V lighting, and how much it is 
influenced by developments in 1V technology 
itself? 

Livingstone: "Modern cameras are 
becoming more sensitive, so theoretically the 
lighting levels should be capable of going 
down. However, they're al.so using longer 
lenses which go down to a 55: l zoom ratio, 
an angle of half a dewee. At those lengths 
1here's a ramping effect which means you lose 
the cameras sensitivity, because youte going 
in tighter. And naturally, i( you give a 
producer or director that capability he's goin,g 
to use i1. 

"So the lighting on a show like this is more 
complex simply because the producers are 
finding more shots and being able to look at 
each individual in an orchestra - which in 
turn means every individual has to be filled 
and backlit. And you can, miss anybody 
be(ause as you pan along a row it would be 
very obvious." 

The move to a single, outside ligh1ing 
specia.li.st has a sound economic basis, he 
added: " Ws a great help being able to use a 
single firm to supply the lighting and the truss, 
and to service and crew it all. It's a far more 
efficient .system than if I have 10 co.-ordinate 
scaffolding, lights, dimmers, desks and so on 
from individual suppliers. This way it's all 
down to one firm, their crew do everything 
and that's reflected in the overall price. So 
from the BBC's angle we get better lighting -
it isn't cheap, but it is very cost-effective. I 
wouldn't change the approach now. It might 
not automatically always be Meteorlites 
(although I'm extremely happy with what 
they've done) but it would certainly be a 
'Pop' lighting contractor." 

Is that unusual (or 1he BBC considering the 
Corporation i.s hardly short of its own lighting 
facilities? Livingstone: " It's unheard oft I 
would normally contract each part separately, 
This way I've passed the whole buck. I gave 
Tony Panico diagrams of exaclly where I 
wanted the lights, and it's then his problem. 
He coordinates it all and I get a fixed price for 
putting it all in, servicing it, and taking it out. 
Which allows me 10 concentrate on the 
lighting rather than on how to get It up." 

It seems clear that the new alliance has 
proved a considerabte success for all con-• 
cemed .. Derek Halliday was quietly elated at 
his products' enthusiastic reception - and 
Tony Panico, Paul Devine and 1he Met·eorlites 
team are looking forward to broadening I.heir 
repertoire of work with ~untie' ... and who 
knows where that will lead them? 









ardware HIGH POWER 
PROJECTION AND 

LIGHTING FOR 
COMMUNICATIONS 

AND SHOW 
APPLICATIONS 

for» non 
SEE Us AT PLftSA 90 ON STAND S233 

SLIDE PROJECTORS (600 TO 7 000 W) 
XENON 1 000 W • 8 000 Lumens 
24 x 36 mm and 60 x 60 mm slides 

XENON 4 500 W . 70 000 Lumens 
180 x 185 mm slides 

All Hardwafe for Xenon equipment is portable 
and operates automatically. It ls comJ)8tible with 
all control devices : remo'te control units, lime(S, 
synchronizers. In addition, Hardware for Xenon 
equipment Is compatible with dissolve multi
vlS4on systems. 

The 24 x 36 mm model is often used Jn multi• 
vision mode for conferences, sales conventions 
and stands. Image up to 10 metres wide. 

Designed for giant projection In large audi
toriums, on to monuments, cMteaux., inflatable 
sIructures or any medium created for a specific 
event. Image up to 40 metres wide. The 4 SOO w 
projector is oompatible with standard multivision 
systems. The slide changing is microprocessor 
controlled with a removable 40 slk:Ses tray alid a 
rapid s.earc:h random acoess. XENON 600 W - 4 000 Lumens 

24 x 36 mm slides 

XENON 1 600 W • 14 000 Lumons 
24 x 36 mm and 60 x 60 mm slides 

XENON 7 000 W - 100 000 Lumens 
A compact project0< that enables ambient light 
to be maintained f0< taking notes In a confe<ence 
room. Image up to 7 metres wide. 

same applications as the 1 000 W projector. The 
60 x 60 mm model can be used for theatre 
backdrops, giant posters, and pro}ecting decors 
for films and television programmes. Image up to 
14 meues wide. 

180 x 185 mm slldcs 
Same applications as the 4 500 W projector. 
Image up to 50 metres wide. 

FOLLOW SPOTLIGHTS (1 600 TO 7 000 W) 

I- f 

Hardware for Xenon has developed a new ge-neratlon 
of follow spotlights that provide : 

- twice as much llght as follow spotlights currently 
avallable. 

- photographic quality definition by means of a 5-lens 
zoom that enables the diameter of the beam to be 
varied from 3 to 12 metres at a distance of 50 metres. 

- optimized COOiing of the coloured filters, the iris, the 
gobos, etc. 

SKYLIGHTS 
(2 500 TO 7 000 W} 
The Hardware for Xenon skyllghts are leak• 
proof. The beam movement can be p(og.ram
med via a 0, 10 volt controlled mlrro< and O. 10 
volt con1toll8d shutter. 
XENON 2 500 W • XENON 4 500 W 
XENON 7 000 W. 

SALES AND RENTALS 
Tel. : (081) 848 1387 - Fax : (081) 848 1135 

XENON 1 600 W - 16 000 Lumens. Use distance : 
1 5 to 150 metres. 
XENON 2 500 W - 27 000 Lumcns. Use d istance : 
15 to 200 metres. 
XENON 4 500 W • 60 000 Lumens. Use distance : 
1 S to 300 metres. 
XENON 7 000 W - 85 000 Lumens. Use disIanoe : 
15 to 300 metres. 
Hardware for Xenon offers a ·short model · follow 
spotlight fn 1 600 an 2 500 W versions. 

HIGH POWER SLIDE MOUNTS 
FOR 24 x 36 MM AND 
180 x 185 MM SLIDES 

The Hardware for Xenon special slide 
mounts without glass for high powet slide 
projectors avoid th& need for refocussing J 
and avoid condensat,on. i 

H ardware 
torX enon 

Hardware for Xenon Ltd 
Abbey, 1 Nestles Avenue 

Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4SH 



MARTIN AUDIO CT SERIES 
Tim Frost highlights the launch of a new speaker series 

Dave Martin, MD and molivaling force 
behind Martin Audio, launched an all-new 
loudspeaker range al his refurbished 
factory and orfices in High Wycombe. 
The company recenlly hit lhe news by 
joining forces with 11,e TGI Group of 
companies, which includes Tannoy and 
Mordaunt Short. 

Martin Audio's CT2. 

Martin's new system, 1he CT Series, 
effectively replaces the CX Series with a 
range of even more compact 
components. The key part of the system is 
the CT2 full-range unil, which is driven by 
a new 1r co-ax driver manufactured for 
the company by ATC. 

Like many small full-range speakers 
being developed now, the CT2 has a 
trapezoid box 10 reduce the profile of the 
speaker when it is mounted on walls or 
ceilings. The angled walls of 1he speaker 
also make it easier 10 pul together a 
suitably angled cluster of CT2s. 

The cabinet has, in total, nine M8 
screw mounting bushes and a tripod 
mounting socket to increase the flying and 
mounting options. Dave Martin said that 
these hanging points were very secure 
and were, "tested to 6 tonnes, at which 
point the test rig broke." 

Martin were also producing a compre
hensive range of flying and mounting 
hardware, so that clients can buy a 
complete system from the company 
rather than having to go to third party 
suppliers of mounting hardware. 

The CT2 is designed to operate either 
as a stand-alone full -range speaker or in 
conjunction with the new CTX sub-bass 
cabinet, and the two can be mounted 
together using a single short connecting 
pole. 

The cabinets match in looks with the 
F2 system and incorporate substantial 
internal bracing. Dave Martin commented 
that lhis bracing had a direct benefit on 
performance. " The idea is to make the 
cabinet as rigid as possible as wall flexing 
generates losses. By increasing the 

bracing and stiffening of the cabinet we 
have got 2 to 3 dB more bass efficiency 
out of the CTX over the BX2." 

The whole system has been developed 
to increase the company~ impact on the 
installation,. corporate sound reinforce
ment and broadcast markets, hence the 
emphasis on small size and high power. A 
third loudspeaker in the range is a wedge 
monitor which has been developed for 
full-range general stage foldback purposes 
rather than as a heavy duty musician~ 
foldback speaker. With the CTW wedge 
the company is looking primarily at 
theatrical and TV users, 1hose looking for 
inconspicuous, but high power, foldback 
speakers. 

The system can be used with the com• 
pany's existing MX4 electronic controller, 
but Martin have released the MX2 
controller dedicated lo this and 'other 
future' compact systems. 

The MX2 is a two channel electronic 
crossover with additional EQ and limiting, 
and has two features new to Martin Audio 
controllers. The limiting can be operated 
either by monitoring the line signal or 

The CTX sub-bass cabinet. 

from additional connections made to the 
speaker outputs of the amplifiers. In this 
way, the limiting can now directly monitor 
and cowol the amplifier's outputs 
increasing the protection offered to the 
speakers and making the system set-up 
independent of 1he amplifier sensitivity. 

Since the CT Series is targeted at 
conference and music applications, the 
controller includes a simple mid 
frequency contour switch lo adapt the 
response to the different needs of speech 
and music. 

Dave Martin has also just spent a 
considerable sum on a new 62 sq.m 
demo room, not just to provide a 
reasonable listening environment, but also 
reduce the amount of sound getting out 
of the factory, especially important when 
demonstrating an F2 rig at full pelt. In the 
new room, the CT Series performed well 
both with and without the addition of the 
sub bass box. By putting a price of 
around £2,000 on a complete system, the 
company has placed its new speaker 
series into the mainstream of compact 
systems and conference systems. 
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YES , Register me now for LDl90 in Orlando! 
The hottest entertainment technology event of the dee 

Concerts! 
Theatre! 

Theme parks! 
Television! 

For more information contact: 

Film! 

Where the entertainment 
technology industry meets! 

Paula Harris, Lighting Dimensions International 
135 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 100 10-7193 USA 
2 12-353- 1951 Fax 212-677-3857 

e! 

••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Return this form co LDl90, 135 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10010-7 193 USA by October 19, 1990 
and your Exhibits Only badge will be waiting at the Pre-Registration desk in Orlando. 
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See new MSR luminaires from the major 
European Film & TV Lighting Manufacturers 
atPhotokina 1990-Co/ogne. 
Ha/114.1 Stand 10 KOln 

For more information on MSR Lamps and a list of manufacturers 
producing luminaires featuring MSR please send the coupon to: 
OEM Department, Philips Lighting limned, FREEPOST, City House, 
420-430 London Road, Croydon CR9 9ET 

r------------, 
Please send information on MSR Lamps to I 

I Name ____________ J 
J Position _____________ _ 

1990 J Company _____________ I 
I Address ________ _ ___ j 

I I 

I ~ PHILIPS I 
L--- ------- - ~ J 



Consider a Lighting Console with all 
the features of a high-end memory 
system, but the manual feel of a 
rockboard. 

Think about a Console with 108 
Channels, and 108 Submasters, 
which c,an also run cue sequences, 
effects and Macros. And drive 512 
Dimmers. 

ARNOLD & RICHTER 
Cine Technik 
Torkenstr. 89, 
0-8000 Munchen 40 
West Germany 
Tel.: (089) 3809-1, 
Telex, 524317 

ARRI (GB) LIMITED 
1-3 Airlinks, 
Spitfire Woy, 
Heston, TW5 9NR 
England 
Tel.: 081-848 8881 
Telex: 916075 

IMPULS 
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ARRI !TALIA SRL 
Via Poolo 
Orsi 47 
00178 Rome 
Holy 
Tel.: (06) 7970797 
Telex: 620339 
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RIGGING FOR THE BOLSHOI 
Unusual Rigging at the Scottish Exhibition Centre 

View of trompe l'oeuil proscenium. 

This year Glasnost arrived in Stanmore -
Unusual Rigging's headquarters. Having 
already worked with the Kirov in Dublin and 
on the British Heritage exhibition in Kiev, the 
invil'ation from Glasgow to work again with 
the Russians was well-received. Forming the 
centrepiece of Glasgow's celebrations as the 
1990 Cultural Capital of Europe, the Bolshoi 
Opera~ two chosen productions are lavish in 
scale and spectacle. Mlada, Rimsky
Korsakov's fantastic opera/ballet, and The 
Maid of Orleans, Tchaikovsky's epic tale o f 
Joan of Arc required full stage facilities, using 
the same scenery, lighting and props as in 
Moscow. 

With no theatre in Glasgow large enough 
to stage the productions the brief specified 
the design and installation o f the first-ever 
temporary proscenium theatre complete 
with fly toweno be erected in the empty shell 
of the Scottish Exhibition Centre. 

Watching Mlada, you cannot fail to be 
impressed by the sheer enormity and 
complexity of the production. You may not, 
however, be immediately aware of the trans
formation that has been undertaken in the 
Centre itself. 11 is no less ambitious or 
complex. 

The massive proscenium arch of The 
Bolshoi theatre - the largest in the world -
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View from stage left counterwe,ight side with bars being loaded. 
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Graphic visuals o( the fronl elevation spaceframe and towers. 
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has been literally replicated within Mall 4, 
tran!;forming a soulless exhibition space into 
an opera house. On a stage constructed to 
the same dimensions as the Bolshoi, and 
behind a trompe l'oeuil facade of the huge 
Bolshoi proscenium with its temces and 
boxes nanking either side of the stage, two 
21 metre high sc;iffold towers stand 25 
metres apart. 

The towers support a spaceframe 
designed specifically for this project 
measuring 25 metres by 18 with a depth of 
1.5 metres. An elaborate and complex array 
of ropes and pulleys provide a flying system 
capable of carrying a total o f 60 single 
purchase counterweights. In this particular 
instance, 42 counterweight sets were used to 
carry 20 tons of lighting and scenery, 

Due to the low load bearing c.ipacity of 
the SECC roof, the lighting, sound and set 
required suppM by the two scaffold towers. 
It would, however, be possible to suspend 
the spaceframe from a good supporting roof 
using only one tower, either stage left or right, 
for the counteiweight system, fly floor and 
loading gallery, 

The main advantage of the system is its 
flexibili ty. Changes in dimensions would 
offer other options. A reduction in stage 
width to, say, 20 metres would increase the 
loading capacity to 30 tons and enable a fly 
noorto be erected on both sides or the stage. 

Looking beyond the system itself, the fact 
that the structure could be erected in a venue 
of any size means tl,at, given enough dock 
space backst.ige or beyond the wings, an 
entire stage set could be mounted on 
wagons. Flexibility also applies to the variety 
of hanging positions for set or equipment 
where final adjustments can easily be made 
on site according to the requirements or the 
designer or director. 

In fact, it would be possible to move an 
entire set up or downstage with ease • the set 
for the Maid of Orleans would have taken 
aboul two hours, a much simpler set far less. 

This particular project was handled by 
Unusual Services, the recently formed 
offshoot of Unusual Rigging. Headed up by 
Alan Jacobi but with Chris Organ al the helm, 
Unusual Services was se1 up to cope with 1he 
increasing demand for a total staging, 
crewing and technical, and on site manage• 
ment facility for large scale events and spec
taculars. 

With several projects under its belt, 
including the prestigious staging of Carmen 
in Sydney and Melbourne earlier this year, 
Unusual Services leapt at the chance of 
working with the Bolshoi Opera on their first 
visit to 1he West. 

"This project was particularly relevant to 
the aims or Unusual Services/ ' explained 
Chris Organ. ' 'V\1e offer a full technical design 
and installation service for any kind of 
temporary or touring structure - the system 
we designed for the Bolshoi is the only 
existing counterweight and grid structure 
which can be erected almost anywhere in 
the world, inside a venue or in the open air." 

In addition, Unusual Services have two 
demountable tensile structures (or outdoor 
events and are developing other ideas for 
touring and temporary venues. 

Over the years Unusual Rigging has always 
welcomed a challenge. Many of the projects 
undertaken have never been attempted 



The towers and grid under construdion. 

before and from its origins in the traditional 
theatre and the progress to rigging for indus
trial theatre and exhibitions, the scale and 
complexity has expanded to take in every 
kind or venue imaginable. 

As far as most promoters in 1he West are 

concerned, the sheer size, immense scale 
and high cost of touring The Bolshoi Opera 
present enormous obstacles. Moving the 
largest opera company in the world from its 
comfortable Moscow home to another city, 
especially if it does nol have a gigantic opera 

UNUSUAL 
RIGGING 

LTD 

house, has presented its problems in the past. 
The sight or some 4,000 entranced 

men,bers of the audience, on their feet and 
cheering the roof off the Scottish Exhibition 
and Conference Centre, must have been a 
relief 10 the organisers of this unlikely evenL 

RIGGING FOR CONCERT 
THEATRE COMMERCIAL FILM 
T.V. & VIDEO PRESENTATION 

4 Dalston Gardens, Stanmore 
Middlesex HA? l DA 
081-206 2733 

Fax: 081-206 1432 Telex: 945470 Riggin G 
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Any console with this 
much flexibility deserves 
a closer look 

E xamine the new Q Series sound reinforcement 
console from ODA and it's easy to see how it 

combines greatly expanded mixing flexibility with 
simple, logical operation. 

From the superior sound of the Q Series mic inputs 
to its versatile EQ section, every aspect of this powerful 
console reflects the quiet, transparent audio quality 
ODA is famous for. Immune to 11oise and hum at every 
stage, the Q Series offers a sonic perfo,mance that is 
difficult to beat. 

_________ .... 

. . ; .... 
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All of the main inputs and outputs are electronically 
balanced with transformers optional. The Q-PA Output 
version features 3-stage Equaliution on the Group 
Outputs. Al1d the versatile Q-Matrix Output version 
includes 8 Group Outs, 4 Matrix Outs and 8 Aux 
Returns with EQ. 

Q Series. So much flexibility, you can't help taking a 
closer look. Call the appropriate number to arrange a 
demonstration. 

1)1)/\ 
a I<lark-Telcnik Company 

QSerics 
/eawresa 
Olrccr Output 
Mith l~<m 
conrrolon 
every input. 

QSt:rias 
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t,1p111 w(th 3. 
Band£Qori 
tl1<'!AUX 
M:uuu·Send.t. 
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tt 2oatgmc,u 
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indicator (Q, 
Mme Input 
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&Mute 
Croups(Q· 
Mutclnpu1 
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■mann~ 
liiAUDIO ="-• 
Unl!od Xlngdom $a.lei; 
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ON TOUR c.Mona Forcer 

The Rolling Stones have finally arrived in 
Europe. The massive Steel Wheels Tour 
seen in the USA has been replaced by a 
new concept - The Urban Jungle Tour. 
There arc basically two reasons for this radi
cal change of set and lighting, the first being 
a matter of size. Steel Wheels was the lar
gest-ever tourlng show involving two whole 
stage sets and two sets of sound and light· 
ing, It was an enonnous undertaking justi
fied in America because of the enormous 
revenues. 

In Europe it was necessary to scale down 
the operation as everything is more com
plicated over here ie, border crossings, 
curfews, vatying audience sizes. Another 
consideration was that Steel Wheels was 
very much aimed at 1he American tour and 
designed lo work specifically at night. Part 
o( the concept was that you were to walk in 
and see this derelict, tired, dead looking 
structure that, as soon as the house lights 
went down, came to life as the stage light
ing went up. It would be transformed into a 
very positive and exciting effect Over half 
of the European shows were scheduled to 
start in broad daylight and the Scandinavian 
shows finished in daylight. It was decided 
that something more vibrant~ alive and 
exciting wa.s needed during the daytime 
part of the show; and that is why the Urban 
Jungle set was created. 

''It was interesting from a lighting point of 
view because we approached the show 
very differently," explained lighting designer 
Patrick Woodroffe. "We knew that the first 
part of the show would be in daylight, 
therefore we decided to light it with only 
white light. We made a very conscious 
decision right from the start of the design 
process that we would not use colour from 
the beginning, but allow it to slowly take 
effect as the night wore on. That poinl at 
which colour is introduced is usually at the 
beginning of a certain section - ideally it 
would happen at the start of the song '2000 
Light Years' which is roughly about two 
thirds of the way through the show. So 
you'd have this whole show in white and 
because the set was so exciting you could 
easily get away with that. The band have so 
much energy they are able to perform with 
white light on an empty stage for well over 
an hour without losing interest 

"When the moment comes to tum to 
colour irs terribly exciting. It caused us a 
couple of problems but also afforded us a 
couple of opportunities. The problem is 
that you build a lighting show around 
maybe half a dozen spec-ial effects - a time 
when it's all white light, a time when every
thing is simply blue, a time when everything 
is manic and cha.se is the key thing. Now if 
we started the lighting schedule two thirds 
of the way through we might find we've 
missed out a number where everything is 
multi-coloured, for instance. So rather than 
lose that effect completely we would take 
all the multi·coloured cues and put them in 
the third last song, 'Brown Sugar, keeping 

The Rolling Stones •Urban Jungle' tour of Euro1>e. 

the timing of the cues the same, but chang
ing the colour. The set would then become 
multi-coloured rather than orange or what• 
ever we had originally planned. It made it 
very exciting for Charlie Wilson (board 
operator) and Dave Hill (Vari.Lites operator) 
who were constantly thinking on their reel. 
ll made 1he show different eveiy night." 

Rather than fight the daylight Patrick 
Woodroffe believed it better to go to the 
other extreme and accept it. This worked 
because he had a very strong, cohesive 
stage set designed by Mark Fisher of Fisher 
Park. "All of Mark's work on this project has 
been about making strong statements that 
can convey emotion right to the back of the 
stadium, rather than be fussy about bits and 
pieces." Patrick's concept also worked 
because the band have enormous energy 
and charisma, and they are able to use the 
whole stage. 

The set is completely different to the 
design of the Steel Wheels Tour. It has more 
of a classic structure in that it has a very big 
stage proscenium and an enofmous header, 
about 30·40ft high, which becomes a light 
surface. It also has scrims on each side but 
they are all in 3-dimension and set behind 
the PA. There is still a lot of the detailing 
that Steel Wheels had in terms of the cus
tom iron work which has been repainted. 
Woodroffe believes that the Urban Jungle 
set actually takes light better than the Steel 
Wheels set as there are large, Oat surfaces 
to play with in colour. 

"We did the Steel Wheels show for the 
first time in ages at Turin the other day 
because ,ve were filming. When the show 
started we were all looking at each other 
saying ho\v dark it was. We. then realised 
that it wasn,, irs just the way that Steel 
Wheels is compared to Urban Jungle, which 
is much more of a bright brash show. Steel 

Wheels is more moody and it has a filmic 
quality to iL It's interesting that the two 
shows are so different, although one key 
element that has transferred through to 
Urban Jungle is the balustrading that Mark 
designed." 

The Urban Jungle dates scheduled for 
Wembley Stadium in July were cancelled 
but people fortunate to hold tickets for re
scheduled dates in August were 1rea1ed to 
the full Steel Wheels show as seen in 
America. This was because of filming corn· 
mitments - a challenge that Patrick was 
looking forward tol 

"tt certainly will be a challenge as we're 
filming in IMAX which is the big 70mm 
medium," he told me. " It means that the 
quality and definition of the image is extra• 
ordinary, it's as close to eyesight as you can 
get. rve seen some of the rushes of test 
footage shot in Germany and Turin and ir's 
incredible. It does mean that you can, 
afford to make a mistake, whereas you can 
get away with certain things on 35mm 
video. Having said that, it probably is the 
only medium that allows a large rock'n'roll 
show to be properly captured on screen. 

As the shows get bigger and bigger it is 
impossible to try and cram them into a TV 
format. The quality can be quite good, well 
balanced and well lit, but in terms of scale 
and spectacle it means nothing at all. The 
wider you get to try to show the grandeur 
of it, the smaller everything becomes. The 
bigger you get to try to show details, the 
more of the overall picture you lose. It's 
completely self-defeating. With IMAX you 
can sit in a cinema and, on the wide shots, 
you can choose where you want to look. It's 
exactly the same advantage watching the 
Steel Wheels or Urban Jungle show live -
you have a choice of where you look. 
That's what makes the show so impressive. 
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And the show goes on. 
Repetition is anything but exciting. Especially if 
it's to do with entertainment. That's why the 
entertainment industry 
always has to find new 
things. 
And that is what will be on 
display at discotec 90. 
A complete and internati
onal range. 
High-tech without limits. 
Plus interior design, videos, 
lighting, sound and special ef
fects. Everything for profes
sionals. 
In addition, there's Dlisseldorf's 
night life. That's high 
life - nothing but. 
Diisseldorf is the 
place to be. At 
the heart of 
Europe. 

When is the show? 
FromS-9 
November 1990. 
From 10 a.m. to 
6 p.m. daily. 
Entrance tickets 
available from 
Diisseldorl Trade 
Fair's UK rep
resentative. Day 

_tickets DM 30,-... 
Seasons tickets DM 45,-.. 
(including .entrance to hogatec). 
discotec catalogue DM 5,-•. 
' For $lerlln9 prlr;es please con1act rhe UK of/Ice 
on 01-794" 0766. 

Messei&lDUsseldorf 
Basis for Business 

Diisseldorf, 5 - 9/11 1990 
together with hogatec 90 

D=oldo,I !,>do f,;, k!.e<,cy U<l °"'"' Ho""" 108/ 110 F'""'11.,- Road LONDON NW 3 ;JJ T~elon {01) )94 Ol 66 ,..,,,~ !Oll 435 \19 67 Tele>;, 21 905 



Rolling Stones: set design by Fisher Park; lighting design by Patrick Woodroffe. 

You have a huge 40h image of Mick 
Jagger running across the screen, and 
that's very exciting. So those were all 
the things we were looking at when we 
came to re-ligh1 the show. Otherwise 
it's lhe normal thing one does for television 
whid, is to balance the different light 
sources and to take care that people 
look good. 

' :i\t Wembley Stadium it should be dark 
and, having sold you on the fact that it was 
wonderful to do half the show in daylight, it 
will be a wonderful relief to see all those 
cues we haven1 seen in months!" 

One of lhe key things about this design 
team is that Mark Fisher is very much 
involved in the lighting as Patrick Woodroffe 

is in lhe design of the seL He believes that 
the design for all shows should be quite 
organic. It should come from the first 
question one asks oneself - what are we 
trying to dol " It is important to try and get a 
good grasp of what it is you arc trying 10 
present. If the set designers and band are all 
in accol'd with what you ;ire trying to do 
then you will get a wonderful show. The 
problems arise when you see any of those 
different facets in a different light" 
explained Patrick. In between the Steel 
Wheels and Urban Jungle tours Patrick 
designed the curret'lt Tina Turner ;Foreign 
Affair' tour with Shawn Richardson and 
Dave Hill on Vati•Lites. All three of them 
worked on the Steel Wheels tour and 

Patrick particularly likes working with the 
same people so that he can confidently 
hand them a share of the show~ responsi· 
bility. 

"I'm happy doing this type of work and 
to have people take stuff on board. If you 
give people 1heir head in those situations 
invariably you gel back a lot of ideas you'd 
never have lhought of yourself. When it 
came to re-designing the lights for Urban 
Jungle, I had to re-position 200 bulkhead 
lights and there were thousands of ways that 
this could have been done. The easiest sol• 
ution was to give it to the people who did 
that for a living. So the crew who had lived 
with them throughout the Steel Wheels tour 
in the USA chose where they went." 

A dynamic backdrop for a dynamic band. Palridc Woodroffe in his studio with a scaled~down design set. 
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Above: Tina Turner in performance on her European 'Foreign Affair' tour, with (below) the sel design visuals from fisher Park. 

"If you involve people, have them all on 
your side, and give them the direction that 
you want to head, then invariably you get a 
lot of the work done for you, and it gives 
them more satisfaction." 

nna Turner had very definite ideas on 
how she wanted to be presented. She 
wanted a tough show, but nol as distressed 
as the Steel Wheels, and she wanted ii 10 
look quite futuristic. Obviously the design 
team, including Mark Fisher, had been 
influenced by the Stones and one of the key 
things that they decided to carry over was 
the idea of not forcing the attention onto 
the part of the stage where Tina was. The 
whole of the stage including the roof and 
PA was to be seen as one large set. Again, 
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they were lucky enough to have someone 
in Tina who was strong enough to carry the 
whole thing. Patrick Woodroffe feels that it 
Is very important when )·Ou are designing lo 
have a good sense of the strength of the 
performer. 

"You wouldn, put Paul Simon in 
something like that because his charisma as 
a performer isn't as strong or as dynamic as 
Tina's. His strength lies in a different area. 
We were able to do something very big and 
striking with Tina, but designed in a way 
that would constantly bring the attention 
back 10 her. I had always wanted to do a 
show with ground supported lighting 
sources. There's very little overhead lighting 
because it~ not terribly flattering for a start 

and you gel a lol more for your money on 
the floor. We came up with these six curved 
'claws' which Mark heavily styled in riveted 
steel to look industrial. They had a pair of 
par lamps every few fee~ 36 pars on each 
one, and some with colour changers. On 
the front they had a spotlight chair, with a 
follow spot and a couple or Vari' lites, 
which tracked up and down the front or the 
tower. It~ a lovely device which was built by 
light and Sound Design of Birmingham who 
did a fantastic job. That ,vas pretty much 
the lighting, although we had a from truss 
with some (ollow spots on it because we 
wanted a nice steep angle to them, and I 
also wanted to avoid building great follow 
spot gantries in the middle of the audience. 





It's quite a unique thing if you look at the 
show in that you have this very big, strong 
stage with nothing in the audie1,ce. 

"Mark and I really pushed for a black 
background, against Tina's judgement, 
because we wanted to have these towers 
floating in space. When we got to Antwerp 
for the rehearsals we realised that she was 
right! We ended up putting in a small grey 
backdrop bet"ieen the towers that came 
into effect for a few songs. Part of the 
original design featured large industrial 
netting rising at certain times which creates 
an unusual setting. We ended up with three 
very different feels - a dark, moody, black 
background, a grey which you can keep 
quite light and put projections on, and the 
netting which was very spacy. We added in 
some of the LSD Hexapods for a bit more 
punch al the back. 

"Tina wanted an impressive entrance and 
we though of lots of things but we came up 
with a real spoof idea in the end - a giant 
staircase. It sounds very Hollywoodish but 
in fact it~ one of the most un-Hollywood 
entrances you'll ever see, simply because of 
the way Mark designed the stairway. It looks 
like an epic, monstrous aircraft wing with a 
fantastic false perspective and wonderful 
detail. The platform which pushes Tina 40h 
over the audience was her idea and ii 
turned out to be a bit of a nightmare. One 
night it got stuck and she had her shoes off 
ready to walk back down the arm to the 
stage! She's an extraordinary person and 
one of the most professional people to 
work with. She's very funny and can be 
infuriating, but Is also the sweetest person 
I've ever worked with. 

"When Tina played Woburn Abbey we 
set up in a very different way. We played in 
front of the house so Shawn and I, with 
help from Steve Dawkes of LSD, lit not only 
the stage and the audience but also 
Woburn Abbey itself, all the trees 
surrounding it and the lake. I was in Turin 
that weekend with Ihe Stones, but by all 
accounts (and the photographs) it was 
absolutely spectacular. I think that Shawn 
was really dever in that he used all that 
scenic lighting as part of the show." 

Recently Patrick Woodroffe has been 
concentrating on building his '4: 1 Studio', a 
place where he will eventually have a full 
array of lighting a quarter of its real size on 
a truss system of corresponding size. There 
will be miniature Par cans, colour changers, 
Vari•Utes, Molefays - in fact everything on 
the market including special effects all 
controlled as normal from a full size control 
desk. The advantages 10 a lighting designer 
are obvious. Rather than working from 
drawings, you can hang the lights and look 
at thern. If you decide, for instance, that 
you want the back truss to be hung lower it 
only takes a minute 10 adjust the rig. The 
whole lighting rig and stlge set can be 
easily constructed and the LO has time lo 
get 10 know his system. 

"I hope that it will give more control over 
what is really the most difficult and most 
imporcant part of 1he creative process," 
explained Patrick. "Designing the lighting 
system is one thing and obviously a lot of 
work goes into that but a great deal of that 
is very technical. lntetpre1ing the music is a 
much more intuitive lhing and unfortunately 
it's the part that always gets rushed through, 
and done under enormous pressure. With 
this studio that part can be really fun again 
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and you can lake your time and enjoy the 
process. I really think il's one of the areas 
that has been skimped over in the past 

"We have this fantastic technology -
wonderful moving lights, colour changers, 
tracking systems - and we've got amazing 
control boards, but bringing those two 
things together is always the thing that gets 
skimped over. This, along with the Vari-Ute 
new blind programming system, is the way 
of the future." 

A more detailed article on Patrick's studio 
will appear in a later issue of this magazine. 
Obviously it will be put to good use on his 
next project which is the fonhcoming AC/ 
DC tour. He aims to create a very big, hard 
and exciting rock'n'roll show, but with a 
slightly different style 10 the normal heavy 
metal show. One not to be missed! 

Photo Credits - Rolling Slones: Mark fisher., 
Tina Turner: Peler Smith. All photos courtesy 
of Asher P,1.rk. 

TINA TURNER 'FOREIGN AFFAIR' EUROPEAN TOUR 1990 DESIGN NOTES 
Tina Turner's 'Foreign Affair' tour is 
designed to play in both indoor and 
outdoor venues. T~e design o( the stage 
set iQdudes the playing area, wPich can 
be used on its own in indoor arenas, and 
the PA wings and roof of the outdoor 
stages. Tina wanted the stage to reflect the 
key qualities of her- ~usic; a tough yet 
glamorous design which could handle 
both the over-the-top moments of raw 
rock'n~oll and the moody, intimate 
ballads. The main features of the design 
are. strong,. curving forms executed in raw 
aluminium. The hard polished surface of 
the metal is broken up by rivets and grilles 
which add sparkle and texture to the 
lighting. The forms surround the playing 
area Qf the stage and extend outwards to 
form arcades beneath the PA wings. The 
show con'l.tins a nu"'ber of mechanical 
special,effects. 

At the preset of the outdoor show the 
~Y masses of the P,\ wings fla11k the darn 
cave of the stage. The wings are covered 
wilh grey scrims, painted in a daule 
camouflage and decorated with aluminium 
ladder, fitted with work-lights. Al the base 
of the wings the ladders form an arcade 
over the stage runways. The fascia of the 
roof floats above the cave like a giant 
spaceship, nacelles on its leading edge 
concealing the six followspot operators 9n 
the front truss. Inside. the cave are six 
curving aluminium columns which reach 
almost to the roof. The columns are clad 
in ri\'feUecj polished aluminium. The bases 
of the columns are covered in bright 
,aluminium grill,e-work which also covers 
the band risers. Each column contains t\vo 
rows of l>ar lamps with colour changers 
which shine out between rails on the.Jront 
face. The rails support followspot carriages 

& 
sound 

which rise up from behind the band 
during the show. 

Al the opening of the show the stage 
goes black and a 9m (30ft) long staircase is 
flown in from the roof. The staircase is 
made from polished aluminium, rivetted 
and styled like an aeroplane wing. The 
handrails are supported on oversized 
combat knife blades which punch through 
the top skin. Tina enters al the top of the 
stair, 6m (20ft) above the stage, and 
descends during the first number. The 
staircase flies out to reveal the band 
behind. . 

During the show the stage is lit from the 
curved aluminium column.s, from floor 
lights, and from a front truss containing 
Vari'Lites and followspots. The spotlight 
carriages on the columns make a number 
of moves in the show, ending up Sm (26ft) 
above the stage. The onstage scenery is lit 
from floor lights and Yari ' Lites built onto 
perforated metal fans at the lop, of the 
columns. Backdrops of cargo netting and a 
starcloth are hung behind the columns. 
The cargo ne!ling is lit by eye lights which 
throw the columns into silhouette. The 
scenery over the PA wings ls lit by built-in 
lights and by weather-protected Vari'Lites 
fitted to the arcades. 

The climax oi the show is Tina's ride 
over the audience on the 'famous daw'. 
Hidden in a small thrust built on to the 
front of the stage is the passenger platform 
of the machine. At the beginning of the 
last number Tina steps onto the platform, 
which rises up out of the stage and 
extends 12m (40ft) over the audience. Al 
the end of the last song the 'claw' retracts 
and the staircase is flown in. Tina leaves 
the stage as she entered, up the staircase 
and into blackness. 
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GOLDEN SCAN ''2 11 

The high performance projector, producing 
new exclusive effects and having 
an even smarter design. 

BUILT-IN EFFECTS 

COLOURS 
• Elgl'II standard cob.Ira: yellow, red, 
o,111ge, 9r00n, blue, vlOlel. pink. while. 
• Seven dichtolc fillers. stloCMd IOf CO
lour u~fty. 
• COIOwOhlnott:v.i!JlllxOdl)OSibOnSOt 
.;on6nuous l"I 
• Bicdour beams, t,y l)OSIDOnlng the~ 
lwr Yltloels in t11orm~ posllions rJ, 
• Colour chanue lllilh or wilhoul 11mP1> 
rery bllek0ti n. 
• Raklboweflect.t,y~6nuousr0tl'llon 
ol lbe COIOOr wheel r1. 
• WiCII range Of rott!IOl'III S()M!dS. 
• I recitlred. a l'iller m.,y ti. il&ertod ,o 
c:onvtrt tie COIOur iemperature lroffl 
5600'l( to33001((utefu11orNSIUCllo$1. 

GOBOS 
• Two Whttls ..till t 0000$ •• ~ You 
un projed each oatttm sapar1111y or 
In oomblnalloo. 
• AIIOIIIOl 164il!ttttM l)tC!ernurtMi
•blt, 
• GoboJCN1191vfl#I Ot-.itMIJI i«npo
rary blackoul (1. 

• M tYOCOll.ve rOlino elfecr is ava!labte 
~ shifting of two JUpe,im00$td Gobos. 
• Gobol art lnltrdll'4QHblt Ind tuy 
lo re,,lace. 

, A wide range ol Goboe It awllable on ,.,_ 
IRIS 
• Fully ,arable bNm silt, 
• trb SOtOd is lotalty oonll'ollab1e by lhe 
_ , 

STOPPER/STROBE 
• High Speed Sloppet IO Ct.f the bWn fol 
H long U rtql.irtd. 
• S1robe effect ra!e tut, a~ble from 
1 I07ftasMSpe,second.. 

POWER SUPPI. Y 
• 220·2~0 Volta/50 Kl a, 60 Hz 

MOTORS 
• 7 t.gil f0$0IUbOII Sllf,ll)et$ fflOIOtS, 
con<rohd 1>y IN inttrnal ir,iaoprO«;eS, 

'°"' 
OPTICAL GROUP 
• Made t,y extruded and die • cast • 
mlnluia, .,{in d<ll.tlle oonClenset iena 
Ind IOI) tl!ICitl'IC'( l)ltlOOflC llirl'OJ 

OBJECTIVE LENS 
• lntercha!lgeable oblec6ve !en,,, 'Mlh 
three d!lletent l)OQibltie$. 
- Ssandlrd doc.tion;: 

l~.Sl2501ML 
- High det.nmon ~ correc:e.d 

otljtellvt$ (Milabtt .. ootloN)· 
l::3,512(10ma 
1:3/150 mm 

ADAPTOR 
• Po$.slble fOllllonOI 3611 on ptOj&CI« 

"°"'· 
MIRROR 
• \'ery high refleaM!y 

CHANNELS 
• 6 conltol dlannel$. 
• Ctlannett runctlo,,: 
c:NnnN 1 • Iris 
ctian~2•Colol.w~ 
dlanne13 • Goboe: 
channel 4 • SlOcl9ftlSlrobt 
dlannel S • Pan 
dlannel 6 • nt 

INPUT 
• GOLDEH SCAN "'2" CUI accepl eflher 
wioou, Or digilel eonlrOI sigl"llls. t,o,,i 
a controller °' oompotff. __ ,_ 

0-IOV, 
- diglal lnpot 

AS 2.32/423 • OMX 511 

SAFETY NORMS 
• ~ eau'c,menl Is manufactured .c• 
co,~ 1'10 11,esl SIJely tegula!loM. 
• Proc.ctlon Ot;rot; P 20, 
• Power supply cable In oompfance 
Mltl CEI 20/21 IB nomtt 

DIMENSIONS 
eHMl57SWfGS 
V1talon: m,m. 430x230tl0l5 
welgl'II 32 l<O. 
• HMI 1200WIGS 
Version: mlft.. ,30d3Qi11, o 
welgl'II U.S Kg, 

nOi)tlollaobtore&eleelecdlrectJbf'uset1. 

CLAY PAKY s,l • V°lil G. Pascoi, 1 • 24006 PE0AENGO (Bergamo) ha~· Telefono 035/663965 • Fax: 0351665976 -Telex 305242 CIAYPA I 
IP!!ll$Af/! Pvlsar light of Cambridge· Heflley Road, Cambridge, CBI 3EA. • Tel 0223/66798 • Telex 81697 



THE WORLD'S TOP LIGHTING CONTROLLERS 
ZERO 3000 AND ZERO 4000 

TotAI lighting control for dl1<os and mobile units, 

I Capable of handling all typo< of low voltage lamps, 
projectors, fluorescent tubes, 
electrlc motors and ordhwy 

• tungsten lamps. 
I Featuret Include 

sound-light chasing, 
flashing, manual flash 
lull on or off, 

JUMBO STROBE 

The powerful high-Impact 
strobe for stunning visual 
effect. 

3 AND 4-CHANNEL MODULATORS 

Packed with advanced features for complete lighting control. 

■ Individual channel dimmert, each fitted with a flash button. 
The 4-channel modulator also features two auxiliary 
dimmers- .,.eful for house lights, 

I Eight pre-programmed cmse sequences, with Individual or 
automatic selection, operated by speed control or by the 
music. 

I Effect Select Slider- combining ctwe and 
sound-to-light, 

I Sound-to-Ugh! Decay Slider- to vary the decay time, 
I MasterConttastControlier-tosetthe mood, 
I Master Dimmer Controller-to set theoverali llghting level, 
I Three Zone Switches- to control three dlfftrent displays, 

The 4-channef modulator also fndudes a zone switch remote 
control socket for Individual :rone switching via a touch 
panel. 

TOUCH PANEL 

The revolutionary Pulsar Touch Panel Incorporates a micro• 
processor and some unique facilities. 

I 12 output channels with touch pads-which can be 
Individually switched. 

I 12 lndlvldually programmable touch pads, 
I Programme Chaser- with up to 36 steps. 
I Flash/Latch facility. 
I Swap/add mode- overrides programmes without affecting 

previous settings. 

I RAINBOW CONTROLLER 

A major advance in strobe technology, wfth the most versatile 
choice of effects, combinations and movements. 
I Up to eight strobe channels. I Single Hash or burst mode, 
I Eight pre-programmed chases. I Manual override buttons, 
I Contantspeed or with bass burst. 
I Two LED displays mimic present effects. 



HONG KONG CULTURE RMSITED 
Francis Reid 

.. ~:...i:.....i:...,:.. ✓• 
New sails set on the Kowloon skyline wilh the rece.nl addition of the Hong Kong Cullural Centre. 

Having visited the Hong Kong Cultural endemic humidity encourages people to 
Centre in its hard hat phase and lectured in stop for a browse and a leaflet pick-up. This 
ilS Studio Theatre towards the end of the is very good for Hong Kong entertainment 
commissioning period, I have now had an marketing generally because all venues are 
opportunity to expose my ears to a linked by Urbtix so that tickeis for any 
performance in the Concert Hall. It was a performance anywhere can be bought from 
very pleasurable experience. Schubert's any box office. Further encouragement to 
Trout Quintet had all 1he desirable clari1y visit and linger comes from all day 
and closeness that is rare in a (WO thousand refreshment opportunities. There is a shop 
sealer house. selling books, recordings, and arts-rela1ed 

Everyone who comments on the Cultural merchandise plus a series of free exhibitions 
Cenlre notes how the foyers are isolated and entertainments. 
from the spectacular harbour view by a Clowns have opened a bridgehead for 
total lack o( windows and, writing in last street theatre in the newly completed 
December's l +SI, I was no exception. But I Piazza which forms lhe Centre's interface 
did wonder if this was a visitor's response with the harbour. This features a raised 
and that perhaps the residents would rather walkway which effectively doubles the 
be 1ransported away from ~,e familiar sighis frontage for harbour watchers to lean on 
when they have an evening out. Now tha1 and provides an elevated viewpoint for 
the Centre is fully operational and iis observing Piazza life. The site was formerly 
harbour fron1age comple1ed, I have a the railway terminus: in Hong Kong if you 
growing feeling that the decision co i.sol~te need land for theatres and concerts halls 
the building's interior from its environment you just build a new station further up the 
may have been not just a clever move but line. But the Victorian dock tower remains. 
an inspired one. Jn this Piaua, Hong Kong has gained a 

I say this following observation of the splendid focus for 1he city cen1re waterside 
building in daily action. The foyers may° nol lung formed by 1he mile of promenade 
offer audiences a view o( the harbour which now runs from the Cultural Centre to 
skyline, but the general public's response 10 within sight of the Coliseum, 
them is every theatre manager's dream. The locally, ii does not seem to be very 
ground floor has become a natural fashionable 10 admire 1he Cultural Centre's 
lhoroughfare, an agreeable shortcul from architecture. But the more I see its curves 
the lraffic pollution of urban Kowloon 10 the unfold wilh the constan1ly changing viewing 
wa1erfron1 and the Star Ferry. The air· angle from 1he ferry, or contemplate ii 
conditioned relief from Hong Kong's across the harbour through all lights and 

I 

weathers, wi1h a gin and tonic, from my 
hotel rooin windov,1, I find it a very 
appropriale response 10 the landscape. 
When I went to the conce,1, v;a Ferry and 
Piazza, I did not feel cheated of a harbour 
view. As you step inside, 1herc should be a 
change to inward focus. And there is. 

Theatre technology is on vertical growth 
in Hong Kong. In relation to the specialities 
of this magazine, lohn A, Williams and 
Hugh Chinnick at the Academy for 
Performing ArlS are ac1ually running 1he 
lighting design course that mos1 of us are 
only able 10 dream aboul; while lee Wing• 
wing is producing high technology sound 
people with good ears. Training is also a 
growth area at the Cultural Cenl're where 
technical director Mark Taylor has institut·ed 
an in•service programme for his staff. 

Newly launched is the HKATTS !Hong 
Kong Association for Theatre Technicians & 
Scenographers) and plans are afoot for a 
1991 Conference nex1 summer. The 
chairman is Tommy Wong, technical 
direc1or of Cily Coniernporary Dance 
Company. Tommy's international travels 
have given him an opponu1lity to study 
many such associations, including ABTT and 
USITT, at close hand. I have met his 
formation working group on several 
occasions and am very impressed with the 
philosophy and implemenlation of their 
plans. HKATTS are at 110 Sha Tin Pass Road, 
Wong Tai Sin, Kowloon, Hong Kong, and 
1heir fax is 852 351 4199. 
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THE POWER 
AMPLIFIER'S 

FUTURE! 
0 his miraculous device measures a mere -

51 x 27mm, (2" x 1 ")! It is the direction 

fururc power amplifiers will follow ... 

1 -; .., 

0 "' . 
t's taken 25 years! " ., 

See the most important professional 

amplifier developments from the U.K. since 

the early 1970's! 
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CONTROL ONE PLUS 
Ben Duncan assesses a refined mini speaker from JBL 

In the field of pro loudspeakers, JBL have 
1radi1ionally majored in the 'heavy 
engineering' end, producing large cabinets 
with high power handling, acoustic 
deadness and physical ruggedness for PA 
systems and recording and broadcast 
monitoring. But over the past five years, 
they've branched out into producing a 
range of compact 'mini' speakers, all part of 
their 'Control' series. The range omits JBL's 
traditional (and hard to recall unless you 
recite the numbers daily) four figure 
numbering system. Instead, they're simply 
and sensibly numbered from 1 upwards, so 
I is the smallest model and S the biggest, 

The 1 Plus was designed in response to 
sound engineers who'd used the Control 1 
for monitoring mixes and hadn't found its 
sonic qualities refined enough, They'd also 
moaned about I.he tweeters which were in 
the same place on each cabinet. This is fine 
for one cabinet in mono, but symmetrical 
tweeters (so left and right cabs have their 
tweeter on the righ1 and left respectively) 
have significant advantages for stereo image 
quality and for coherent coupling (for two 
or (our cabinets in a mono array). like the 
other members of the Control series, the I 
Plus was designed in (:alifornia, but is 
assembled in Japan using Japanese-made 
components, for a high quality•IO•price 
ratio. 

Technology & Applicalion 
The Control 1 Plus enclosure is about as 
small as loudspeaker enclosures go, at 
approximately 6'(w) x 9'(h) x sJ·(d). In 
common with other mini speakers made in 
high volumes, it's moulded from rugged 
plastic. It has a rubbery feel and JBL call it 
' structural foam'. The drive units are 
protected by the usual steel grille, with a 
hard rubber surround which enables ii 10 

clip snugly into place. The fit was quite tight 
but installers might want to lightly glue the 
grille into place 10 lessen the chances of it 
falling off or being removed by vandals. 

Behind the grille are some unusually 
refined drive units. The 4· (100mm) long
throw bass/mid driver has a proprietry 
white1 hard and shiny cone material. 
Believed to be coated with 'Aquaplas', its 
levity and rigidity are obvious to the touch. 
The outcome should be much reduced 
cone break-up when driven hard, so 
retaining clarity and detail at high SPLs. The 
magnet is oversize, which gives good 
damping and improves sensitivity (ie dB's 
per watt), but this comes at the expense of 
low bass extension. For such a small drive 
unit, Thiele ('reflex') porting is essential to 
achieve any audible oupul below 150Hz. 
JBL claim significant ouput down 10 60Hz, 
except when the Control Plus are driven 
close 10 their limits, it won1 be very audible 
owing to the poor sensitivity of the human 
ear to bass frequencies below about 110d8 
SPL. The vent is single, very deep, and 
chamfered as it emerges on to the baffle, to 
minimise acoustic discontinuities which 
might otherwise create interference patterns 
- in the hf as well as the bass. 

The hf drive unit has a 'hard dome' 
titanium diaphragm giving a substantially flat 

response extending from the 6kHz 
crossover point up to 18kHz, like JBL's 
bigger studio monitors. In front of the 
diaphragm, a plastic bar provides a measure 
of protection as well as holding an acoustic 
lens in front of the dome. The purpose of 
the lens is ostensibly to increase the conical 
dispersion, but it probably also acts as an 
acoustic phase corrector. 

The terminals on the rear panel are 
recessed and tightly spring·loaded for bare 
wires or boolface ferrules. The adjacent 
plastic is clearly embossed ' INPUT' along 
with the polarity, but the power rating and 
impedance aren't mentioned. Also, in 
passing, the serial number is printed on a 
lightweight seU-adhesive paper label which 
will eventually fall off in hot and/or humid 
conditions. Meanwhile, the terminals are 
mounted on a removable panel behind 
which the crossover PCB is fixed, making 
the latter more accessible than most for 
inspection or repair. 

Following contemporary hi·fi practice, 
the crossover inductors are air-cored so 
they won, saturate (and thus distort or 
'cradc·up' the sound) at high drive levels. In 
the event of gross overdriving, a series light 
bulb provides soft limiting protection for the 
woofer. Overall, the Control 1 Plus's 
impedance is four ohms1 with a nominal 
power capacity of 160 watts. 

In common with the original Control 1, 
the 1 Plus model has a keyway moulded 
into its sides, enabling it to snap into a wall 
mounting bradcel with a ball & socket 
swivel action, called MCT·2. A flush bar on 
the rear of the cabinet enables a secondary 
safely chain to be fitted. 

Application & Evaluation 
Applications include small AV presentations, 
installation fills (for corridors, bars, lobbies 
and clpakrooms), delay fills, and as mini 
mix•monitors for concert and theatre PA. 

The Control I Plus's were tested in 
three representative configurations: One 
enclosure in mono, two coincident 
enclosures in mono, and nvo in stereo. In 
applying the pair in mono, the enclosures 
were placed toge1her in the same 
horizontal plane, but angled 30- apart, 

/!11111 

touching at the rear. For a stereo pair of 
cabinets, the tweeters are symmetrically 
offset. The left and right hand cabinets were 
transposed so their tweeters were mutually 
close. As the bass/mid drivers are 
symmetrically sited in the horizontal plane 
and already occupy most of the cabinet 
width, the outcome is an unusually 
coincident sound source across the audio 
band. This is a notable benefit of shoe• 
horning speakers into small cabinets. As a 
result., the individual drive units should work 
as one and not '(ighl' each other. In stereo, 
the cabinets were placed 2m/6' apart and 
the listening distance was close at 1.Sm/4' 
to simulate a pair being placed either side 
of a mixing console. The sound system ,vas 
powered by a pair of Otis 1Power Stations', 
a refined 120w/ch into four ohm miniature 
'monoblock' pro-power amp. 

In stereo, the sound is bright and 
detailed. There's a slight prominence around 
lkHz, making vocals a bit 'shouty' if the 
speakers are perfectly on-axis to 1he stereo 
'hotspot', The stereo image is strong, as 
expected from such a small pair of sound 
sources. In mono at moderate SPLs (80d8 
'C' weighted average), there's just enough of 
a hint of low bass with a single speaker to 
carry realism. Naturally, the deeper bass 
becomes progressively more audible at 
higher levels. However, the h( is over bright 
by contrast and gets a little overbearing 
above 95dB SPL, although it's never hard or 
brittle. With hvo speakers arrayed together 
in mono, the tonal balance is near perfect 
al the higher SPLs with a greatly augmented 
bass response. Al 1 m distance, a single 
speaker was limited to around 100d8 ('C' 
weighted average) before the sound quality 
degraded, while with two cabinets, 106dB 
was reached, showing perfect summation. 

Summing up, JBL have combined the 
detailed midrange and low distortion that~ 
characteristic of a classic UK designed hi•fi 
speaker with the finish, quality assurance 
and pricing of the best Japanese designs, 
while retaining the slightly forward, larger
than•life tonal qualities that characterise US 
designed speakers. Thus far, it's 1he best 
loudspeaker of this size that I've heard. 
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THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT 

"Until 1hey actually see for themselves, 
people simply can, imagine how big the 
Edinburgh Fringe really is," staled 
Chrislopher Richardson, chief executive of 
the Pleasance, a complex of four venues, 
bars and restaurants and just one of the 157 
similarly listed complexes on this year's 
programme delivering a staggering IO00+ 
events. "lti a massive logistical exercise," 
he continued, " for example our Box Office 
compuws have 10 deal with over 650 
performances in just 21 days, with each day 
offering 30-40 differenl evenis across 1he 
four venues. 

Under the weight of so many events it 
would be impossible to run such a complex 
smoothly and professionally unless each 
member o( Slaff developed an awareness o( 
both the needs of 1he events themselves 
and also an awareness of how the 
Pleasance was managing as the throughput 
of people increased during the day. 

The Pleasance seemed t<l be coping with 
the inOux well, perhaps because Mr 
Richardson did not run hi.s domain from an 
office. Instead, he was much in evidence 
and wherever help was required he 
demonstrated a willingness to get involved. 
This versatile and hands-on approach was 
supported by Glen Massam, who as stage 
manage, for one venue and head of sound 
for all four was one of the 14 iechnical staff 
who frequen1ly helped out front of house. 
"It's a very good 1hing," said Glen, 
"because it gives us a view of the whole 
operation," 

Across town in the Assembly Halls, 
where chief electrician Ken Coker was 
responsible for five venues, he echoed the 
need for versatilily from his staff. "It's 
important thal everyone do everyone else~ 
job." I asked Ken about recruiting. 'There~ 
seems to be a limit to the number of 
people we can fond locally, but imagine the 
crew size you need for so many places. We 
employ 14 people just here for 

Graham Walne visits the 
Edinburgh Festival Fringe 

example. As a result we take people on 
from anywhere as long as they have 1he 
experience." Clearly, at HOO level some 
experience of the Fringe is vital. Glen 
Massam who is also the technical manager 
for the Wakefield Opera House, has been at 
the Fringe for four years and Ken Coker, 
usually chief electrician to the Ballet 
Rambert, for seven years. 

With so many different events using the 
same space, just how does one go about 
designing a rig. Ken Coker explain~q: " 'Ne 
send out questionnaires in July and tlien 
coordinate the companies-' needs. Basically 
we aim to give them a three colour wash in 
down front and baddighll Each company 
then hires from us the number of specials 
1ha1 they need, and that we can fit on lhe 
rig, They all seem 10 need 1hem in the same 
place. There is really no time for re-focusing 
but we might do a colour change. We did 
look at Scrollers, but they're nol cosl• 
effective for us. There i.s quite a lot of re• 
patching of course, and here it is vital that 
everyone takes the time to write things 
down, and uses the same method too. 

Companies are not allowed 10 bring their 
own electrical equipmen1 because all that~ 
used in Edinburgh is subject to a slringenl 
1es1 from the local au1hori1y who really do 
megger the installation. " II~ boring to keep 
saying no," says Ken Coker, but we have a 
200 year old roof up 1here and it's as dry as 
dust." Ken is very happy with the service 
he's been getting on his hire equipment, 
" enough to fill a 40' artic", from Stage 
Electrics, "possibly the furthest away hire 
company we could have picl<ed, but they're 
good and they do what we want. 

"For example they have pul hexagonal 
nuts on all the lamps because they're easier 
10 lock off, vital when people are climbing 
around the truss. I'm also deligh1ed wilh the 
Thomas multicore hangers (discovered at 
lasl year's PLASA show) which I'm using 

here for the first time, and with the Celco 
boards we have. The patching is brilliant 
and the board is very easy to learn; and 
don1 forge1 also 1ha1 these boards are 
running every day from 10.00am till 2am 
1he next day." 

The Fringe is, of course, the major 
platform for many small companies and 
artists hoping to be discovered like so many 
before lhem. Unfortunately, the needs of a 
repertoire schedule do not really permit 
new shO'W'S, ',Yith eKtra rehearsal time, to be 
adequately mounted. Ken Coke, agrees. 
"We open five days after the fil up has 
started, and 1ha1 includes our full 
inspec.tion. We do phase shows of course, 
opening 1hree on day one, four on day two 
and so on. I>remieres, however, pul a lot of 
additional . pressure on all concerned 
because the timescale really means that we 
have to gel it right the firsl time. There's no 
time to experiment. not a discipline many 
lighting designers are familiar with I" 

Glen Massam observed that the 
companies with the best reputation, like 
Hull Truck, wisely try out new shows before 
bringing them 10 Edinburgh, and so avoid 
many o( the problems. Perhaps some shows 
shouldn, be on 1he Fringe at all. Ken Coker 
remembers one which had 14 staff at the 
production desk, almost as many people as 
some venues can house! 

Of course mounting the shows is only 
part of 1he problem; 1he rig and s1agi11g has 
to permit easy changeovetS, some 
compressed into only 15 minutes. Glen 
Massam explains: " The sligh1es1 problem 
can create a domino effect and with so 
many changeovers in the day, 10 minutes 
lost can never be regained/' Across town at 
1he Bedlam, lighting designer Nigel Morgan 
(lighting lecturer at the Cen1ral School o( 
Speech and Orama) agreed. " One has to 
accept that on a new show il is impossible 
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to get everything 100% right for the first 
night and this is of course a constraint of the 
Fringe and not of the show itself. We have 
eight shows in here and although I hoped it 
would not be necessary, we have had to do 
some re-focusing from the previous show. 
There is no time for problem solving and 
any late start, perhaps something we 
inherited from an earlier show, actually 
reflects on us and immediately alienates our 
audience. Some venues do need more 
experienced technical management to 
maintain quality." 

I asked Nigel, who has lit 12 festival 
shows, what he thought were the 
expectations or the Fringe in this respect. " I 
think that the audience Is weatherbeaten 
into accepting a level of presentation a little 
less than fully professional, but they are 
paying professional prices or course. I do 
think that their expectations are higher 
when they are sitting in a proper venue than 
in a converted room." Glen Mass.am 
offered another insight. ·~ts booked into 
smaller non-standard venues tend to be 
more prepared to compromise on their 
needs than those booked into purpose-built 
spaces • however tight the schedule." Ken 
Coker also observed that some venues had 
become very establishment and that 
genuine Fringe drama is still done in the 
smaller venues, adding that "the Assembly 
Rooms are now considered rather 
bourgeouis by some!" 

I was interested to learn that few of the 
events are cued up by a stage manager as 
one might expect in more establishment 
drama. Instead Fringe staff take their own 
cues from their own copy or the scripl. 
Nigel Morgan explains: "I havent come 
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across a cueing system anywhere I've 
worked here. I like the operator to take his 
or her own cues, it gets them more 
involved and they enjoy getting it right. My 
design would be more sophisticated 
elsewhere but I am pleased with what the 
operator and I have achieved together here. 
My only regret is that the crew have so lillle 
time to relax. I can't really give them 
anything back. 

Sound also has very similar problems to 
lighting at the Fringe and at the Pleasance 
this responsibility falls to Glen Massam who 
explains the approach. "Our systems are 
based on the most complex act booked 
into thal space because no-one is allowed 
to bring their own equipment. There isnt 
the time to test it or change it over. We 
have provided each space with four mics, 
two DI boxes and one cassette. Each act 
then pays for extras which we hire locally 
from The Warehouse which give us 
excellent back-up. We also offer 'That' 
industry standard reel to reel, and I'm 
constantly saddened by the fact that such a 
machine is still so noisy. It's a problem in 
these small spaces. Our largest system for 
the bands, uses a Meyer rig, Soundcraft 32/ 
8 with another Soundcrart (or monitoring." 

The system at the Assembly Rooms, 
seemed to be based on similar principles 
and Ken Coker commented: "Our rooms 
are all very lively and we do have problems 
when bands donl understand why they 
need to turn their backline down. Billie 
Leslie, our sound designer, is now on top or 
the problem. The punters want more all the 
time of course, especially as their systems al 
home are gelling more sophisticated all the 
time; but this isnl limited to just the 

audience of course. In fact, as technology 
becomes cheaper and cheaper, everybody 
wants somel' 

Perhaps this desire for more 
sophistication will cause the Fringe to 
separate into Fringe and off.fringe just as in 
New York there is now Broadway, Off
Broadway and Off-Off• Broadway. 
Meanwhile it slill provides a unique 
opportunity to experience a range of new 
writing and performing in a very compact 
amount of time - I saw 13 shows in three 
days! Overall, impressions are that some 
lighting now seems to provide an 
impression rather than visibility; that sound 
levels in small venues need to be kept in 
scale; and that modern actors do not 
appear to think that projecting and 
articulating are part of their craft. It should 
also be recalled that alongside the Fringe is 
also the International Festival itself; this year 
with the Bolshoi Opera, the ubiquitous 
Kenneth Branagh, Archaos, Montserrat 
Caballe, Rudolf Nureyev, and notably the 
flying Karazamov Brothers, a brilliant quartet 
of musical Marx Brothers who juggle with 
meat cleave,s and chickens and talk about 
jau. Now thafs what I call entertainment! 
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UNDERNEATH THE ARCHES 
John Offord at the new Players Theatre in London 

The new Players Theatre in Villiers Street. 

I was initiated into the 'Joys· of the Players 
many years ago and have been a regular 
(and willing), though not frequent, 
participator in the Victorian-style ritual that 
is the background to every evening_,s 
entertainment ever since. At the Leeds 
City Varieties (the music hall you've seen 
on television) you dress up to join the 
party. The Players is different. We have a 
chairman, of course, but he is there largely 

Undcn1ca1h the Arches: entrance to The Playcl's. 

to lead the regular ritualistic repartee with 
the members that can leave the first time 
visitor lost for words and doubting the 
sanity or his host. 

'late Joys', J revival o( Victorian Music 
Hall, began in 1937 at the Players Theatre 
in King Street, Covent Carden. Successive 
proprietors included a Mr Joy, and when a 
Mr Evans (a comedia11 at Covent Garden 
Theatte) acquired the lease, it became 

'Evans, Late Joys', the first song and supper 
room in London. The Players Theatre 
adopted Late Joys for their present 
entertainment which has survived (or over 
SO years. Al the outbreak or war the 
theatre moved to basement premises in 
Albemarle Street where it became a 
fal'nous and favourite rende1,.vous during 
the Blitt. 

Al the end of the war it moved to 
partially bombed premises in Villiers Street, 
sited in one of the arches under Charing 
Cross Station, and it remained there for 41 
years. During the current redevelopment 
or the station it was temporarily re-housed 
at the Duchess Theatre for two years. Now 
it has returned 10 much glorified new 
premises in Villie~ Street, just five arches 
up from its old home, and the tradition of 
Late Joys, Late Night Cabaret, Late Night 
Supper Room and Bars continues. 

The Players have been very lucky. The 
developers of the site, having had to move 
them, gave them back their theatre in the 
form of a much improved replica. The 
atmosphere and trimmings have all been 
carefully retained. In addition, the seating 
now consists o( two rakes, there is greater 
ceiling height, boxes, and sumptuous 
comfortS in the adjoining facilities. "They 
did us rather proud," director Reginald 
Woolley told me. "Greycoat (the 
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lighting control position in lhe stage left gallery. 

• 

~ Z~ I 
Sound control equipment is located at stage level beneath the stage right gallery. 

__,.._.,_ __ ..;... __ _.. 
Reginald Woolley. Dominic Le Foe. 
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developers) looked after it all. Even the 
side perches have brass rails!" 

Sandy Brown Associates were given the 
task of maintaining the atmosphere of the 
old theatre and their Mike Hyland was 
subsequently joined by Jonathan Allen of 
Northern Ught of Edinburgh. "Simplicity 
was the keynote, it had to be:' Jonathan 
Allen told me. "The budget was small !" 

The lighting control is a Strand Tempus 
2G 36 way desk and there are six Act 6 
dimmer racks on the stage left gallery with 
45 patchable circuits. "The Players 
Company possessed a number of early 
Patt 23 and 123 spots, and these were re
used along with some new Prelude profiles 
and Coda battens," said Jonathan Allen. 
"Footlights are also included: not the 
modern T.H. variety, but two re
conditioned lengths of 5/63, complete 
with glass reflectors/' 

FOH booms, socket boxes and facilities 
panels are all finished in brass, once again, 
in keeping with the decor. 

The sound installation, used only for 
effects, also made use of most of the 
existing kit, including l\vo Yamaha power 
amps, a Revox 877 tape and Oenon 
cassette deck, mics and two Bose 802 
speakers. A new Teac M 106 mixer was 
added and the sound racks are positioned 
beneath the scage right gallery. "A show 
relay/paging system has been included for 
the main dressing rooms, with a calls 
facility to the main FOH areas," explained 



Auditorium from the s.tage., 

Jonathan Allen. "There is an emergency 
announcements system to all public areas, 
including the auditorium, which when 
operated automatically cuts the supply to 
the main PA, so that there can be no risk 
of missing an emergency call." 

In the stage right corner a wall-mounted 
SM panel provides control for house lights, 
a mic for paging backstage, FOH and 
emergency calls and illuminated pushes 
for contractor controlled switching for 
stage and auditorium working and 
'Performance Blue' lights. A separate 
backstage ring intercom facility is al.so 
included. 

Although there is no flying height, there 
are 17 three-line hemp sets operated from 
the stage right Ay gallery. And that means 
the Players stage management can practice 
the now nearly forgotton art of 'tumbling' 
cloths. During the design period the 
consultant engineers decided that the 

RIGGING FOR CONCERT THEATRE 
COMMl:RCIAL FILM T.V. & VIDEO 

PRES!NTATION 

4 Dalston Gardens, Stanmore 
Middlesex HA7 1 DA 

081-206 2733 
Fax: 081•206 1432 Telex: 945470 Riggin O 

vaulted structure or the theatre, which 
supports part or Charing Cross Station, 
should not be subjected to any additional 
loads. So, unusually, the grid is supported 
on four vertical steel members through the 
stage. 

I'm delighted to tell you that the new 
venue feels just as good, If not better than 
the old: just as mildly decadent, a trifle 
more comfortable and, or course, much 
cleaner. " The dressing rooms are 
phenomenal," said Reginald Woolley. " l\•e 
never seen their like before!" And all 
through our conversation he referred to a 
great relationship with David Binns or 
Sandy Brown Associates, who he had 
worked closely with over the 18 months or 
the project's development. 

For the regulars at the Players even the 
sound or the trains above (known to us as 
the London, Chatham and Dover railway) 
still provide an accompaniment to every 

MA.NUFACTUREO 

"' 
Doughty Engineering Limited 
Crow Atch Lene, Ringwood. H•nt• 8H24 I NZ 

Teleptlooe:(0425) 478961 Fax: (0425} 474481 

performance. And, or course, 'Oh, the 
Fairies!' (the Players' anthem) will continue 
lo be sung ... 

Players Theatre, credits: 

David Binns, senior partner in Sandy Brown 
Associates and partner in charge of the 
Players Theatre project. 
Northern Light of Edinburgh manufactured or 
supplied and installed production lighting., 
sound, communications, working light and 
rlying systems and ca(ried out Lhe full 
electrical contract ror all the above facilities. 

Al the Players, Reginald Woolley and Geoffrey 
Brawn are directors and also direct the shows. 
Dominic Le Foe is a director and also a 
regular chairman at the Players. 
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W• manuf1eture and cMtlf1butt au 
flt>rt optic Ughtlng mttlri•I• • 
Parga.a hame1N1 and conduits, 
P1rflex pol)'TTM<I, Hghl sources, 
thNlte CUf'taln Wit.hers. spot baJI 
and bulltt l.nMt, 1AM emitting 
free1ured flbtH, celHf\9 fltllnga and 
large ~ fibre optic,. 
Eamplu of our fll>rt op1lel may be 
viewed 11 our Chlawick showroom, 
trom 1ubU1 backgrounds to fibre 
optic fireworks, LNllltl anllable . 
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EQUIPMENJAwJ 
RAMSA Expands Speaker Range 

RAMSA will be using the Light and Sound show 
in Septembet as the launch pad for tw-o new 
speakers, the WS-A500 and the WS-A5SO. 

The WS·ASOO is a new full•range uni1 based 
on a hom loaded "4mm compressio,, driver 
and a singte 12 ind, bass unil, The drWers ace 
housed in a mould(-d plastic c.:ibine1 wh1d, 
comes complete with flying points on both 1he 
1op and sides of the enclosure. Although it 
weighs in at a mere 17Kg and m('asu1es jusl 39S 
X 557 x 273 mm (w X h X d), 1he new unit 
possesses real musical mu$(1e power, claim the 
company, with its ma.,cimum rated power outpu1 
or 122dB. 

TIH! unit wfll handle up 10 200 watts and has 

Monitor One 
Danish company Moni10r Technology is 
claiming that its new speakers are almos1 
completely uncoloured, o((e,ing the broadcast/ 
recording studio or audiophile ., very OJI, 
neutral frequency ,espon.se. 

Monitor One Reference is a hVO·way, bass· 
reRex unit wilh a passive cross•over fec1turing 
careful optimisation 10 enhance 1hc response 
particularfy in the critical l,7kHz·2.SkHz cross· 
over regfon. Although the electronic c;ross•over 
frequency is .it 2,SOOHz, 1he angJing of the fron1 
of the speaker c.ibinet boosts 1he resI>on.se of 
the tweeter at frequendes down 10 l,700H,: to 
give a Ratter response in this reg.ion. The 
cabine1s have been carefully designed to 
con1.ribu1e the mininwn1 of reRe-ction.s, whlle 
ensuring excellent off•a)(iS response. At 3li off• 
axls horizontally, the lePonse is only 3d8 down 
at 15,000Hz. 

An unusual feature is the ,1djustable tweeter 
level, which can be set to mimmum, medium or 
maximum depending on whc1her the speaker is 
being used for near Of mid-field moni1oring. 

The acoustk untres or the 1weeIer and 
woofe, have been cate!ully aligned 10 improve 
phase response, This h()s been achieved 
thr0ugh the angling of the front panel, and the 
introduction of a l6mm ring behind the woofer. 

Capable or responding dO'A•n 10 11.:Hz, the 
1weeter features a fenofluid in the magne1 gap, 
to act a..s a link for stored heal from the voice 
coil and to help cenlre the voice coil in 1he 
magnet. For further details, please conlad 
Monitor Technology in Odense, telephone 45 
66 14 59 SS or UK distributors Raper and 
Wayman on 081-800 8288. 
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a sensitivity of 99d8 for 1 watt at I metre. 
Where more bass fs requir'cd it can be 
combined wi1h the new WS·ASSO sub-woofer 
system. The WS•ASSO is based around a single 
12 h,ch driver and has a power handling 
capacity of 400 watts, 

The two umts a,e connected together by 
means of the WS·SP2AE active crossover. Fot 
ease or connection, both speakers come fitted 
with the Neuttick Speakon connec1ions as 
standard., eJch cabinet being fitted 10 enable 
multi~peaker systems to be connecied wl1h 
minimum fuss. For mote details contact RAMSA 
Panasonic Consumer Electronics UK, in 
Bracknell. Telephone (03441 853176. 

Dalton Dimmers 
light Technology, 1he 8elglan~based manu· 
fac;tun:r of Ughling con1rol equipment, has 
developed a r.1nge of completely new dimming 
technology, The Oahon OP412•HW version wi1h 
terminal blocks, and 1he O:dton OP412·SO with 
8 output sockei.s tu'e professional dimmer packs 
and are designed to be: c.:ompacc and Oexible, 

The r3nge features 4 x 2500 W continuous 
load, inductive .and resistive; short·circuil and 
overload prote:ciion; standard 1 10 10V input 
signal in10 IOOK; dimn,ing curve user seleaable 
bc1ween linear .and square law B; adjustable 
preheal even (or the square law dimming curve; 
enable and drSablc inpul, 0/ lOV digital; low 
voltage outpUI. 20V-200mA and 12 V stabilised; 
and much more, according 10 the company. 

For full specifica1ions and distribulion 
possibilites contac:I Light Technology (Belgium) 
on 32 91 856831 or visit stand F95 at the PLASA 
Show, 

AKG Market DBX 
Following the acquisilion of OBX products late 
last ~-ear, AKC Acous1ie:s have Mnounced that .i 
full range of the renowned signal proces50rs is 
now available. The 08X range includes 
compressor/limiters, noise r~duction units, 
gated compressors, de·essers. hiss reducers, 
graphics and parame1ric equalizers, 

Industry standard items llke the 160X 
compressor/limiter can be found wilhin a range 
of products in the performer, productio,, and 
900 series grovp5. All i1ems are avail;Jble for 
,mmediate delivety. For fmther 111form~1ion 
con1ae1 Justin Frost at AKC on (04868) 25702. 

Daylight Simulation 
Full Spectrum lighting Ltd has announced two 
new 'illl-angle' task lamp units which provide 
simulau~d na1ural daylight. 

801h lamps feature True·lite full spectrum 
fluorescent tubes mounted on Rexible 105cm 
anns with swivel nec:ks. Tru~·Lhe tubes p,ovide 
a glare-free white light which closely simulates 
both the visfble and uhra•violet spectrum of 
natural daylight. The colour temperature of 
5500 degrees K is essential (or accurate colour 
matching and, because of its light quality, can 
also help reduce e~•e suain and fatigue. 

lhe CM 101 Magnifier is fitted wi1h a S'" 1hree· 
diopter circular magnifying lens to provide high 
optic.1I ,esolutioo over a large field of vision. Its 
22W True•Lite a· diameter circuhJr full spectrum 
tube p,ovides shadow•fre,e lighling combined 
wi1h very accura1e colour rendition and the 
1.75X magnified image signiflc<1ntly reduces ~'C 

fatigue, making ii ideal for close, accur31e work. 
The Sl218 provides .i high level of shadow• 

free illumination over a large surface area. The 
slimline fully swivelling hood is fiued wilh 1wo 
18W True·Lite Oourescent tubes. 

These two new lamps are suppfled with 
clamp fixing brackets. For further product 
information contact Full Spect,um Lighting Ltd, 
Migh Wycombe, telephone (0494) 448727. 

The Pulsar Touch 
Touch Panel II is a low voltage, 12 channel 
con1rollet from Ct1mbtidge-based Pulsar. The 
new touch panel provides I0\v•voftage oulpu1 
signals to conttol 12 channels of 1igh1ing, motors 
and effects, strobes and 01her conttolle,s. In 
addi1ion the remote inpu1 allows a 'Master' 
Touch Panel 10 contm1 'Slave' Touch Panels. 
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The unit is supplied with 12 on/off, l.1tching 
pads - 1 per ou1put channel. There a,e 24 
programmable touch pads {on 2 keyboatds) -
each one can control any combination of the 12 
outpu1 d1annels. All thre<! keyboards may have 
Rash, la1ching (toggle), swop, or solo ac1ion, 
swop and solo may work globally across 1he 
keyboards. 

The chase keyboard now has four pro· 
grammable dascs with a 101al of 170 chase 
steps available, The speed ranges from 30 steps 
per sec:ond to one slep every 10 minutes 
making the unit suitable for a number of 
differenl uses, varying from 1he conttol of 
strobes at faS1 speed to the envtronmen1al 
switching o( other co1Hrollers using the very 
slow speed possibility. The chase can be 
manually su~pped or synchronised using the 
,emote control step facility which can operate in 
slave mode accepting inputs from 01he, Toudl 
Panels, or maswr mode to control other Touch 
Panels. For further details coniacr Pulsar in 
Cambndge on (02231 66798. 







The first name in fog machines 
In o relatively shortspon of time the name 

Rosco has become synonymous with high 
performance fog machines. 

Not only do we offer the widest ronge but 
our fog machines have become known for 
being rugged, dependable and eosy to use. 

We a lso created the f irst non-toxic fluid 
for which we won on Oscar. 

And we developed the phenomenally 
successful 1500. 

The New Range 
Our new designer range odds two new 

models: the 4500, a high output fog generator, 
and the 1300a low cost machine. 

The 1500 and 4500 both hove high 
capacity heat exchangers which allow them to 
operate continuously olony setting without a 
pause, a feature probably unique to Rosca. 

They a lso allow continuously variable 
fog control. 

This enables you lo achieve even more 
fine tuning in your control which means 
greater creative scope in terms of the fog 

THE FIRST NAME 
IN FOG MACHINES 

effects you wont to creole. 
Which is why we col l it our 'designer' 

range. Because now you con design any fog 
you want from the thinnest mist to the thickest 
pea sou per. 

They're also safer and more reliable 
But performance isn't the only thing we've 

improved. 
All our machines use electrically 

operated internal peristaltic pumps with o 
slate-of-the-art electronics. This hos enabled 
us lo set a new standard for safety and 
reliability. 

And of course you gel the usual Rosca 
features. 

Every machine comes with remote 
control. And each is designed lo use Rasco fog 
fluid which besides the standard version, now 
a lso comes in five different scents ranging 
from Pina Col ado lo chocolate. 

If you would like lo know more about the 
most professional high performance range on 
the market, f il l in the coupon and we' ll send 
our brochure. 

r-----------------
1 

Please send me detoils of your High Perfonnonce Fog Mochine:1. 
I Name _______________ _ 

I Company _______________ _ 

I Address, _______________ _ 

I 
Rol<~b 1Ja1tff, B~n<!ll/11 \\'ofks. Kaniley Brid~ a.»d, s,clfflN.111, l..mdo11 SEZl6 SAO, I 
Td~ 108116$9 2300 1-'u.. 108H &.S93153 lh: 8'i533S2 ROSIABC .._.. -Yo,I(. l4oll,,_... a -..w l 
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New Sound For Wembley 
Wembley S~dium, the UK's la,ge:sl sporting and 
concer1 venue, is contiolUng iu new sound system 
with rlbre•optk technof08Y developed by Klot2: 
Oigit.111. The Oak~link is now operating on all 
channels around the stidium, but has been 
designed to cope wfth 12S a,eas once the 
turnstilt'S, car parks and othc, su1rounding areas 
have been brought on-line. 

The Oak•Unk was chosen to form the central 
routing matrix becau.sl'!: or its ability to switdi 
between dffferent op<'ralional modes instantly. It 
offerS CD quality .sound, with a dynamic range or 
96d8, a signal to noi~ ratio of 92d8 and a 
sampling ra1e of 44.1 Mz providing a frequency 
response of 20Hz to 20kl-lz. 

The system handles inputs from eight different 
fflurt'.@f ranging from ~t.urity tonttol lO lht' mix@r 
ri'ier. These arc processed using timher$ and 
graphic: e-qua.fiserS before entering the ND 
toIW1H10rs. Two digital routing .switchers then feC?d 
signals to 66 digital pro<:essor.s, permitting 
1ndependenI df8ilal conool of delay and EQ 
.settings for each acoustic a,ea. 

A touch sere-en inttrfac~ makes h easrer 10 
access all the Oak-link's facilities. For further 
d~taiJs contact Klotz Digital, Cronsdorfor Str. 14, 
8013 H(l.ar, \>\'est Ce,many. 

Cataloguing The 90s 
Midnight Sales Ltd h21ve recently published the 
second edition of l he Catalogue 90/91. Tile 
Ut31ogue Is a comprehensive and unique 
tompendlum of iechnic;il products and 
equipmenl for 1he entertainments industry. 

It has been updated to indude new products 
and to tater for lhe introduction oi the company's 
new computerised stock control system, which 
allows for easier ordering and more efftcien1 
despatch. 

Complete with technical information, diagrams, 
photographs and tftlde prices, the 130 page 
catalogue is avallable free to an bona ride 
members of the entertainmenlS industry. To 
obtain a copy, please contact David Rose at 
Midnighl Sales in London on 071·703 0011. 

Abstract/Le Tech 
Synchro Seats 
Abstract Oestgn to Ugh1 of LeiccslCr a.nd Ryger, 
ElectronlC$ of Nonin3ham will be a1 the PI.ASA 90 
show on stand 2S6 this year, to launch 1he new 
Abstract/le Tech Synchro Seats a.nd dedicated SS4 
controller, a joint venture by Abstract & Ryger 
and marice1ed under Abstract/le'fech. 

The Synchro Seats are based on the very 
popular Scatscan IOO, and offer a verSatile system 
for venues thi)t require an intelllgen1 lighting 
system at a reasonable price, say the companies. 

The 9"' rack mount SS4 co,uroller has rive main 
fun<:tion.s:- manual position/sync/bea1/mute, 
and also incorporates four separate 1 kW 
swilching channel.s for individual lamp control at 
8 units max per channel. The manual position 
wfll allow positioning of each seM> d,fve.n mirrot 
head via the fc>ur manual override soft•touch 
buttons and conlrol knob. 

All Synchro Seats will take up the same 
position together and move in synchronisation to 
the mu.sic. A chase sys:tem where eJch mirror 
head will sweep in turn, and is .sound activated 
by the beat of the music is Incorporated, as Is the 
mute which disables the Synd,ro Seats from the 
554 cont10Uer allowing 1he on-board automatic 
gain control sound unit to kick in giving perfect 
sound animaIion from each mirror head. Sync 
and beat receive a sound input direct from the 
sound system via a jack lead Into the SS4 
controller. 

The Syncro Scat can be purchased individually 
(i1 replaces the Scatscan IOOS sound) and hooked 
up 10 the SS4 con1toller at a later date if required, 
a total of 32 units can be conoolled from the S54 
For furthe, information contac:i Abstract in 
Leicester on (0533) 85520. 
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Two From Yamaha 
Yamaha, the origjnators of the muhi effects 
processor. are now offering a sophisticated 
muhit.11> digi1al delay combined wi1h a Oexibfe 
digital crossover/equaliser. The OOL3 is a 1 u 
IOOdB dynamk range answer to many live sound 
problems. 

A,•aflable in a I In, 3 out configuration, each 
output has up to 1.3 seconds of delay in 0.02ms 
incremenls and this can also be displayed in feel 
o, metres. f'-our equaliser modes allow 
independent lrue 3-band parametric EQ wilh 
delay on each lap, a l•-way frequency divider 
with delay on each tap, a 2·way frequency 
drvide, and low p;iss fihe.r and delay on all 
ovtputs or a 2•way frequency divider with band 
pass and delay on .-ill outpu'IS. Fiher slopes of 6, 
12, 18 or 24d8/oC1ave are available pe,mitting 
very sophisticated cros!iover definition. 

1.S memory locations can be tecalled from the 
front panel, via MIDI or via contaC1 closme 
handing hitheno unheard oi control to the live 
sound engineer in a hottile environment, daim 
the company. All rear connectol'S ate balanced 
and individual 8•segment ll:.D input meters 
operate on lhe input and 1he 1hree taps. Each of 
the outpul.S can be auenuated by up 10 SOdB and 
put out of phase if necessary, and the unit can be 
locked in EQ or·c1ossover mode 10 avoid speaker 
damage when flicking between phases. 

The slated dynamic range and THD of les.s 
1han 0.03% are achieved by 18··bit Delta-Sigma 
conversion at a sampling rate ol SOkH2 offering 
superior low level perfo,ma,,ce owr PCM 
convel'5ton. 

Yamaha's new PM 1200 four bus console i.s 
aimed primarily <'II hve sound applic-ation.s, 
although its flexibility and high sonic quality make 
it equally suitable (or recording and broadcast 
work. 

The desk uses the same muting system 1ha1 is 
incorporated in the flag.ship PM3000, offe,ing 
four separate mute groups fo, defining snapshotS 
of channel .status which c.an <:onuol or be 
conirolled by other PM series desks. Available in 
16, 24 or 32 channel versions, each de$k tomes 
with two stereo channels which can be added 10 
or replaced with the stand;itd mono channel. 

The de.sk features signal and clip LED.son each 
channel and colour-coded channel .sections 
1ogethe, with four large illuminated multi•purpose 
VU meters with peak LEDs. EQ is three b<'!nd on 
the saand.ard channel with sweep.able mid and 
1wo band nxed on the stereo, both with l2d8/ 
octave high pass Alters at 80Hz. Either channel 
type o((ers an insert poinl, lour auxes and access 
10 the four output busses and the main stereo. 
For further information contac:i Yamaha•Kemble 
in Bleichley, telephone (09{)8) 371771. 

V 

Digital Technology 
louisvllle·based Innovative Electronic Designs, 
manufacturerS of audio electronics, have 
announced the launch of Ihe worfd~ firs1 digital 
audio processing system with up to SOS 
simultaneous signal path.s allowing the functions 
of rouling, mixfog.. signal delay and level control, 
all in one Integrated system wi th no external 
interfacing. 

i he digital technology is now available m the 
UK 1hrough I.E.O.'S newly-appointed exclusive 
representative The Sound Depar1men1 Ltd in 
London. for further details contact Steve Smilh, 
telephone 001-749 2124. 

Extended Conduit 

Additions to the range of Oexible conduit and 
adaptors have been announced by Bo--vthorpe 
Hellermann Distributors. 

A comprehensive range of non--metallic 
flexible conduit systems is already available from 
lhe company and this is now .supplemented by a 
full range of p~ sheathC?d steel Oexible conduil 
and associated adaptors.. 

Meeting the ,equiremcnts of BS 731, the 
conduit - which is available in outside diameters 
of 16.5mm, 20mm, 25mm and 32mm - is 
constructed from electro gafvanised steel with 
pvc sheaihing profiled to shape on the conduit 10 
avoid resuicting the bending radius or the 
flexibility or thC! conduit. 

Complementing lhe conduit is a full range of 
connectors including plain and swivel male 
tonnectors wilh 150 threads. Necessary locknuts 
can also be .supplied as can a connec\Qr (or plain 
hole fi)Cing, For further information contact 
BowthOfpC 1-tcllcrmann Distributors in the West 
Midlands on \N$9 6SR. Telephone (0922) 58151. 
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Professional Lighting & Sound Association 
Chairman: ~In HOJXrolt (NJO Elearonia Ltd.> 

VKe-<halrman: Tony Kingsley (A\•ltec Electronks UK l td.) 
Treasure,: M:ni(>fl Smith (Sta.tlight Desi.gn Ltd.) 

Commltte!e: PJ.ul Adams IPA lnS1aU.ations ltd.), Tony Akers (Ottonlc Ltd.> 
"1tt 8rook$ (Zero 38 Litlh1in3 lid.), Matthcw GriffllM (Theam.-. Sound and 
Llahting Lid-,), Colin Whittaker (Ceko Ltd.), Mike Wood (W8 Lighting tt.d.l 



DIRECTORY Lighting+ Sound 
Equipment Sale/Hire 

Installation and Design 

Theatre Sound & Ughtlng 
(Services) Lid 

U.K. DISTRIBUTORS 

Clear:Cam 
Intercom Systems 

6 7 DRURY LANE, 
LONDON WC2B SSP 

Phone 071-836 7877 / 8 

~bgirg;-
Manufacturers of Pin Spots, 
Moon Beams, Helicopters, 
Stage Cans, Scanners etc. 

Dealers required. 

The Old Smithy, Church Road 
Cockwood, btter, Devon 

Tel: (0626) ms06 
fax: (0626) 89146S 

Showroom open Mon.sat 10-S 

DJ~\ 
• Lib<ary and Custom made Cobos 

and Slides. 

• Screen PMling onto various 
Materials. 

• Standard and Custom f;bro>Op<ic 
Effeas and Equipment. 

ro, further lnf1>rmation contac:1; 
DHA Lig:hli~ lid, 
3 Jona.11\.Jn Strttt, London SE11 5NH 
Tel: 011-.ss2 3600 Fax: on-ss2 4779 
r,i,,, 93Sil9 COBOCO C 

Wholesale Distribution tor 

C ...BOSE"" ib,,,,_. _ _ 
Q'tGl00\ SOUHDSHOP • ~ 

°"~ z~ro 88 
~ 1 .. :g11514 i;>i\!l~A~ 

!"l"l"l*'M TECHNICS - CF • ·I· 11:1:1:11 -,._e"Ma,tt~ 
0 G'?riioNics 

and other loading brand names 

Specialist supplier of Mini Light Tube 
! INSTALLATION DIVISION - SHIPLEY DIAL LTD. \ 

DIAL SOUND AND LIGHTING 
Unit 4G Wharfedale Road, Euroway Industrial Estate, 

Bradford 8D4 6SG. 
Telephone: (0274) 651600 Fax: (0274) 651190 

RAPER& 
WAYMAN 
Audio Systems Du ign & 

lnslallalion 

Public Addru5 & 
Sound Reinforcemenl for 

Conftrenc.e, AV & U1.-c Sound 
Pruentilion in Thutte5, 
Halls, Clubs & Studios 

EcJuifment Sales&: Hirt 
Ful Service FM:ilities 

081-800 8288 

LIGHTING 
HIRE 

SALES 
SPECIAL F/X 
STAGE CONTROL LTD. 

STATION PARADE, 
WHITCHURCH LANE. 

EDGWARE. MIODX. HAS 6RW 

TEL: 081 952 89B2 
FAX: 081 951 4178 
TELEX: 924896 

LIGHT& SOUND 
SERVICE 

0924 
468183 

HOYLE HEAOMIUS, 
NEW STREET 

EARLSHEMON, DEWSBVRY 
WEST YORKSHIRE, Wfl1BJJ 

~, )ijfj 1rl1r 1 Ui:MfJf~ 
lll!J ~--;1J1:rr~ 

Sound & Lighting 

Dlatrlbuton 
Trade representation for 

DATA DISPIAY 
OPTIKJNETICS 
POWERDRIVE 
ANYTRONICS 

LEMAITRE 
MULTIFORM 
FABTRONIC 

ZERO 88 
PULSAR 
AVITEC 
CLOUD 
SHUR£ 
MODE 

ICE 

89 Scotlorth Road, Lancaster, 
Toi: 0524 62634. 

cls 
SALES 
AN\ 

V 
Professional lighting 

suppliers for Entertainment, 
leisure and the Arts 

lel: (0204) 364139 

SPOT ON 
FOR QUALITY 

@ 
Sound, Lighting and Special 

Effects for leisure, promotion, 
entenainment and the arts. 

• Flnt din ltdlnitll btck.._ 
• JIHtpth stocking at the but prictt, 
• ~Y rn1il Ofdw •nd upon llnb. 
• Field SIMI Ind IMtal~tioet. 
• OPEN MOII-FRI 9.30-S.3(1. SAT 9.30-4 
~ °" requelt. 

LUTON SOUND& LIGHTING 
75 & BH8Weliog100 S

lwn. WI SAA. £nil,nd, 
Telt- 0582 4117 33 

Telu: B25l'l31825S82 CHACOM G urn:o 
Fu: 0582 391102 

93 



1- STAGE LIGHTING 
uSALE 
uHIRE 

• 500W FLOODS 
• 1000W FLOODS 
• VARIABLE BEAM 

PROFIU SPOTS 
• FRESNEL SPOTS 
• PEBBLE CONVEX 

SPOTS 
• DIMMING AND 

CONTROL 
• COLOUR CHANGE 
• EFFECTS 
• RIGGING EQUIPMENT 

Ex.Port Sales - Trade Show s 

Mon .. afrl.9.30 am - S.30 pm. 

c:c:T ::J theatre liahtina limited 
WN>SOA HOUSE. 26 WllLOW LANE. MITCHAM. SURREY, CA4 ,4M. TEL: 081 &,cO 3366 TEl.Elt 9C66t8 

ELTEC 

The 
Professional 

People 
1.ighlmg s,1lt>:- .-.nd hire hl lh<' 
Entert.l•nmen1, Co,lfcft'nl't', 

fah1b1tic,n .,nd l.~1<;\lflC' ln-<h.l~lnl":1-, 
From 5.llt-.; Conference h, C..r 

Llunch, f.i,-hiQn Show to 
lhhibilion St,md, 

Con Mo the sp«i.1Us1~ in lighting 

t J - -
MUSHROOM 
LIGHTING 

:t Tfn/tt.r HI.Yd. M11u/~11,11 r~,l IIN~lrl.N ht:N,, 
,,·lll'ltl-1Wn /1,',>,;J JAX 

Td"J'"'"'"'~l~f.HYJnuk;""'°"J 1•111.t 

LIGHTING HIRE & SALES 

Philip L. Edwards 
(Theatre Lighting) 

94 

5 HIJbwood O-,, Clo,sop, 
0.rbysblrr SKIJ 9PH. 

Td,pbon<: 0;4574 62811 . 

auu~~ 
LIGHTING 
The specialist for 

LAMPS used in the 
THEATRE and 

ENTERTAINMENT 
industries. 

Excellent Trade terms 
available. 

Mico Lighting Ltd. 
Troydale Lane, Pudsey, 
Leeds, Ylesl Yorkshire. 

Telephone: (0532) 567113 
Fa><: (0532) 572358 

Telex: SS6469 (MICO C) 

FOR SPEEDY INFORMATION 
TO LIGHTING+ SOUND 
Te lelax (0323) 64690 5 

Lighting Hire & Sales 
Equipmem from all 

rn.aj01 rnanurac.1urert 
Hire or Outdoor Equipmc:n.t 

Including Stli.iin, Jnd Seatl"-3 
SpcdaJ Effects, indudin,g 

JmOkc macbinC$, $nOw ma,china, 
projcctton, pyrotechnic,, etc-, 

HIRE: Oxford (0865) 722522 
SAi.ES: Oxlon! (0865> 722468 

I-fire and Sak -s Northwesr: 
051 -334 8991 

TRAFALGAR 
LIGHTING LTD. 
081-443 4960 
LIGHTING 
SALES-HIRE 
SECONDHAND KIT 
BOUGHT & SOLD 
081 -443 4960 ---, Proressionlll Disco 

Equipnicni. Lighting.I 
Sound :and Special 
Effects 
Sales and I lir• .-.1 
Servicing and ~ 
lnstallat_ion '"='"'I 
P.A.mus1c --..i 
172 High Road. I 
East FinchlC)' 
London N2 9AS I 
Tel: 081-883 4350 

OS1·368 9232 24hrl ---· FOR SPEEDY INFORMATION 
TO LIGHTING + SOUND 

FAX (0323) 646905 

W.B. Group 
cover the corn lete 
lighting spectrum 
from film to 1:\/., 
theatre to disco 

special & motorised 
effects 

Only the best ,s good 
enough 

WJ3-Group 
4 Tenter Rd,. Moulton Park Ind. Esc.. 

Northamµ<on NN3 IPZ 

Tel: (0604) 499331 

WBiBL.c-Y 
l()I L"))RA(i:::t 
COlilitAW! 
Limii:i:i> 

deuce 
~ ~;~., 

Professional Loudspeaker 
Repair 

Specialists tor all Makes 
ol Power Unl1s ..... 

Mtnulacturus or 'Otuce· 
Mini 6 Maxi Cubil 

•e Lint• 
(lhl 1,1lllm1t• profeuiOruil 

1a· Bua.SOO W•tt Lo...d•PNkef) 

Sou!\O Syatema ouSlom des)gned and 
manulactured !or a.JI aizes o-1 venue. 

Mobil• Sy1t•ms lrom 100 Wall5 10 201c 

Unit 4, Askew Crtscent Workshops 
Askew Crescent, London W1290P 

Tel: 081 ·743 4567 
Fax: 081 ·749 7957 

NIGHT FLIGHT 
Sound and l1ghtmg 

THE BIG ONE IN 
SCOTLAND 
lnM,lt.lt10l'I, De-sign. 

Hut. Rep,m ,1,nd Se""'Ce 
0389,79261 

ll~l!©)1rtlM 1r1n lliii!Jlrrlt 
Lighting & Sound Equipment Hire & Supply 

Technical Equipment (or the Leisure & Enterlainment Industry 

Sale • Installation • Hire 
Stockists for Strand, Hall Stage, Aoscolab, OHA, 
Tecp,o, Allen & Heath, Bose, T&nnoy, Toa, AKG, 

Le Mail.re, Slick Systems Trussing. 

M anufacturersot Socket Boxes, Working Light and Sp6c:ialised control systems 

Edinburgh 031·553 2383 Glasgow 041-440 1771 
(Fax 031·553 3296) (Fax 041-445 4406) 



~Strand A- Lighting 
e Stagee & TV L1qhtmg 

e Light mg Control 
Equipment 

e Effects Pro,ectors 

e colour Filters 

e oealers throughout 
the UK 

Cr .:, n: 1,VJ.y ,:off ;:;•,c~. L.J::•-") 
!c.: .. ,•,T,1'.r. J,t'.:id'."'"'°x 1v,,·: ~-:::o 

081560 3171 
<"i 
~~ 

SPOT ON 
THEATRE 
SERVICES 

• suppty & M110 0I SI.ii~ 
l,.1ghl1ng EQulpment & Ellecis 

" Desi9n $ COfl$Ull•ncy WOdt 
IJIMHr~Jt• n 

• COm~te Mechanical 4 
Eleciric,111 1n, 1.r,U.ihon, (NlCEICI 

Mak.o-Up. Curtain.s, Ao,tr.a Supphec, 

ILKLEY (0943) 602979 
ILKLEY (0943) 830574 

KEIGHLEY (0535) 606255 
21A l.EEOS RO. ll.l<l.EV l.$29 80P 

I ..., 
.c 
C) ·-

::,t,. 
(.) 
ea -.c 

«black light» 
, ,, ,·,, 1c1·,, 

-----
~I· •,•, • ." I I/ 
-'' .,,-,,_.' •. ·' [·~· 

"' 
~.,l.[•·C:· L~"l ,: ) 

HIRES AND SALES 
DIAll"R.i"OR ((T 

ARR.I 
R.OSCO 

ZERO 88 
COE MAR 

LE MAITRE 
DURAl'l UG 

POWER.DRIVE 

* Sound and C:' 
fighting equipment hire 

* Le Maitre special 
effects stockist 

* Installation service 
and one night stands 
available 

* Special promotions 
* Competitive rates and 

aflicient service 
Call us tor colour 

brochure and price l ists 
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H ire•Sales•Service 
* lighting 
• Curtains 
• Cables 
* Make-Up 
• Books 

• Sound 
* Track * Connectors 
* Scenics 
• PyfOteehniCS 
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STAADAEAM AUDIO VISUAL 
Party House, Mowbray Drive. 

Blackpool, Lanes. 
Telephone: (0253) 302602 

Telex: 67426 PARTY G 
Fax: (0253) 301000 
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LIGHTING 

HIRE 
DESIGN 

ENGINEERS 
London 081 ·891 4755 

~ 
lighting Conlro ls 
S1age Management Sys1ems 
Patching Systems 
Paging and Aetay Systems 
Full ln.s1ana11on SeMCe 

Eurollghl Ltd. 
Unit 8. Maple Industrial E.sta1e 
Maple Way, 
Fe1th3m TW t3 7AW 
England 
Telephone: 081·751 6400 
Tolox:888941 LCCIUTESYM 

FOR ALL 
YOUR 
CONTROL 
REQUIREMENTS 

~ 
Leslie Hire & Sale 

For 
Stage and TV Lighting 
and Stage Equipment, 

phone 

081 871 5132 

I.T.5 . THE BRIGHTEST 
PEOPLE FOR ALL YOUR 
TECHINCAL THEATRE 

REQUIREMENTS 

• FflEEOHIGN 
& PUNNING 

• IHSTAWTIOH BY 
EXPERTS 

i> ""~ • FULL SERVICE \ & MAINTENANCE 
• GUARANTH D 

, QUALITY 
• COUNT£R SAL£$ 

_ • ANOHIREASWELU 

FOR TME 8RIGHTEST SERVlCE 
CONTACT· 

lH\ l-.ttd l~• l'l~,,.•.,V""9o El,oo~l llood 

Wc."'..1 .. ,,,11 l~ ~W18 00 
lelt,9!,00.Jlf<C.G 

m oe PfODf nT THfRTl\f 
5fl\UICf 5 

Manulacture, Supply 
and Installation 

Unit 6 Glalsdale Point 
BllbOrough 
No1tlngham 
NG84GP 

Tele-phone 0602 455520 
Fax 0602 455430 

{C&II kit ou, fM!w r1ee COiour btocl'lure) 

"MAKING LIGHT WORK" 

of lighting and Sound 
for Clubs and Discotheques 

A.JU, DESIGN SEAVICE 
Tr.aCMo/Ei,;potl ~• w. ,c-ed .... .,,.. °"'"' (U,ht • S®""J .... 

Unll &ft 7, ~ Road ll'ldlMlal P.,_, 
Gtea1 G-ansOtn. S.n6t. 8oO$ SG 19 38J 

LIGHTING HIRE & SALES 

Philip L. Edwards 
(Theatre Lighting) 

Telephone: (07677) 7715/6/7 /8 
Fax: (07677) 7730 

S HJ&hwood Oost, Clossop, 
0.rt>yolslrt SKl3 9PH. 

Td<pl,on<: °"'574 62111. 

CHARLES FISHER 
S-lA·G·l·N·G l·l·M·llf • □ 

EXHIBITION and CONFERENCE 
DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION 

+ ~·tbill.s~ + 
s~ 1>ibbe,ieid 

l'lrow "°"" foffl\ 01d,y Rood. Rlpon, Nof1tl ,on,Mr. H0-4 JJU. 

Telt 0765 701604 Fax, 0765 701389 

THEATRE LIGHTING AND 
CONTROL FROM 
LEEColortran 

International 
* Windsor l.mra,res-111,que modJlar des,gtl 9M!S eJ9l,t Proliles, 

a fresoel 0< a PC flc,njust 15 blslC cOOl)Onel1ts. 
Notable features irduoe, 

Cuck-fit lens title;~ gate; f.asy tamp charee-
* Club Ught ra,-ee - lip,inaires ideal fc, smaller stages, d tbs aoo 

education vm..ies. 
* Mast•r series dimnwlg and cornrol - ircludirs '-'l!rSO!lle 

i'oNermesterdmner.; and Trw.astercontrol desl<:s. 
* Ltt fllt•rs- by the roll et sheet * Repla«ment lamps- stockists m distributor,; of all leadwlg tamps. 

LEEColortran 
International 

Manchester lito«f, Kursley, 8ofton. BL-' 8Rl 

Tel: (0204) 73373 
Trade Counter ar; 1 Wycombe Ro6d, WtmbkY, Midd lese~ HAO 1QN. 

Tel: 081-902 8835 
~ 
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64 EDEN ROAD • WALTHAMSTOW • LONDON E17 9JY 
Telephone: 081-520 2336 14 lines! 

Fax: 081-509 1332 

~ ~~~ 

LIGHTING SALES/HIRE 
OHl9non, ltK-hnlclans end ln&1ane,a 

to ln$ En1•rt0Jnment ~l)c;t Promotion Industries 

NEON UTE ASSOCIATES 
Unit 1, Cl<Welly 

Chapel Aoad, Meppersl\811, BedfO«IShl(O SG17 5NO 
ltt 0442811843 Fu: 0462817352 

FA ~NIC 
~HTING 
f.ntera1nment tncl Oi.splay 

Llghhng M1nut1c1ure1s 

Full brochure and 
price list available 

Lighltng tor all your needs 
Ou,my products manufactured 

c ontact: Sue Alley 
62 Ttnlet Road. 

Moul1on Park Ind, E.sia1e, 
Nortriampton NN-3 1M 

Telephone: (OG04j 790765 
Fax; t0604) • 403 

M:K:V PRODUCTIONS 
SUPPIIIIS Of 1111 FOIIOW1NG SIIVICIS 

TOTIIITIADI 
The Pleasu~ Oomt Ro.dshow 

ll1t la,gost IIISdlil, Mgn1Wb ~ ""°"' -
A sound to ligtll \hcM' ¥>-hidt hb1 to be ...,,, ... _ , 

Wlibition lighting .1nd Sot.Ind 
lMgt Sc!MI Video and PYoje(oon 

Cienffltotoptol»: 
8'ndllgndngws....o 
Proffflional Crf'N Sefwes 

Hirt of ~tint, TMsing, S~lng, 
CW'l<e flOOr, Mar~ 

~n Prodll<'lion ors~ Sffikes 
.)Via.hie 

cont,,ct: 8ob Milltf or Martin King on 
■ tOt11 ! '6SlWU17H fu:fD171)16JO?O 
CALTHORPE HOUSi, 81U.-\ONT ROAD 

llFAACOMBE, DEVON lX34 SOit 

For annual advertising rates 
in the DIRECTORY section of 

telephone 

(0323) 642639 

WHITE LIGHT 
~~c= 

57 FILMER ROAD LONDON SW6 7Jf 
FAX: 071-371 0806 TEL: 071-731 3291 

NORTHERN BRANCH 
CORPORATION STREET SOWERBY BRIDGE 
NR tw.JfM wtST YORKSHIRE HX6 2QQ 
FAX: 0422 839773 TEL: 0422 839651 
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LIGHTING DIMENSIONS (Wll LTD 
LONG WiE DUBLIN 8 !REI.ANO 

f,ol,; DUBLIN 530S08 IU: DUIU< 530204 

Pm,,,fffENI' I 
GENERATORS-CABLE 

.:rRANSFORMERS 
H.lrt or S.- New or Ustd 
I to lOOCI KW,S0/60 HtrU 
S..-S•u-~,_. 

''"''""""""r~,......,._..,. 
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THE COMPLETE 
POWER SERVICE GROUP 

·o,..-~'°" d4dl" 

FOR SPEEDY INFORMATION 
TO LIGHTING + SOUND 
Telefax (0323) 646905 

mo1111m 
11llHEDC+J 

P....(w ~ ~1u,,.,., H

A COMPLETE 
PROFESSIONAi. DESIGN 

& INSTAllATION SERVICE 

• Studio Equipment 
• Concert Systems 
• Computer Division 
• Hire Facllltles 

CHELMSFORD 
102451 361694 

NOVA lo 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

QUALITY STAGE 
LUMINAIRES AND AURORA 

LIGHTING CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

AGENTS REQUIRED IN 
SOME AREAS 

Novallght (International) Lid 
Foxes Bridge Road 
Forest vaIe Ind Est. 

Cinderford, 
Glos GL 14 2PQ 

Telephone: 0594·23197 
Fax: 0594-26045 
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Specialist Technical Equipment and Services 
for the Entertainment and Allied Industries 

GERRIETS 
WHEN YOU NEED A 
FRONT OR REAR 

PROJECTION SCREEN, 
GIVE US A CALL/ 

011 ·232 2262 rol 
011 ·237 4916 fax 

WE BEUEVE THAT OUR 

WELDING IS THE BEST, 

WE BEL /EVE OUR MATERIAL 
TO BE THE BEST 

WE BEUEVE OUR SERVICE 
REMAINS UN-EOUALLEO. 

WITH MORE THAN FORTY 
YEARS EXPERIENCE, 

ITS TIME WE SAID 
"BUY GERRIETS" 

LOUD AND CLEAR 

BUYGERRIETS 

lh111 18, Tow•r Wetll1l'IO,)I, 
Ailey Road, 

London SE I 300, 

TRIPLE E 
CURTAIN AND 

SCENERY TRACKS 
A comprehensive range available fo, 
sale or hlro, from a waif plaque 10 a 

SOO-metre system for a procluc1 
launch at the N.E.C. 

ABTT />lwald winne,s 
1984 '1'roduc1 oC the Year'" -

Purpose-made LOOSE PIN HJNGE 
1988 "Product ol the Year" -

UNITRACK system with llneat mocors 
catalogue ava#able on roquest 

~ 

&.:?· ~-·-Triple E Limited 
unit six. Tower works, Riley Road. 

London se1 30G 
T•lepoone: 011-237 6354 
Faeslmlle: 071-'237 7650 

HI-PROFILE 
TECHNICAL SERVICES 
Sound/L1ghllng • A.V ' Rig Work 

Installation • Maintenance 
lndoot/Outdooc • Oesign 
One Off f:?ntrol Systems 

~ rs 
to the Lighting, Sound, 

TV and Theatre Industry. 
ptOdlJCt~ htelud« 

PEEL CLEAN 
'TOUR LABELS' 

SECURITY 
'HIRE LABELS' 

PRINTED 
'CABLE TAPE' 

M1ln di1t1ll:nJr0ts of Sfend, rd 
, nd $/Hclallll S.U·Adh•• lv• T•~· 

For UK & Expon 
Tel: 04'0◄M5<0 
Fax: 0480-4M206 

unll 24, s1ephen.on road, 11 rvH, 
huntlngdon, c:amt>t pel7 cwJ 

CHRIS JAMES & CO LTD 
Unit 7 

Nonn Western Comtnllfcillj Cctnue 
75 e,~li• l<I Lane, Yorf( way 

LOM<>n NW1 9YJ 
Tel:071·2:8,4 2221'2 Fait: i:>71-2114 2156 

FOR SPEEDY INFORMATION 
TO LIGHTING+ SOUND 

Telefax (0323) 646905 

K·E·L·S ·E· Y 
ACOUSTICS LTD 

AUDIO& 
LIGHTING 

CABLE, 
CONNECTOR 

&CUSTOM 
WIRING 

REQUIREMENTS 

C.Ul FAX OR WRlTf. rnFt 
OUR CORRE.NT CATALOGUE 

KELSEY ACOUSTICS LTD, 
21 POWIS TERRA.CE1 LO.HOON WU I J H 

TE"L:011•127104& FAX:071·2430211 

Hall Stage Products Foi lt\4: li11HI t,tet.thlle wrtl l' or 
tel e,poono 

Chlit Hitcf'len, 
lt1'fllll!<l HALL STAGE PRODUCTS 

offer a complete range ol 
Stage and Scenery Hardware 

Ri ggi ng Gear, Pulleys & Curtain Trac·ks 
for the discerning designer 

, ,,. O,ie Slvdio,. Station Aoad, 
9 or, n.tmwood, H♦tU WDC 100. 

h lu: 49$5601 PEFILUlC·O 

Telephone: 081 ·953 9371 /2 

STAGlflDDR 
DUO 

Instant Layf lat 
The flooring that will 

go down and not 
let you down!! 

Phone us for samples 
of our exclusive 

product. 
Enquiries welcome from 

European/USA distributors. 
We are looking to expand 

our agency network. 

CRAIG-LOUTH ASSOCIATES 
15 Lansdown Plaeti. Ffome 

somer&et, England BA 11 3 HP 
let (0373) 61809 

THE TOTAL 
PACKAGE 

• Design, supply and 
ins1aua1ion of lighting, 
sound. communication.stage 
eciu,prnent,r,gging. AV, 
conferenc0 and pro1ec1lon 
systems. 

• For theatres.studios. halls. 
clubs and commercial 
presen1a110t1 

• Full in-house etectrical 
contracting service . 

• UK and Worldwide. 

[I] 
GLANTRE 
ENGINEERING LTD. 
2Cremyll Road,Read1ng,8erks. 

0734-509711 

Supply, installation 

and hire of 

professional 

sound equipment 
RGJONES 
80UNO ENOINEIEAINO 
B EULAH AOAP 
LONOON SWUI ,se 
TELOll•S•O 9ll 1 
FAX 081 • 5•2•3&8 

For annual advertising rates 
in the DIRECTORY section of 

telephone 

(0323) 642639 
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VIEWPOINT 
THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS 
OF CREWING A TOUR 
There is theory thalgoes: ••If you have crap gear 
and a good crew then you can probably busk it, 
but if you have great gear and a crap crew then 
you are in trouble." Of course if you have crap 
gear and crap crew then you would do well to 
be trading under someone else~ name. 
Mowever, what this does is hishlighl the import• 
ance of the personnel both to the company and 
to the client 

11 seems to me that this is a point whid, is 
overlooked more and more of1en, especially by 
the larger companies involved in the lighting 
hire business. Basically, the crew/roadies/road 
filth (depending on your point or view) are the 
acceptable (or not) face of the company they 
are representing. Thetefore, the quality of the 
idiots the company chooses to employ can be of 
crucial importance not only on that job but also 
with regard to possible futum work from the 
same c.lienL 

However, it is not so easy to deflne those 
qualities. Dress sense is definitely not high on 
the list of priorities. Neither is sobriety (which I 
can personally attest to). Technical ability Is 
obviously impQrtanl, but it is certainly not 
crucial (as many roadies I know should person· 
ally attest to). I believe that it can be better 
described as a mixture of practical common 
sense heavil'v laced with a masochistic desire for 
self•degradation. Here is a delicate balance 
which in the wrong hands can prove lethal. Even 
in the right hands{,ve all know what they are for} 
it can become unpleasant in the extreme. 

The ideal candidale would possess the abil~y 
to work and maintain the equipment to a high 
standard and the type of personality to cope 
with, and contribute to, life on the road. The 
lifestyle is certainly not suitable to everyone and 
there are some still involved actually touring 

Index to Advertisers 

who have yet to realise that themselves. 
The combination of lol'1g hours, little sJcep, 

and loud noise is a iactlcemployed bytheSASto 
great effect In places like (dare I say it) Northern 
Ireland. Under these circumstances people can 
be somewhat strange and just a smidgen ir
rational. The atmosphere of the tour is dictated 
by the interaction of the individuals and it can be 
the case that the whole becomes greater than 
the separate parts which constitute ii (I am sure 
someone has said that before). Under these 
circumstances touring can become one of the 
most pleasurable (and addictive) occupations I 
have ever known. On the other hand ii can 
become nightrnareish if there are personality 
clashes and the tour is a tough one. 

Attitude is I.he essen1ial determinate. Conse· 
quently, •attitude adjustm ent' is an important 
part of touring (you can work that one out for 
yourselves). 

At the end of the day, well actually more 
importantly at the beginning of the day, the crew 
is effectively the company's PR and as such has 
added responsibility to that company. 1-fowever, 
on a quid pro qua basis thi s also means that 1hc 
company has added responsibilities to their 
crew. Which rather fortuitously brings me back 
to my initial point 

There isa popular saying which reads: " If you 
pay peanuts., then you will gel monkeys:''. This 
happens to be an idea to which I subscribe. On 
a more serious note a pa,ticularly annoying 
trend appears 10 have developed. This involves 
a company including in its lighting quote pro· 
visions for reasonable wages to be paid 10 com· 
petent crf!IN, What then happens is that the 
company ends up only paying a proportion 
{read small) of that to the crew. 

Abst.r:icl l 4 Cli"ly PaJcy/Pulsar 71 Lightpowff Showt«hnik 
66 Lighting Dimensions AO8 17 Oiscolec 90 

AKC Acoustics 46 Oouihty Engint'ering 16/58/83 lightw;wt fttstarch 
Alltn & Hu th Ltd 19 English Class 17 Ute Alternative 
Ark light 78 GTE Sylvania 6 lSO 
AniGBlld 14/60 HardwMe for Xt'non 54 M&Mli3hting 
Arlick 85 Ha,riron Bectronic 74 Marquee Audio 
Astnlloy 70 lmagt PrO Inc 3 Meteorlites lid 
Autog,i h S.les 57 Italian Tradt' Centre 99 Midnight Sales 
Avile<. eclronks Ltd 14/15/18/34 JEM Theatriul Sl /52/53 Multiform l itfhling Lid 
A\'Olilts 26/49 l.aff't'" Crta1ions 17 NJO Electronics Ltd 
Bost" UK 38 laser Crafi~ 98 Northern Light 
Ceko Ltd 8 laser Magic 44 NSR Communic.ation 
Ctles.tlon 13 l.aserpoinl Ud 100 ()ptik:inetics Ltd 
Ctrebrum Lighting 30n 8 I.et Filters Ltd 76 PA lnSf.)lfations lid 
Chris lames & Co ltd 20 Lt' Maitrt l ighting &- Effecl5 •• Pan Command 
Otrooic Ltd 12 Light 8e-.uns 90 Par Opti Proj ects Ltd 
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The result being that they will tend 10 employ 
inexperienced or simply bad technicians as a 
way of clawing back the money for their under
budgeted equipment rental, which in my mind 
is unfair on the rest of the crew and also unfair on 
the inexperienced since they have less chance 
to learn from the expe,ienced. 

The manifestalion of this can be seen in the 
many crew changes which appear to be 
occuring lately. TI1re~. four or even five 
personnel swaps are not unusual on a big tour. 
This itself can detract from morale and serves to 
break up the cohesiveness which is so essential 
for a successful tour. 

Obviously, this is not the only dodgy practice 
employed in the lighting game. Subjects such as 
'back hande,s' and the tendencies of larger 
companies to do tours for 'silly money' just 1·0 

freeze out the smaller competitor are worthy of 
their own columns. 

Unfortunately, I do not think that anything is 
going to alter these disturbing trends. Particu· 
larly, since the: industry is becoming more and 
more concentrated into lessa,ld less hands, and 
as it is being treated increasingly like big busi· 
nes.s. The idea of clocking·on remains as abhor• 
rent to me as I am sure it does to many still in the 
business. I am sure that the situation would be 
much heahhier with many small companies 
rather than a few (very few) giants. However, it 
might be claimed {rather justifiably) that I have a 
vested interest in such an outlook. So, having 
been caught red-handed I'll shut up. 

The writer o( this month's Vic?wpoirH h.as asked to 
remain anonymous. Nevenheless he has submitted a 
biography under his nom de plume:. 

'lwiule' has toured extensively i:n Euro~ . NOrlh 
America, and South America. with ad$ such as Tina 
Turner, Elion John, The Cwe, fk'etwood M.J<", Stevie 
Wonder ... 

To lhOS<' who know him, he needs no inl.rodud ion, 
To those who do nol, they should count their bless· 
ings. He is now lo be found, should you wish to., 
malingering around Tht: Spot Co, 
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l6 Roscolab Ltd 86/87 
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The Sound Ot~rlment 79 

II TotaS Fabrications 69 
15 TSL 42 
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58 Unusual Rigging 63/83 
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For us lcalians, quality and famasy come narurally. h is a 1alenc chat, 
combined with our well•known characteriscics and professionality, 
brings success. We can see chis' in the "Made in Italy" pcoducis for the 
enrercainmenr indusrry. ARTICK, C.'f.M., F.B.T., FLY, GRIVEN, 
U TE BEAM, METALTRECCE, MUSIC & LIG HT, OUTLINE, 
S.G.M., SPOTLIGHT, PROGRAMSISTEM ANO T ECNITRON, 
will prove it to you at the "LIGHT & SOUND SHOW" (Olympia 2. 
first floor) from September 9th. co 12th. 1990. Doing things well gives 
us great sacisfac1ion. The same that Botticelli muse have felt. 

Vii Lim l l · 001◄4 ROMA (ll.URI 
rh, (6MWZI • 1fu: (6) S9I0SOB 

1lx. 610lfi0.611282-'132JI JC ERM I 

LONIX)N OFFICE halilLII Tttdit Cet11tt 
)7 Saick-v-ille Suete • LONDON 

rh. OO.f.01/1),IJ.{12/3 • 1h:. OSl/l'870 INACFI. 

ymp10 

Li~llt-i-... - . 
~ (' U l H.'. 
S l 1 c \\' 

9-I 2 September 
I lom,6pm 
Sun/Mun/Tue 
llom-5pmWed 

·APIAD· 
ASSOCIATION OF ff ALI AN 

DISCOTEQUE AND THEATRE 
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 
Vu SoM.-rino 1· 20111 "'1,IIIIICI (hal1> • ph, U) 80-000 

1fo Ill 90'700. cl-., ~ 11 lnM""" I for AJl'.d 
Mtabi!:n 1990 

ARTICK.Ci'M, FAL.. Fl,Y, GUF'RAM Alt.RfDJ,. 
~t~NTI. Kl/1.G-S SOl!NO. LAMPO. LITii BEAM, 
SllJOIOSILVESTRO t.OLU . .MUSIC & UGHT 

PROOUCTION, OUTUN[,. PROCR.A.M SISTEM. 
~Jot SJ'OTUGHT, ST\/010 l)U6. ST\1010 TAU-

S.AN! FEllRlNI & Ll!CCHI, TECNITitON. 



Aquarius, the new 
generation of laser control 
desks: 

• 8 channels, w ith over 500 
high quality graphics on 
each. 

• 12 parameters for pattern 
control: each one infinitely 
variable. 

• Waterproof, illuminated 
keyboard. 

Full details on Aquarius from: 

• Standard model inc ludes 
disk drive, MIDI, tape control 
and RS232 interface. 

• W ide range of animation/ 
effects programming, 
including flip, rotate, zoom, 
moving background and 
cross fade. 

• Down range effects 
capability - also controls 
lighting d immers and smoke 
machines. 

MW~V 
Laserpolnt Ltd 44/45 Clifton Road Cambridge CB1 4FD Telephone (0223) 212331 Fax (0223) 214085 Telex 817281 Laserp g 




